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This qualitative critical ethnography examines how visual culture impacted the 

identity and art of four Hopi artists. Sources of data included a personal journal, artists’ 

interviews, group discussion, art work interpretations, and historical research of Hopi art, 

visual culture, and issues of native identity. In particular, my analysis focused on issues 

of power / knowledge relationships, identity construction, and the artist as co-constructor 

of culture through personal narratives. Implications for art education centered on the 

concept of storytelling through mythic archaeology situated in identities of past, present, 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

While working at the National Museum of the American Indian, New York City site for a 

summer internship in 2006, Navajo artist Will Wilson remarked within his exhibition text that 

“art making is a way to tell personal and community stories, to strengthen Indians with examples 

of resistance, and the possibilities of controlling one’s own representation” (National Museum of 

the American Indian, 2006). Wilson’s challenging statement presents for us the dynamic 

dilemma for contemporary native artists to present themselves as a living cultures with the right 

to cultural representation and self-determination, despite being pitted against their social agency, 

that is increasing informed by cultural contradiction, conflict, and visual culture. Since first 

contact with Europeans and continuing with American governmental policies, issues of cultural 

patrimony continue to face native communities. Now beyond the impact of physical genocide, 

native artists are addressing the impact of cultural genocide via appropriation and re-

representation of native identity within diverse contexts, including the art world (Bennett, 1999; 

Bird, 1996; Lippard, 1990). This study explores these issues of identity in native art and brings to 

the discourse of art education a dialogue of how visual culture within diverse contexts, including 

non-native and native communities, impacts native identity and it such representation in their art.  

 Visual culture of native and non-native origin exists within native communities. Native 

artist and curator Richard Hill (2004) has vocalized his own discontent with the role American 

popular visual culture has had in the forming of native identity. In support, Green (2004) states, 

“visual and linguistic projections about ‘Indians’—the very term is an artifact of the pop culture 

imagination—were encoded and transmitted” (p. 12), in mediated stereotypes for non-native and 

native consumption. Art education has increasingly taken notice of how visuality, our 
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relationships with images, including how images construct identity and how we construct social 

and personal relationships with images (Duncum, 2002, 2003; Freedman, 2000; 2003; Tavin, 

2000, 2005). Furthermore, in what is called the visual turn in Western art history and philosophy 

(Dikovitskaya, 2001; Mitchell, 1994), theorists urge that it is the “visual crisis of culture that 

creates postmodernity, not its textuality” (Mirzoeff, 1999, p. 2). Therefore, the increasing 

emphasis on our relationships with the visual provides art education with a site for a postmodern 

discourse of visuality.  

 Visual culture includes an emphasis on the concept of visuality, our relationship with 

images and meanings that inform our understanding of self and our practice of culture (Mirzoeff, 

1999; Mitchell, 1994) and is essential to art education in the 21st century. I present this study as 

an example of how social discourses related to visuality impact the identity and art of four Hopi 

artists. In the context of this study, sites of visual culture are understood as existing within realms 

on and off the reservation; such as ethnic / culturally related images within the Hopi community, 

communities outside the reservation, the mediated world of the digitized technologies including 

the Internet, film, television and advertisements, and the global art market of museums, galleries, 

Indian markets and other sites of artistic distribution.  

 Native artists daily make decisions of visuality as they co-create the culturally based 

images distributed it within their own communities and beyond. The world art market with its 

continued influence of sales and awards and the sale and redistribution of native identity within 

mediated realms also contributes to how both natives and non-natives understand native identity. 

For example, romanticized images such as the Indian princess or squaw on items like Land-O-

Lakes products are a “testament to the general public’s idealized perception of beautiful native 

women as being exotic, another of societies’ iconic scapegoats [and] these images diminish the 
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general public’s view of Indian women and devalues the significance of their political, historical 

and social concerns [including] native women’s perceptions of themselves” (Blondeau, 2004, p. 

20).  

 

Purpose of the Study 

In response to such critiques of the popular visual representation of Indians, this study 

explores how four Hopi artists voice their own concerns about the representation of native 

identities and provides living narratives of their story to illustrate how visuality impacts their 

identity. Within this study these artists narrate stories of visual culture, within and beyond the 

Hopi reservation, in relationship to their identity as Hopi artists. My intent is to present an 

analysis that allows art educators to re-imagine native art and culture through the combined 

lenses of multiculturalism, critical pedagogy, visual culture, and postmodernism within the field 

of art education. Such a focus will emphasize that native artists take part within diverse visual 

realms of a living culture subject to power and knowledge relationships of visuality. This study 

uses a critical and postmodern perspective of culture as a fluid and unbounded socially 

constructed concept that impacts identity (Hall, 1997). Furthermore, artists are a part of the co-

creation of culture, as the visual becomes a part of how we talk about and reimage self (Peralta, 

2010). As Wilson (2006) also stated, artists, such as these Hopi artists, are a part of this co-

creation as their images are circulated in diverse cultural milieus.  

 Additionally, this study seeks to expand and trouble the current understanding of 

multicultural education in relationship to visual culture and asks art educators to enrich their 

understandings of indigenous communities, by exploring the ways in which native artists 

establish their voices in various contexts from contemporary to traditional tribal communities, art 
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world milieus, and cross-cultural settings. At the heart of this dialogue for art education is the 

understanding of visual culture as visuality, “the place where visual objects meet their cultural 

contexts [including] the pursuit of the meaning of imagery that includes fine art, folk art, mass 

media design, popular culture, architectures, and other constructed categories of visual 

phenomena in the everyday life of diverse societies” (Keifer-Boyd & Maitland-Gholson, 2007, p. 

xvii-xix). In fact, Mirzoeff (1999), a leading theorist of visual culture, supports a break from the 

academic division of visual culture into categories of mass media and fine art. He states visual 

culture includes “the centrality of the visual experience in everyday life” (Mirzoeff, 1999, p. 2).  

I support a visuality based art curriculum as I believe that a formalistic and design orientated art 

education program confines students within a box of technical skills and encourages art 

educators to focus on “artistically talented” students within finite limits. Art education is more 

than elements and principles of design and I recognize art education must explore our human 

stories that exist within socially constructed cultures. As critically-based art educators of the 21st 

century we must recognize visuality exists cross-culturally and expand visual culture art 

education beyond popular contexts to include culturally and ethnic based images, not in the sense 

of a copy-cat approach to art experiences, but as discourses of visuality. 

 Recently, these socialist and humanist facets of art education returned to the forefront of 

art education discourse. For example, Anderson and Milbrandt’s (2003) text Art for Life and 

Walker’s (2001) text Teaching Meaning in Artmaking engage art education with complex issues 

of “ambiguity, contradiction, and multiplicity...[and presents art as] a meaning-making endeavor 

rather than simply the crafting of a product” (Walker, 2001, p. 1). I support an understanding of 

art making as culturally situated. Art is informed by our time, place, and relationships and is 

made because of or in response to culture. Therefore, the task of the art educator is to provide our 
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students with the means to step out of a confined diagram of art education and become aware of 

the sociocultural aspects that inform art and culture. Within this mode of teaching and learning 

students can step outside of self and come back to self in a reflective manner through storytelling 

via art making. Art education becomes multiple stories, yours, mine, and ours, that may weave in 

and out of each other, but never with the same beginning or end. This study models for art 

education how the living stories of four Hopi artists present parallels and differences in our 

humanness. By re-telling the living stories of these artists, art education is opened to the concept 

that we all exist within living culture that is informed by visual culture of the past and present, 

which can transform the future. An art educator that acknowledges individual stories can also 

build empathy and community in her students. Storytelling takes us outside of ego and back 

home to the complexity of our humanness.  

 As an art educator I embrace postmodern concepts, I believe neither self nor culture is 

static and it is through what Foucault (1981) refers to as power/knowledge relationships that we 

find our agency, our sociocultural position in society. Art education prompts progress. I believe 

progress can only happen through a realization and actualization of one’s agency. In fact, Dewey 

(1938) believed education is about bringing the social and the individual together in meaningful 

experiences of critique toward constructive contributions to society. He stated that experience is 

essential to learning, which includes continuity and interaction or how our past experiences 

inform our present situation. Sharing our story allows for sites of learning, it provides 

opportunities of openness and growth for a positive contribution to society.  

 This study also argues that visual culture is a primary informant of our experiences and 

contributes to agency. Popular concepts of visual culture include mass-media and works of the 

Westernized art world. I support Freedman’s (2002) and Mirzoeff’s (1999) challenge of visual 
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culture discourse, thus I ask art educators to include all cultural objects and images of the 

everyday as practices of visuality. “The significance of visual culture for art education rests not 

so much in the object or image but in the processes or practices used to investigate how images 

are situated in social contexts of power and privilege” (Keifer-Boyd & Maitland-Gholson, 2007, 

p. xix). The exclusion of indigenous and culturally or ethnically derived visual culture from art 

education visual culture discourse places art education within a power position to continue to 

“other” indigenous cultures and relegate them to the past.  

By recognizing culture informs identity and artists are co-creators of culture, it is through 

the process of making art and engaging us with it that an understanding of self can emerge. This 

study recognizes native artists as cultural producers and provides a platform in art education for 

the empowered native voice as living culture. The story these artists tell, whether visual, vocal, 

or textual, is a testament to cultural patrimony of all people, as we all exist in experiences and 

contexts of culture. 

 

 

Figure 2.1. The interconnectivity of the elements of visuality. 
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Background to the Study 

While discussing my research interests with internationally known Hopi artist and 

educator Michael (Mike1) Kabotie (personal communication, 2008), Mike described the journey 

of the modern Hopi artist as a new kind of cultural initiation. He expressed concerns about the 

waning of traditional initiations and the incorporation of modern technologies and ideologies into 

the Hopi world. In Hopi tradition, one is not born Hopi, but becomes Hopi through the process of 

cultural initiation. Consequently, Mike has often pondered how young Hopis, void of traditional 

initiations, come to know themselves as Hopi. Mike suggested that art making can become a 

journey of finding self, and therefore may be a new avenue for young Hopis to self-initiate as 

Hopi. Finding self is not unique to the Hopi community, youth all across the United States and 

beyond continually search for identity. Furthermore, experiences of visuality from local and 

global contexts contribute to identity construction. With such diverse and complex experiences at 

hand, youth need opportunities to critique this impact on self. However, too often within our art 

education classrooms the student voice is silenced and the student experience is overlooked. 

Additionally, mainstream American students rarely explore the cultural experiences that inform 

who they are as Americans. Culture is what “others” have and is often overlooked within 

American classrooms (Lippard, 1990).  

Although an outsider not of Hopi descent, I have found that, in numerous ways, Native 

Americans continually need to assess the meanings of contradictory images of Native 

Americans, gauging the implications of how those images are understood by the larger society. 

The reservation itself seems to be a site of blurred boundaries between life as experienced within 

and beyond the Hopi communities, including the global art market and the mediated world. 

                                                 
1 Within each major section, after initially providing the participant’s full name, I subsequently use their common 
first names as identification. To remind the reader, I occasionally use full names. 
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Within all of these contexts the native and non-native visual has shaped public perceptions of 

native identity. Art education students come from diverse backgrounds and art educators can 

never fully understand the details of each student’s story. However, we can guide students 

through experiences of critiquing and re-storying the visuality of their lives that inform their 

identity. 

 

Statement of the Problem 

Soul and face and body, words and action contribute to our identity. We invent ourselves. 
We are invented by others. I‘m not sure what I look like; I just know I don’t look like 
“one,” at least according to cultural definitions of what constitutes Indianness. (Merskin, 
1996, p. 281) 
 
Defining who is a Native American and what Native American art is includes complex 

issues connected with postmodernism, post-colonialism, and hybridity (Bhabha, 1994; Desai, 

2000; Featherstone, 1995). Identity, who we are and how do we know, is increasingly being 

explored within art education (Anderson & Milbrandt, 2002; Desai, 1996; Duncum, 2002, 2003; 

Pauly, 2001; Tavin, 2003). Merskin’s (1996) investigation of the question “Who are you?” is an 

inquiry that has confronted me throughout my life. Merskin (1996) points out that while maybe 

innocent, the idea of questioning someone of Caucasian heritage about his or her nationality or 

ethnicity seems almost never to come up in conversation. Dominant culture within the United 

States has no cultural pressure put upon them to prove who they are. More often, Caucasians 

who speak with an American accent do not have to qualify their nationality. However, 

throughout my life I have heard repeatedly by inquisitive individuals the question “What [Who] 

are you or what is your nationality?” I am always perplexed by this question, are these 

individuals saying that my difference somehow makes me un-American or do they just not 
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understand race, ethnicity, culture, and nationality? Regardless, for me this line of questioning 

throughout my life has often sent a message of ‘othering’ or that somehow I don’t belong.  

For Native Americans the issue of identity is complicated by conflictive definability per 

community and governmental standards. The indigenous people of the United States are the only 

racial group that becomes governmentally definable on and off the reservation through blood 

ties. The mere ownership of a Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) blood quantum card documenting 

your “authentic” native blood is just one small artifact to native identity. Native scholars argue 

that cultural identity is more than DNA and the use of blood quantum as a primary marker of 

identity denies a complex understanding of identity that includes community, cultural change, 

and continuity (Deloria, 1998; Hill, 2004). Hill (2004) has stated, “I can think of no other people 

in the world who have been under such pressure to fix their identities in a romanticized past. 

Surely no reasonable person would say that someone of European heritage was inauthentic 

because that person was influenced by Japanese architecture or cooked Thai cuisine” (p. 9). 

Art making for many native artists has become a means to be personally and culturally 

aware by placing self firmly in the present, exploring one’s past, and positioning one’s future. 

However, this too becomes a site of conflict as what is visualized as Indian is loaded with 

conceptions of image, media, and form. Art historians, Berlo and Phillips (1998) acknowledge 

that the difficulties of defining native art and the native include diverse considerations of time, 

place, materials, and function. For example, the very idea of traditional arts is unstable as artists 

make objects for sale to outsiders and compete for honors at annual native art markets influenced 

by the aesthetics of the non-native buyer. In a counter-movement against such modes of 

representation, in the 1960s, native artists associated with the American Indian Arts Institute in 

Santa Fe materially reclaimed the native image and began to re-picture themselves in their art 
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works. Many contemporary artists continue to create art works that bear little imprint of the 

“native aesthetic” as defined by non-natives, and new generations of native artists are actively 

engaging complex issues of native identity in a postmodern world. Notable examples include 

such works as James Luna’s The Artifact Piece created in 1987 and Viviane Gray’s But, You 

Don’t Look Indian created in 1989. These artists blend traditional beliefs with mainstream 

knowledge, experiences, and media to empower and reclaim a visualization of the native by the 

native (Archuleta, 1994; Mihesuah, 1998; Pearlstone, 2005). Hill (2004) argues that this 

discourse of authenticity, once internalized by the native, becomes the means for native artists to 

regulate their own identities.   

Native imaging is of concern in art education as multicultural curricular approaches often 

become a site where art educators use process-based art projects to explore diverse cultural 

crafts. However, such practice tends to focus on what Banks (2008) refers to as the heroes and 

holidays approach. This presentation of cultural arts does little to bring students to the 

understanding of culture existing within a dynamic living concept of visuality that we all 

participate in. For example, popular art lessons, such as Indian shields and toilet paper katsina2 

dolls do not teach culture and our relationship with it, rather they limit student understanding of 

how art reflects and constructs culture. Additionally, many culturally based art lessons still 

culture or place it within the past. As a field that represents and teaches the art and culture of 

others, art educators have a duty to engage students in culturally responsive and respectable 

curricula (Knight, 2000) that reflect a postmodern perspective of living cultures (Efland, 

Freedman, & Stuhr, 1996). 

 

                                                 
2 The spelling kachina is the more popular form used to describe the dolls made by the Hopi. However, the Hopi 
language does not have a ch sound, katsina and katsinam as plural, more closely resemble the Hopi language. 
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Visuality and the Southwest 

During the early 1900s, this use of visual culture constructed the Hopi as a particular type 

of commodity, as the Fred Harvey Company affected conceptions of native identity and 

authentic “Indian” art through images of the “primitive native.” For example, throughout the 

Southwest, staged images of Hopi artists working on pottery within a diorama-like set up 

appeared on displays of art, postcards, and advertisements beckoning tourists and collectors to 

come claim a piece of the vanishing native Southwest (Dilworth, 1996). Presenting supposed 

Indian culture to the tourist gaze, these nostalgic images situated the native in a static state. In 

such representations, the Hopi especially became a familiar visual icon of the culturally pure, 

isolated, and primitive native. Furthermore, the consumer market wishes to maintain the myth of 

the Indian through the support of marketed nostalgia (Dilworth, 1996). I too find such 

representation troubling, during the several years I lived in the Southwest I experienced 

misrepresented ethnic visual culture and static cultural portraits of the indigenous communities. 

This type of presentation frames native people as icons of the past and dehumanizes them by 

placing them on a level akin to curio shop trinkets.  

Similar images of the “white man’s Indian” still pervade the cultural iconography of the 

Southwest and, indeed, mainstream American visual culture. Such familiar icons as tipi replicas 

and Indian chief-inspired regalia can be found on mainstream commodities, tourist 

advertisements, and sports mascots. Whitt (1998) and Jojola (1998) assert that this widespread 

marketing of native images is a continuation of historical forms of “cultural imperialism.” 

Archuleta (1994) sees this commercial visualization of native culture as another form of 

colonization and argues that non-natives buy into this myth, expecting real Native Americans to 

conform to such stereotypical images of the noble, savage, sexual, vanishing, and domesticated 
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Indian. Deloria (1998) refers to this as a “comfortable fiction”. He argues that non-natives are 

not ready to imagine a dynamic nature to native identity. Overall, these scholars argue that this 

homogenized image of the Native American supplants a complex view of native identity with 

traditional stereotypes embraced by the dominant culture.  

Ironically, such images of Native Americans may ineluctably shape native artists’ own 

understandings of native values, places, and identities. How natives recognize and fashion their 

own identities, especially in the visual give-and-take of their surroundings and within the cultural 

boundaries of native communities themselves, is an essential question in contemporary 

discourses of Native American identity, visual self-representation, and cross-cultural 

communication. A few native artists are taking heed of this concern; they are attempting to 

transcend the false illusion that contemporary native identity is not impacted by a corrupted past 

and are embracing a contemporary reality loaded with contradictions and uncertainties (Hill, 

2004).  

 

A Critical Look at Hopi Art  

In order to create a framework for Hopi art as an art education topic that enables a 

multicultural and a critical pedagogy, this study works to build upon existing research on native 

artists in ways that make the construction of native identities in a mediated world accessible to 

art students. Notably, Levo-Henriksson (2007) has studied Hopi identity in relationship to 

communication media sources, such radio, and McCaffrey (2005) has explored the impact of 

globalization and the new age movement on Hopi culture and art. Dunlop (2004) specifically 

examines the construction of Hopi identity for Hopi carvers within the tradition of katsina 

carving. McChesney (2003) has analyzed how the art market has commodified culturally 
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constructed knowledge and alienated community knowledge through hierarchical relationships 

between potters, dealers, and collectors, additionally providing potters’ perspectives on concepts 

of authenticity and the social context of making and selling their works. Taken together, these 

studies establish an important corpus of insights into the relationship between identity, 

globalization, postcolonial ideologies, the authenticity of art, cultural knowledge, and Hopi 

culture. This research beyond the limits of traditional approaches to native art begins the work of 

equalizing the interpretive field and, indeed, moves beyond the cultural categories that have 

bound art education within traditional disciplines. Such a vision approaches the expansive view 

of Elkins (2003), who writes, “Why not make visual [cultural] studies into the subject its name 

implies…[the images of all cultures and all times, high to low and the] “full range of theories 

from every interested discipline” (Elkins, 2003, p. 65).  

This study situates native visual culture among native and non-native contexts, spanning 

a range of cultural matrices from traditional to contemporary and native to non-native-made. 

Similarly, in my own role as a researcher, I have endeavored to balance giving voice to the emic, 

insider perspective of Hopi artists with my own etic, outsider perspective as an academic 

interpreter, keeping in mind that, “even inexperienced artists shape the social construction of 

meaning using their socially situated imaginations and create a means for those who interpret the 

art form to suspend what is normal, explore other possibilities, and create alternate realities” 

(Hanley, 2010, p. 194). In order to bring the dynamism of such artistic realities to students, this 

study aims, then, to synthesize a multicultural critical pedagogy with a multicultural philosophy 

that values diverse perspectives and multiple narratives in education. 

Underpinning my understanding of Hopi artists’ interventions in the construction of 

native identity and culture is the recognition that any such discourse is structured by power in 
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ways that flow in multiple directions. For Foucault (1981), power/knowledge is not only top-

down, but also power can work from the bottom up. As truth does not pre-exist in isolation of 

context, it inheres within the processes through which knowledge is created and communicated 

through discourse (Smith, 2001). If all conceptions of truth are recognized only from within 

particular vantage points fraught with relations of power, then the establishment of truth 

necessarily rewards and sustains the interests of some groups over others (Foucault, 1981). Such 

an understanding of the relations between truth and power does not mean, however, that power 

operates only to suppress, but, on the contrary, the functions of power/knowledge is also to 

enable. In such a context, visual culture becomes a system of discourse that provides a means to 

mediate, re-construct, and contest power relationships and cultural hierarchies (McLaren, 2003). 

Crucially, however, the situated truths of each artist does not position one person’s truth above 

another’s, but contributes to the overall illumination of the complex power relationships these 

artists experience.  Approaching the work of Hopi artists, this study works to uncover how 

individual artists’ assertions of cultural identities illuminate the possibilities of such discourses, 

both on and off the reservation, constructing an emic perspective that comprehends the complex 

of interrelated discourses of native identity and art.   

 

Research Questions 

Within this study, my primary research interest is to achieve an understanding of how 

four contemporary Hopi artists have come to see their own identities influenced by visual culture 

they experienced in the contexts of the reservation, borderlands, global art market, and the 

mediated world. A survey of current research on such topics demonstrates that scholars have not 

sufficiently recognized the changing nature of native art and culture (Archuleta, 1994; Dunlop, 
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2004; Hill, 1999; McChesney, 2003; Pearlstone, 2005). Especially overlooked have been the 

vital perspectives and voices of native artists who share their insider, or emic, perspectives with 

larger audiences (Eldridge, 2006). I wish to explore how the experience of visual culture across 

such boundaries shapes identity construction for Native American artists, especially as that 

process reflects they talk about self and visualize self in their art. This presentation of the emic 

perspective of a select group of Hopi artists examines how they make sense of identity as they 

negotiate experiences with visual culture. Such an approach allows my work to re-situate the 

relationship between visual culture studies and multicultural art education, with a view toward 

representing the complexity of contemporary identity, culture, and art, with a particular emphasis 

on Hopi artists. Thus, this study uses a postmodern critical lens encompassing multiculturalism, 

visual culture, and critical theory / pedagogy to investigate the following research questions: 

 1. How has visual culture, on and off the Hopi reservation, impacted the discourses of 
 identity constructed for four Hopi artists?  

 2. How do four Hopi artists use art making to visualize discourses of identity for self 
 and others in our globally interconnected and consumer driven world? 

 3. What does a personal or community discourse of the artist mean for the future of the 
 Hopi tribe? 

 4.  How and why must art education include a contemporary discourse of Native 
 American art and culture? 
 

Significance to Art Education 

Culture is embedded in everyday experiences, including social, political, aesthetic, 

intellectual, and spiritual. Our students bring diverse culture systems into the art classroom. 

Unfortunately, misconceptions about cultural worldviews cause conflict within relationships of 

many levels, for example as culture informs our understanding of political and religious milieus. 

Advocating for contextualized understanding of cultural issues, art educators support art 
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education curricular study as cross-cultural communication (Anderson, 1995; Chalmers, 1992; 

Garber, 1995; McFee, 1961; Wasson, Stuhr, & Petrovich-Mwaniki, 1990). They recognize art as 

cultural text and a means to engage multiple worldviews. However, to read these texts we must 

understand the cultural beliefs and values that guide artistic production, as well as to comprehend 

how visuality informs the construction of culture and self from a dynamic and changing 

perspective. As an art educator and woman of mixed ethnicity and experiences, I ask how visual 

forms shape who we are and how we understand others and ourselves. This question is 

paramount to the future development of art education. Today’s schools include culturally diverse 

student bodies that reside in globally-based social and cultural networks. Banks (2000) reminds 

us that all students come to the art classroom from different belief systems that must be 

recognized and valued. The challenge for art educators today is to recognize this increasing 

diversity, while maintaining a cohesive and democratic society.  Therefore, visual culture art 

education and multicultural art education must address the complex and conflicted nature of 

culture as experienced by individual students, accounting for the ways students negotiate 

competing social contexts and belief systems. Art education can provide a voice for our students 

individually and collectively. 

Today’s complex discourses of culture depart from standardized habits and behaviors to 

adopt the concept of shared knowledge and beliefs, rooted in symbols and meanings, enacted in a 

changing daily process. This concept emerges from Geertz’s understanding of culture as a 

pattern of meanings embedded in symbols communicated and perpetuated through people (Rice, 

1980). Bennett (1999) acknowledges that we are born into a socialized idea of culture. However, 

many individuals are not consciously aware of their culture, perceiving their learned way of 

doing things as the best or only way. This is what Kluckhohn (cited in Bennett, 1999) describes 
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as our cultural lens. When we come in contact with someone culturally different and become 

aware of a cultural complex different from our own, this presents the opportunity to learn and 

grasp the existence of differences among various worldviews. Moreover, this interaction of 

shared and individual experiences across cultural boundaries can direct meaning making of self. 

Bruner (1996) calls this “situated culturalism” (p. 4). We think and learn by engaging our 

cultural resources at hand.  

Cultural understanding, connections, and collaborations need to be brought into the art 

classroom. This includes an emphasis on identity, as culture informs our sense of self. In fact, 

Bruner (1996) believes that we are agents of self. He states, “life in culture is, then, an interplay 

between the versions of the world that people form under its institutional sway and the versions 

of it that are products of their individual histories” (Bruner, 1996, p. 14). Students need to 

understand that they are a small piece of a bigger world out there, but that each piece does 

impact the whole. We cannot exclude culture from the discourse of identity as culture is about 

our humanness and connectedness to each other. Thus, visual culture art education must expand 

to include all aspects of how cultural visuality informs identity from indigenous arts, mediated 

images, fine arts, and so on, thus bringing visual culture studies and multicultural education 

together within the art classroom. As art educators we cannot continue to separate traditional and 

indigenous art forms from the fine arts. This continues the hierarchy of cultures that pit Western 

against non-Western. Our classrooms are not isolated cultural communities. We engage with 

diverse students and diverse sources of visual culture daily. Culture is about how we make 

meaning of our lives and relationships, as is visuality. Visual culture art education and 

multicultural art education are parallel concepts. Both encourage and teach self-reflexive 

concepts leading our art education students to “become more aware of their role as cultural 
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interpreters and of the real ethical social responsibilities accompanying that role” (Joo, Keehn II, 

& Ham-Roberts, 2011, p. 7). 

Advocates of visual culture art education (Duncum, 2003; Freedman, 2000, 2003) already 

incorporate the lens of social reconstructive pedagogies (Efland, Freedman, & Stuhr, 1996) as a 

means to address cultural and social issues. Educators say that gaining an understanding of how 

we empower ourselves or disenfranchise others is tied to visual culture and meaning making 

(Ballengee-Morris & Stuhr; 2001; Duncum, 2003; Efland, Freedman, & Stuhr, 1996; Freedman, 

2003). Ballengee-Morris and Stuhr (2001) call for multicultural art education reform to engage 

school communities in critical self analysis, and, indeed visual culture is about critically 

analyzing how images construct lives, giving students tools to negotiate power relationships 

(Duncum, 2003; Mirzoeff, 1999).   

 

Chapter Overviews 

I present here an overview of the following chapters. Chapter 2 provides the theoretical 

framework for this study, presenting the historical underpinnings of visual culture, 

multiculturalism, and critical pedagogy through a survey of structuralism, post-structuralism, and 

critical theory. I further define the particular meanings of culture essential to my study and 

explore the importance of cultural context to the study of native art and identity, especially 

within the cultural boundaries of the Hopi reservation. Chapter 3 explores the use of critical tools 

of analysis appropriate for this qualitative study. As such, I discuss the use of critical 

ethnography as a methodological framework, including the design of the study, methods of data 

collection, methods of data analysis, and description of the research context and the participants. 

Chapter 4 further describes the use of narrative analysis as a framework for organization and 
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includes select analyzes of the data by re-representing selected artists’ narratives in light of the 

study’s research questions. In closing, Chapter 5 further revisits the study’s objectives as 

supported by the literature and select artists’ narratives, and discusses implications for art 

education.  
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CHAPTER 2 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

Culture  

This chapter provides an overview of the conceptual framework for this study, which 

includes a postmodern discourse of visuality informed by multiculturalism, visual culture, and 

critical pedagogy. This study highlights how multiculturalism, visual culture, and critical 

pedagogy overlap, informing how art and artists shape culture and identity. Specifically, a study 

of how four Hopi artists understand and construct their identities through diverse realms of visual 

culture illustrates the practical meanings of such discourses. More broadly, such a study will 

expand the scope of art education to encompass a critical and reflective discourse of visuality 

that addresses how we teach and understand native art and artists.  

The study takes the form of a critical ethnography, examining artists as co-creators of 

culture, especially as culture informs identity. Employing a postmodern perspective, I define 

culture as the ideas, beliefs, symbols, and ways of life or doing that unite a group (Bhabha, 1994) 

through a socially encoded system of signifying practices (Hall, 1997). Made of humanly 

constructed significant symbols (Geertz, 1973), such practices are dispersed in an entire way of 

life, within the context of the everyday actions of communication and meaning making 

(Williams, 1995), changing “in accord with the needs of individuals and communities to express 

identity” (Mirzoeff, 1999, p. 24).  

Our U.S. multicultural society is a hybrid of multiple languages and belief systems 

(Banks, 2008), which Gergen (1985) aptly describes as a matrix of “pastiche identity,” or a mix 

of multiple identities from multiple sources. Such systems are infused with cultural languages, 

including visual ones. Issues of cultural identity have become essential to curricula in education, 
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(Freedman, 2003), and, increasingly, educators are becoming aware that “students are 

experimenting with alternative identities and understanding themselves in relationship to others 

as an ongoing reflective and developmental process” (Garber, 2005, p. 14). As critical theories of 

visuality have shown, the realm of the visual is crucial to the formation and negotiation of such 

identities. We are mediated by images, which fundamentally impacts identity. Therefore, a 

critical approach to multicultural pedagogy includes a critical theory of visual culture.  

Moreover, issues of power are essential to articulating such pedagogy. According to 

Foucault (as cited in Hills, 2005) culture is structured in power relationships, through a “network 

of dispersed practices which govern our actions, even if this network does not act on behalf of an 

identified group or system which can therefore be said to hold power” (Hills, 2005, p. 19). Thus, 

our ways of knowing are never free of power relationships as discourses within such networks 

constitute self and cultural codes, shaping individual will (Foucault, 1972, 1981). Thus, a 

cornerstone of visual culture and critical theory is the acknowledgement that culture is a product 

of power rather than simply an expression of social ties and human needs (Foucault, 1999; Hall, 

1999; Williams, 1995). Hence, new critical applications of multicultural education acknowledge 

relationships of power that shape who we are as individuals and a society (McLaren, 1994).  

We experience culture as a form of language, whether it is visual, written, or spoken 

(Geertz, 1973). Just as culture implies a system of power relationships, within diverse matrixes 

of the visual, culture also becomes an arena for the assertion of identity amid conflict and 

struggle. In our postmodern world, we are more than ever inundated by the visual, especially 

through modern technologies that have enabled humans to communicate and connect on a global 

scale. Geertz (1973) argues that humans communicate meaning through their relationships with 

symbols and the contexts symbols appear in, culture constituting the symbolic forms in action 
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“as interworked systems of construable signs” (Geertz, 1973, p. 14). In a world of hyper 

communication enabled by digital technologies and the vertiginous development of media 

infrastructure, however, the subjective experience of rapidly-changing cultural forms could lead 

to cultural confusion. As an educator, I am concerned about a productive and empowering use of 

culture within such a world of diverse, multiplying forms of multicultural communication, 

especially as they are experienced at the level of individual subjectivities (Mirzoeff, 1999). 

Therefore, I believe it is important to highlight the impact culture has on identity construction. 

Tracing relationships between image, power, culture, and subjectivity is the essential orientation 

of this qualitative study. 

Within our postmodern world, we are more than ever edited by the visual, especially 

through modern technologies that have enabled humans to communicate and connect on a global 

scale. Thus, visual culture becomes a form of communication, a language. Noted anthropologist 

Clifford Geertz (1973) stated that humans communicate meaning through their relationships with 

symbols and the contexts symbols appear in. Culture constitutes these symbolic forms in action 

“as interworked systems of construable signs” (Geertz, 1973, p. 14). To study the concept of 

culture it is helpful to understand how I have come to an understanding of culture within a 

postmodern philosophy and pedagogy of art education. 

 

Toward a Postmodern Understanding of Culture 

Defining culture in historical contexts and across academic disciplines is notoriously 

problematic (Williams, 1995). In academia, a discourse of culture defined as societal progress in 

industry, democracy, class relations, and art dominated 18th-century thought. As the 

Enlightenment progressed, a humanistic notion of high culture underpinned an idealized Western 
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understanding of a cultured individual as one possessing refined intellectual sensibilities and 

elevated social status by way of education and socioeconomic class (Smith, 2001). In contrast to 

this conception of culture as a possession of the socially advanced elements of society, 

anthropologists of the 19th century began to redefine the term in its modern sense as the 

expression of a way of life. In the 1870s, pioneering culture theorist Edward Tylor proposed the 

first use of culture as socially patterned human thoughts and behaviors within the whole of life, 

including systems of beliefs, arts, morals, laws, behaviors, and customs passed on through 

generations. Other anthropologists such as Alfred Kroever and Clyde Kluckhohn built on this 

new anthropological conception of culture to include the notion of culture as a set of everyday 

functional tools for adapting and solving problems (Smith, 2001). Furthermore, in his 

ethnographic work, Franz Boas discussed the relativism of culture, while his student Edward 

Sapir argued that culture is “any socially inherited element in the life of man, material and 

spiritual” (cited in Mullin, 2001, p. 20). By the turn of the 20th century, anthropologists 

collectively weighed in with a general definition of culture as a shared system of beliefs, values, 

and traditions (Rampley, 2005).  

More change came as anthropologists began in the 1970s to develop a postmodern 

conception going beyond culture as the product of context and social practices. Geertz (1973) 

saw culture as a conceptual structure that framed or constituted what is taken as reality by 

members of a social group. Others, such as James Clifford (1988), built on this notion to open 

new vistas on culture, emphasizing the impact of political, social, and economic power structures 

on cultural communities in the context of globalization. For Clifford, relationships of power are 

always in play in culture, and he asserts that the cultural biases of ethnographers also impact the 

study of culture; therefore, the researcher must be self-reflexive and transparent to his or her 
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audience. Bringing a distinctly poststructuralist point of view to the formal study of culture, 

Clifford (1988) insists that culture is open for interpretation and must be read like a text:  culture 

is an “open-ended, creative dialogue of subcultures, or insiders and outsider, of diverse factions” 

(Clifford, 1988, p. 46). This postmodern, anthropological view of culture informs my study, 

providing an ethnographic frame of reference that encompasses both the function of power 

relations and the power to interpret and reinterpret culture from within specific cultural-historical 

positions. 

Critical theory and studies of visual culture and multiculturalism have shown the 

importance of power and visuality in self-definition and self-understanding. Banks (2000), 

Billings (1995), Sleeter and Grant (1999), Giroux (2003), and McLaren (2003) call for educators 

to engage students in issues about culture, power, and equity. As a multicultural educator, I 

support confronting social injustices that have been imposed on native communities and artists, 

and I position my work to seek change. My exploration of visual culture and identity in the art of 

four Hopi artists works to create a discursive environment in which readers can challenge 

conventional cultural representations of Native Americans through a critical examination of Hopi 

visual perspectives, which, in turn, constitute a counterpoint to more pervasive forms of visual 

communication. Such a process disrupts meta-narratives3 that perpetuate the idea of culture as 

static and free of conflict (Giroux, 2003; McLaren, 2003). This study, then, unites a postmodern, 

critical conception of ethnography with a series of meditations on the power of Native American 

visual discourse to challenge conventional visual narratives of culture and Native American 

identity. 

 
                                                 
3 In The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge, Lyotard (1984) stated that the meta or grand narrative 
limited our scope and understanding of events and experiences of the social and cultural as it assumed a universal 
truth to belief systems. In contrast, he believed in an emphasis on small or localized narratives. 
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Multicultural Issues of Identity 

As a multicultural society, the United States has a history of cultural conflict, and one 

could argue that the diversity of Native Americans are a prime example of the multicultural state 

of our country and its continuing legacy of friction between cultural groups. Native Americans 

represent more than five hundred tribes, each with a distinct culture. While much diversity exists 

among native cultures, each native community remains subject to the dominant culture of 

mainstream America. As cultural groups and as individuals, natives face unique cultural 

dilemmas, as they must continually define who they are to themselves and to others 

simultaneously. Uniquely, a native artist’s identity is tied to federal law, tribal traditions, and 

consumer expectations. For example, the U.S. government requires Native Americans to be 

enrolled in a federally-recognized tribe for governmental assistance through the Bureau of Indian 

Affairs (BIA). For native artists, the influence of federal power extends into the native art world 

through the Indian Arts and Crafts Act of 1990, which mandates that native artists hold BIA 

certification to sell their works as “Indian art.” This government mandate is problematic because 

requirements for tribal membership vary among native communities and can alienate some 

individuals. For example, the Cherokees have no blood quantum requirement for membership, but 

they rely on the families linked to the Dawes Roll4 to trace ancestry and tribal management. Some 

Apache tribes require a minimum blood quantum of 50% (Hapiuk, 2001; Klein, 2006). In contrast, 

some argue that native identity cannot be attributed exclusively to DNA, but, rather, must be seen 

                                                 
4 “The American Dawes Commission, named for its first chairman Henry L. Dawes, was authorized under a rider to 
an Indian Office appropriation bill, March 3, 1893. Its purpose was to convince the Five Civilized Tribes to agree to 
cede tribal title of Indian lands, and adopt the policy of dividing tribal lands into individual allotments that was 
enacted for other tribes as the Dawes Act of 1887. In November 1893, President Grover Cleveland appointed Dawes 
as chairman, and Meridith H. Kidd and Archibald S. McKennon as members. During this process, the Indian nations 
were stripped of their communally held national lands, which was divided into single lots and allotted to individual 
members of the nation. However, the Dawes Commission required that individuals claim membership in only one 
tribe, although many had more than one line of ancestry. Registration in the national registry known as the Dawes 
Rolls has come to be critical in issues of Indian citizenship and land claims” (Wikipedia, 2010). 
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primarily as a matter of community affiliation. The ironies inherent in the situation of native artists 

are illustrated by the remarkable fact that natives who were raised in Christian homes and brought up 

in public schools off the reservation with little or no contact to a tribal community, but hold tribal 

BIA cards, can sell their art as “Indian,” while other individuals with powerfully-rooted native 

identities are legally barred by the U.S. government from marketing “Indian” art.  

Both native artists who grow up in native communities and those who do not may identify as 

Indian and use art to construct native identities.  Kay Walkingstick, a Native American who grew up 

away from her tribal community, has described herself simply as a homo sapien. However, her art 

has become a personal bridge between her native and non-native sides, empowering both while 

refraining from emphasizing a specific national or tribal identity (Rushing, 1999). Thus, Walkingstick 

embraces her hybrid identity. Like Walkingstick, the four Hopi artists included in this study make a 

visual declaration of identity in complex relationships to diverse possibilities of native identity. 

Michael (Mike) Kabotie, for example, remarked that he saw art making as a journey of self. 

Furthermore, Mike sees art making for young Hopis as an opportunity to self-initiate as Hopi 

(personal communication, 2009). Freedman (2003) also heralds the value of youth exploring 

identity within art education.  

As an art educator and researcher, I am interested in how we construct identity through 

our relationships with images. The value for such exploration in art education enhances 

democratic and critical perspectives to education and opens our students to self and community 

critic, collaborative action, and community change (Freedman, 2000). This study looks at 

identity issues for native artists and asks how visual culture within and beyond the Hopi 

community impacts native identity and individual art making. By using artists as exemplars, art 
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educators can illuminate how similar methodologies of meaning making can be useful for their 

student body.  

Crucially, such issues are at the heart of limited understandings between natives and non-

natives about native identity and the construction of native selfhood. Miscommunications began 

with the arrival of Columbus, and today natives continue to battle laws tied to land use, fishing 

rights, religious practices, citizenship, civil rights, self-governance, and the making of cultural 

art. Television, film, and the arts-and-crafts tourist industry play an important role in the 

construction of native identity in the realm of visual culture (Berkhoffer, 1978). As subjugated, 

stereotyped, and culturally marginalized peoples, native artists speak out through the visual to 

explore social, political, and cultural identity on and off the reservation by blending traditional 

beliefs and mainstream experiences, such efforts are typified by artists, like Viviane Gray, Tom 

Jones, Truman Lowe, James Luna, Mateo Romero, and Jaune Quick to See Smith. They assert a 

reclaiming of the native by the native (Archuleta, 1994; Mihesuah, 1998; Pearlstone, 2005).  

Lippard (1990) argues that the suppressive forces of colonization today continue a long 

history of locating native cultures in an ahistorical past, undercutting native cultural agency. 

Moreover, the power of cultural traditions and community norms also constrain the expression of 

native identity in borderlands (communities within close proximity to a reservation), 

reservations, and other native communities. As well established conventional images of the 

native in popular culture, film, and advertising continue to contribute to stereotyping natives. 

Such stereotypes inform expectations of art buyers and others, and confronting such expectations 

becomes another challenge for native artists, along with the restrictions of the 1990 Indian Arts 

and Crafts Act and the imperatives of tribal art traditions (Archuleta, 1994). Under such 

conditions, meaning making can be circumscribed within a static system of cultural referents 
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maneuvered by socially-constructed pawns. For many years, however, I have witnessed the way 

that native artists respond to such constrictions by constructing identities both against and 

through diverse media representations, including the Internet, advertising, television and film, 

and the global art market, which includes both native and non-native marketing networks. 

Additionally, a blue ribbon at the Santa Fe art market can make an artist’s career; conversely 

tribal traditions may limit artists in the use of style or media (Archuleta, 1994; Bird, 1996). 

In this way, identity construction becomes a conversation with one’s self, but also with 

others, and necessarily entails a mixture of comfort and conflict. Put simply, how you define 

yourself is not necessarily how another defines you, and your concept of self may consciously or 

unconsciously absorb the expectations of the other, for good or ill. My exploration of Hopi artists 

will demonstrate the dynamic ways in which art making challenges and redefines what it means 

to be Hopi. I then address how multicultural education can address such questions of the 

construction of native identities by natives or the broader concept of identity for all students. 

 

Multicultural Education 

Educators recognize identity as a primary issue in multicultural pedagogy since the 1960s 

(Banks, 2000; Chanda, 2011; Sleeter & Grant, 1999). Multiculturalism began out of a concern 

for equality and democracy in education, and educators pushed for awareness of the ways culture 

shapes self-understanding and understanding of others amid the processes of teaching and 

learning. For example, educators called attention to the many inequalities in school pedagogy 

and curriculum, including the areas of social class, gender, religion, race, ethnicity, and language 

(Banks, 2007, 2008). In response, multicultural pedagogy created equitable curricula and 

learning environments that were respectful for all students, regardless of cultural, social, 
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economic, or personal factors. Exemplary pedagogical approaches in this vein included what 

Banks (1994) describes as the “contributions approach” of heroes and holidays, the “additive 

approach” of themes and concepts, and the “transformation approach” of multiple perspectives. 

At the most sophisticated pedagogical level is the “social action approach” in which educators, 

such as Banks (1994, 2009) and Sleeter and Grant (2003) advocated for curricula and learning 

opportunities that empowered students to seek change through building awareness, 

understanding, respect, and empowerment in diverse cultural and social settings. Such a 

pedagogy entailed building students’ critical awareness of democratic cultural forms in everyday 

life so that they could recognize the impacts of power structures,  

critique society, and seek social change for the good of all (Banks, 2009). 

The insights of such scholars demonstrate that to truly empower our students to be 

democratic global citizens we must go beyond a cultural buffet approach. Contemporary art 

education curricula avoids stereotypical and static views of culture and works against lessons 

that copy skills, techniques, and subject matter without deeper understandings of how art and 

artists construct culture (Wasson, Stuhr, & Petrovich-Mwaniki, 1990), but a potluck thematic 

approach to art education remains pervasive. I have seen in my own classroom experiences with 

preservice teachers and teachers in practice that many educators remain focused on the idea that 

multicultural art education entails exposing students to diverse cultural art forms through closed-

ended studio lessons where students create “African masks,” or “warrior shields.” Recently, I 

observed a seasoned art teacher teach a lesson to 4th graders that included the making of Plains 

style “spirit shields”—complete with the creation of a student’s very own “Indian” name. I 

wonder if this teacher addresses what it means to have an “Indian” name and how one receives 

an “Indian” name. It appeared this teacher provided no context. Furthermore, what does this 
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mean for students like my daughter, a tribal member of the Muscogee nation, who actually 

already has an Indian name? She has now been delegated as a cultural craft and Indian idol.  

 Lessons such as these illustrate the need in art education curricula for a deeper 

understanding of the cultural meaning of art making and its relation to cultural belief systems, 

specifically in ways that comprehend the contemporary meanings of native history. Such an 

approach must also reach beyond the art classroom. For example, just this year, I witnessed a 

music performance at my daughter’s school that featured students dressed in Disney-style 

Pocahontas costumes dancing to an idealized non-native-composed “Indian like” rain dance. 

When I approached the teacher, she was shocked that I was offended for myself, my daughter, 

and other natives. She apologized and stated she had no intention of offending anyone and added 

that she truly thought she was providing an authentic multicultural experience. I explained that 

such a representation gives a romanticized, static, and collective view of Indian culture. I 

suggested that teachers seek authentic examples, such as a representation of contemporary native 

composers or singers and the acknowledgement of the diversity of native nations through the 

presentation of a parade of the sovereign nations’ flags of American Indian tribes. This continued 

use of a holiday and heroes format for multicultural education as students’ only exposure to 

cultural diversity—even when it does acknowledge the specificities of cultures—is troubling, 

illustrating what Knight (2000) and Sleeter (2001) recognize as a failure in teacher preparation 

for multicultural education. These examples show us that state teacher training must address how 

teacher biases and ignorance of cultural diversity affects student learning about culture itself. 

Seeking common ground through cross-cultural curricula is another common, typical 

application of multiculturalism that fails to acknowledge and honor cultural difference because it 

tends to look for commonalities, or points of convergence. In such an approach, art educators fail 
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 to communicate that art is more than cultural traditions and customs, but that, rather, art tells the 

unique histories of cultural groups, encompassing their empowerment or disempowerment by 

historical forces. While we may have common experiences we still understand them in different 

ways. Art educators must challenge the current Eurocentric biases and extend art curriculum to 

include not only how culture, morals, values, and beliefs impact art making (Anderson, 1995), 

but also the how power relations shape culture and how artists’ creations represent diverse forms 

of cultural critique (Desai, 2010). In order to address such concerns, this study maintains a 

postmodern perspective on culture, elucidating the ways in which signifying practices of 

knowing (culture) can privilege the interests of one group over another, resulting in cultural 

conflict and inequity (Derrida, 1978). I advocate, in turn, a postmodern multicultural art 

education pedagogy that recognizes the hierarchical relations inherent in discourses of culture in 

order to work toward an equitable educational system by empowering all students through the 

critical examination of culture itself (Banks, 2007; Giroux & McLaren, 1994).  

 

Multiculturalism in Art Education 

A number of art education theorists and practitioners outlined approaches to 

multiculturalism that make possible a postmodern pedagogy that begins to address such issues of 

culture, power, art, history, and teaching. In their six position statements on multicultural art 

education, Wasson, Stuhr, and Petrovich-Mwaniki (1990) outline a socio-anthropological 

application of art curricula and advocate a focus on the individual within a sociocultural context. 

Specifically in relation to art and art education, they argue that “to separate the art object and its 

function, artistic process, and artists from its conception is to void the object of much of its 

meaning and to arbitrarily remove it from its relationship to life” (p. 236). In practical 
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applications of such dicta, many art educators (Ballengee-Morris, 2002; Bequette, 2005, 2007; 

Chanda, 1992; Desai, 1996, 2000; Stokrocki, 1995; Stuhr, 1987) have employed multicultural 

philosophies to cross-disciplinary research among diverse cultures in order to expand our 

aesthetic and cultural understandings beyond the Western canon. Research that extends such 

discourses in art education to native issues and contexts includes Stokrocki’s (1995) exploration 

of the connections between art education and identity within Navajo communities and Bequette’s 

(2005) argument for authenticity and relevance in native arts education programming. Those 

studies form part of a broader investigation of native culture, identity, community, schooling, 

and traditional art making in the fields of art history, anthropology, education, and art education 

(Agbo, 2001; Bates, 1997; Bequette, 2005; 2007; Bryant, 1974; Demmert, 2001; Eldridge, 2006; 

Grande, 2004; Kravagna, 1971; Stokrocki, 1995; Stuhr, 1987; Villegas, 2006; Zastrow, 1980). At 

the same time, a body of scholarship formed on the problems of contemporary art making and 

representations of native identity by self and others in relation to the global art market (Bird, 

1996; Lippard, 1990; Stuhr, 1987). These bodies of work, forming the fields of theory and 

scholarship are the groundwork of my study of four Hopi artists’ interventions in discourses of 

native identity and provide another lens for data analysis. 

An essential conceptual thread that underpins this study’s approach to such issues is the 

socially reconstructive ideology recently engaged by art educators, an outgrowth of critical 

theory conceptualized as a way to foster social connections and empower students through a 

critical knowledge of culture (Efland, Freedman, & Stuhr, 1996; Garber, 1995). This pedagogical 

philosophy sees art education as a means to promote equality, empathy, and compassion. 

Through student-centered and life-focused approaches to art curricula, art educators create 

spaces for student voices and the opportunities for students to critically reflect on themselves and 
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others through discourses of art (Anderson & Milbrandt, 2002; Cahan & Kocur, 1996). This 

study seeks to include the voices of the four Hopi artists within this discourse, highlighting how 

the visual impacts identity and translates into social, cultural, and political empowerment or 

disempowerment. 

Most current multicultural and cross-cultural applications to art education, however, 

rarely include a sociopolitical connection to culture (Cahan & Kocur, 1996), thereby excluding 

the investigation of artists as active constructors of culture and identity. According to Desai 

(1996), culture “is a historically determined construction that is mediated by social, ideological, 

and cultural processes and not a reflection of reality” (p. 115). Conceptualizing culture as a 

partial truth, Desai (1996) argues that coming to know a culture is a process that reaches beyond 

categories of accuracy and authenticity, recognizing that an ultimate representation of authentic 

cultural forms is impossible. Thus, art educators must acknowledge that the quest to represent the 

authenticity of diverse cultures in the classroom is futile. In its place, we may, however, pursue a 

critical approach to the problem of culture in art education that analyzes the interrelations of 

power, subjectivity, art, and art making within the matrix of culture.  

Desai (2010) has gone so far as to assert that the misguided approaches currently 

pervading art education have driven the field into crisis. I agree with two of Desai’s main claims: 

1) educators are slow to acknowledge the mutational and hybrid nature of culture, which 

necessitates a postmodern lens that engages multiple narratives as ways of knowing, and 2) art 

education wavers when it encounters the troubling aspects of culture, and tends to sidestep hard 

questions about power, knowledge, and subjugation, which encompass art works and the work of 

artists as co-creators of culture.  
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Critical Praxis of Art Education:  Where Should We Be Going? 

Drawing upon such scholars and educators as Dipti Desai, Paul Duncum, Kerry 

Freedman, Paulo Freire, Henry Giroux, Maxine Greene, Nancy Pauly, Peter McLaren, and Kevin 

Tavin, this study recognizes a need for an educational praxis that combines multiculturalism, 

visual culture, and critical pedagogy. Paulo Freire described praxis as a “reflection and action 

upon the world in order to transform it” (as cited in Desai, 1996, p.36). A new discourse of art 

education that combines theory and practice through a praxis informed by visuality must 

recognize that the visual is a social language, and language is culture (Mirzoeff, 1999), subject to 

the operations of power. In this context, teaching and learning about visual culture necessarily 

addresses troubling issues of power and the social structures in which power functions. A praxis 

that accounts for power in the realm of visuality, then, entails an experience in which teachers 

and students become self-reflective about their roles in creating, exposing, analyzing, and 

critiquing social, cultural, and political knowledge. Through such critical praxis, knowledge is 

understood as a social production that shapes how we understand ourselves (Desai, 2010).  

To explore how such processes may be critically examined in art education, this research 

addresses the ways that four Hopi artists experience visuality in diverse realms: the reservation, 

border towns, the mediated world, and the global art market. Whether through mass media, 

traditional images, or the art world, Hopi artists’ interactions with visual culture build and 

maintain cultural belief systems and identities. According to Desai (2010) education is about 

dealing with social issues, looking at the hard questions, and connecting art education to the 

larger socio-cultural aspects of society. I agree art educators must integrate visual culture and 

critical theory in their pedagogical practices. This allows for critical discourses with students and 

emphasizes democratic critique and empowerment. Critical pedagogy, which is a practical 
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application of critical theory, allows us to engage the conscious and subconscious ways that 

power structures silence us (Giroux, 1992). Through the application of critical pedagogy both 

within and beyond the classroom, the culturally responsive educator allows students’ voices to 

emerge, cultivating individual agency and cultural empowerment. As described by Dart (2004), 

students must “detect, interpret and deconstruct the sociocultural and ideological struggles 

embedded within their everyday visual experiences” (Darts, 2004, p. 149). My goal as an 

educational researcher is to break down the power structures that may silence individual voices, 

such as for these four Hopi artists, and to provide a forum for these artists to tell their stories in 

ways that are powerful for themselves and an audience of art educators and art students.  

As subjectivity is at the center of individual agency within a cultural matrix, critical 

pedagogy seeks social change through self-emancipation. Students can achieve effective agency 

by questioning the power relationships within social and cultural systems through critical 

reflective platforms (Giroux, 2003; McLaren, 2003). The critical interrogation of visual culture 

can become such a platform when informed by an appreciation of what Erickson (1998) defines 

as the historical underpinnings of the why, how, and what of culture. Using a postmodern lens, 

Bhabha (1999) and Desai (2010) have characterized such a historical consciousness in their 

discourse of post-colonial hybridity, a concept that can allow students to explore historical 

processes of identity and power in the construction of culture. Like Bhabha (1994) and Desai 

(1996, 2010), Cahan & Kocur (1996) emphasize the importance of exploring cultural hierarchies 

and the processes of cultural appropriation in such contexts. Viewing critical pedagogy through 

the lens of post-colonial theory, this study of Hopi artists’ construction of native identities seeks 

to expand the definition of visual culture in ways that encompass all humanly constructed visual 

forms (Duncum, 2001; Freedman, 2003) and troubles visuality by acknowledging the issues of 
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subjectivity and power inherent in images and the co-constructive nature of art, artists, and 

culture. 

As a multicultural educator, I support confronting social injustices and cultural 

misconceptions. This study has sought to be critically reflective of the self in relationship to 

diverse economy and cultural realms of visual culture and how visual culture can empower and 

disempower us. Consequently, this research study’s approach has set up a discursive 

environment where readers can challenge cultural representations of others by taking into 

consideration the perspectives of the Hopi artists themselves, in comparison to other portrayals 

that they have encountered through other forms of communication. Such a critical discourse is 

essential to disrupting and reframing meta-narratives (Giroux, 2003; McLaren, 2003).  

As multiculturalism and visual culture acknowledge that power and visuality inform us 

about our relationships and ourselves, a critical application of these theories to art education will 

provide an acknowledgement of multiple cultural belief systems and reveal why and how 

cultural discourses are misappropriated. Banks (2000, 2007, 2008), Billings (1995), Sleeter and 

Grant (1999), Giroux (2003), and McLaren (2003) call for educators to engage students in issues 

about culture, power, and equity. Through my recent expedition into the diversity of literature 

that discusses visual culture, it appears that the majority of visual culture literature focuses on 

modern Westernized media. However, I seek to expand the scope of art education to include an 

indigenous perspective (Elkins, 2003; Freedman, 2003).  

Visual culture studies, socially-reconstructive art curricula, critical theory, and critical 

pedagogy may all be drawn together in this study because each, at its core, insists on the political 

nature of knowledge, language, and vision and makes possible the construction of positions to 

contest social and cultural inequalities (Giroux, 2003). A critical pedagogy informed by such 
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discourses is equipped to expose how social relationships conceal and perpetuate ideologies of 

domination and subordination, and the analysis of visual culture becomes an arena in which 

youth may become cognizant of and individually engaged with discourses of visuality, power, 

culture, and agency (Duncum, 2001; Freedman, 2003; Tavin, 2000). Conceived in this way, 

multiculturalism, in a truly effective manner, gives voice to students of all backgrounds (Banks, 

2008).  

 

Theoretical Foundations for a Postmodern Praxis of Cultural Visuality 

In order to fully address the meaning of images within and across cultures, we must 

recognize that the highly-mediated age we live in demands an understanding of the functions and 

significance of globalized images in relation to commodified meaning making. Ricoeur (1991) 

has argued powerfully that the visual has the power to shape reality and identity, while 

Baudrillard (1988) has posited the development of “hyperreality,” in which the circulation of 

images through increasingly sophisticated, pervasive, and overwhelming systems of media 

technology comes to dominate subjective experiences. Considering such theories in the concrete 

context of popular images distributed in magazines, on television, and through the Internet, 

Goodman (1996) shows that the circulation of images in this way are powerful and teach us to 

perceive the world. Moreover, Chung (2004) argues that Foucault, Derrida, Lyotard, and other 

post-structuralist theorists saw the social narratives produced in this way as imbued with power, 

reflecting the ways that knowledge circulates to both reinforce and contest power relations.  

A recent example from my own teaching experiences serves to illustrate the power of 

such images as they circulate in commercial media contexts. In a graduate multicultural art 

education course I teach, students deconstructed popular teen magazines and commented that for 
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every 25 faces similar to their white-European background, there were only one or two 

individuals of a non-Caucasian background represented. Furthermore, they remarked that the 

images of Caucasian individuals were quite differentiated while the individuals of “color” were 

not. We must ask ourselves, what type of message does this send, and how does this affect the 

identities of today’s youth who live in a visually saturated world? The five Hopi artists described 

in this study are asking similar questions as they see the youth in their communities adopting and 

adapting to intercultural images. On the reservation there appears to be a high preference for rap 

and reggae identity markers, including the music, lifestyle, and clothing representative of 

sociocultural groups outside of reservation life.  What is it about these musical preferences that 

appeal to youth and how do they empower and shape their identities?  

Such a complex response by native youth to the imagery of popular culture illustrates 

Rampley’s (2005) argument that visual culture is a “visual articulation of cultural values and 

identity” (p. 2). As art educators, we must then ask, how are students using visual culture to 

enact, interpret, and contest cultural identities, and how can we critically apply such themes to 

curricula? As a social constructivist educator, I affirm that we must remain open to the 

dynamism of culture, but, at the same time, we need to maintain a critical posture that allows us 

to evaluate the implications of such change for cultural groups and individuals. Rampley (2005) 

argues that visual culture discourse is a manifestation of broad cultural debates in society, thus 

making the study of visual culture in art education a vital form of social critique. Pursuing this 

form of critique through a multicultural lens, I seek to extend the discourse of art education to 

explore how culture informs visuality. 
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Post-Structuralism 

The insights of post-structuralism form the foundation of this study’s theoretical 

framework in a broad sense, since it is post-structuralism that has established the importance of 

the assemblage of converging ideas, the fragmentation of meaning, the local situation of politics, 

the non-universality of meaning, and the de-centering of the subject (Applerouth & Desfor-

Edles, 2007) and comes out of the postmodern age. Post-structuralism embraces the unstable 

nature of language and, concomitantly, its dynamism in historical context. Through socially 

constructed interpretations of language, including the visual, we communicate the primary 

concept of post-structuralism being the circulation of meaning through discourse. Specifically 

important for this study, Foucault (1981) has shown that identity, or what he calls subjectivity is 

an unfixed concept, a discourse, a way of talking about self as a means of constructing and 

reconstructing meaning. As a visual society, images are a central part of this discourse, since we 

often use images to assert our understandings of self. These signifying practices produce 

meaning through symbols, which themselves mutate in meaning as context changes (Hall, 1991). 

Keeping in view the dynamism of discourse, this study focuses on the ways that four Hopi artists 

have shared ideas, cultural traditions, and social relationships as they reconstruct new 

understandings of their identity as Hopi artists.  

Especially important to my analysis is post-structuralism’s emphasis on the decline of the 

power of grand narratives and the attendant recognition that a multiplicity of diverse, locally 

situated narrative perspectives are necessary to forge a truly critical and comprehensive 

understanding of social, political, and cultural phenomena. As theoretical thinking of the mid 

20th century increasingly rejected a structuralist theory of language, culture, and society that 

describes meaning as fixed and predictable (Barker, 2001), post-structural theorists emphasized 
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the multiple, overlapping, conflicting narratives inherent in systems of discourse. At the same 

time, this generation of social theorists established the postmodern view of culture that 

recognizes the importance of globalization, the increasingly-hybrid nature of culture, and the 

difficulty of distinctly discerning discrete cultural boundaries and identities. The resultant 

proliferation of multiple truths is what Lyotard (1984) describes as the postmodern condition, 

characterized by the growing ineffectuality of grand narratives. Situating the work and individual 

insights of four Hopi artists in historical context, and exploring how those artists assert their 

particular visions of native identity amid networks of social, commercial, and cultural discourse, 

this study builds upon post-structuralism’s vision of the critical power of attuning our attention to 

the multiplicity of historically and culturally specific voices. 

 

Critical Theory  

Any examination of individual interventions in such discourses of culture must, however, 

recognize the ways in which the subject is structured by power through discourse, the central 

insight of critical theory, especially as it has been articulated by Foucault (1999). Foucault 

argued that power relations inherent in all forms of knowledge, social practices, and forms of 

subjectivity, and that discourse, rather than being simply a way of thinking and producing 

meaning, constitutes the unconscious and conscious mind and emotional life of subjects, in and 

through power (cited in Weedon, 1987, p. 108). Attending to the ways that discourse both 

subjects the individual to power and, simultaneously, makes possible the assertion of subjectivity 

against subjection, Foucault was interested in the continuities and discontinuities among 

knowledge systems, the interstices of which provide at least the potential for critical 

interventions in discourse and relations of power (Foucault, 1981). This study, then, traces four 
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Hopi artists’ experiences with knowledge, power, subjectivity, and identity as they move through 

divergent realms of visual culture. 

Drawing on the insights of critical theory to explore the ways that native artists work to 

assert native identity amid discourses of culture that presuppose a long heritage of stereotypes, 

this study specifically troubles the discourse of “Indian playing Indian” (Mullin, 2001). Native 

artists are daily subjected to constructed images of the “Indian” on and off the reservation. As 

professionals, they must be well aware of how consumer expectations affect commercial success 

off the reservation, while on the reservation; their modes of artistic production are often limited 

by cultural or familial taboo. For example, Hopi-Tewa Potter Mark Tahbo (personal 

communication, 2009) spoke of his desire to create serpent images, but he noted that this is a 

taboo in Tewa culture and further commented that his grandmother would roll over in her grave 

if she knew he drew serpents. Mark commented that he feels artistically and creatively stilled and 

sometimes he hesitates to create art that is more personal in nature. While Mark proudly boasts 

of his application of Hopi and Tewa techniques and styles, he also desires to extend what it 

means to be a Hopi artist. The notion of “Indian playing Indian” becomes a part of his artistic 

discourse. Throughout this study Mark also sought empowerment through image as he embarked 

on new ground of addressing his own creative fears and image taboos. He drew in his 

sketchbook images of seductive, young and semi-nude Hopi men wearing cultural 

accoutrements. 

As native artists, such as these Hopi artists, work to assert their own points of view amid 

competing discourses of Indian culture on and off the reservation, this study recognizes the 

dynamic, discursive nature of culture itself. Smith (2001) sees culture as “regulated maps of 

meaning constituted by criss-crossing discourse through which objects and practices acquire 
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significance” (p. 95). The visual realms of the reservation, borderlands, mediated world, and the 

global art market converge at the point at which native artists produce such objects. Mike 

remarked that young Hopi artists are enmeshed in the global art market on a greater scale than 

his generation, an experience paralleled by the waning of cultural practices and native languages 

in native communities. Mike’s idea of self-initiation speaks to the ways in which many young 

Hopi artists create traditional images, whether or not they have been involved in traditional 

practices (M. Kabotie, personnel communication, 2009). Conversely, some choose to transcend 

the traditional by integrating popular culture imagery in their artwork or adopting a Westernized 

approach to art making. This study seeks to give voice to this process of constructing self, 

illuminating how and why particular images serve as powerful markers of Hopi identity.  

The concepts of critical theory are also essential to understanding the problem of de-

culturalization, a central theme of this study, which explores the work of artists within the 

cultural specificities of the Hopi tribe. The artists I worked with acknowledged that levels of de-

culturalization have left their communities socially and culturally dysfunctional in various ways. 

According to Foucault (as cited in Hills, 2005) culture is structured in power relationships, a 

“network of dispersed practices which govern our actions, even if this network does not act on 

behalf of an identified group or system which can therefore be said to hold power” (p. 19). Thus, 

our ways of knowing are never free of power relationships as discourses constitute self and 

cultural codes shape individual will (Foucault, 1972, 1981). Power is interwoven matrices of 

visual culture, and the subjective relationships between image, power, and subjectivity form the 

basis of my examination of Hopi artists’ work.   
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Critical Pedagogy 

 Critical pedagogy can be used as a means to engage people on conscious and 

subconscious levels with power structures that silence us (Giroux, 1992). Through the 

application of critical pedagogy both within and beyond the classroom, the culturally responsive 

educator allows, even cultivates, the student’s voice and gives them agency toward cultural 

empowerment. This has been my goal as an educational researcher throughout this study. I want 

to provide a forum for these four Hopi artists to retell their stories in a more personally relevant 

way for us to consider in relationship to identity construction and the power to self represent, and 

the use of social and artistic discourses and practices. As a leading scholar of critical pedagogy, 

Giroux (1992, 1994), advocates for the recognition of schools as political, cultural, and social 

sites that place students within subjugated positions of power. Like Giroux (1992, 1994), I see 

the praxis of education within an interdisciplinary and holistic framework that extends our school 

boundaries into the larger scope of society, thus addressing education within an active and 

critical civic role. Education becomes a means to expose sites of invisible oppression through 

illuminating cultural narratives; visual culture can be one such site of educational practice. 

Therefore, following Giroux’s lead, I pace the praxis of education within the context of our daily 

experiences with visual culture, including life-centered issues such as identity.    

 

Visual Culture  

My conception of visual culture in this study is distinguished by a debt to the field of 

cultural studies and its exploration of the everyday experience of culture amid the subjective 

affiliations generated by individual participation in networks of commerce, politics, technology, 

and community. Hall (1997) and Williams (1983, 1995), argue that agreed-upon concepts of 
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culture stem from socially inflected, lived experiences, and are subject to change, while the work 

of Williams (1983) continually reminds us that we cannot discuss culture outside of practice as 

“the meanings of lived culture are to be explored within the context of their conditions of 

production, thus forming culture as a ‘whole way of life’” (p. 87). In short, as Hall (1997) argues, 

the sign is culturally constructed. Through representation within a system of socially-constructed 

signification, culturally designated codes enable the learning and internalization of cultural sign 

systems (Hall, 1997). The logic of subjective interaction with cultural sign systems may be 

extended to the language of visual culture and the cultural contexts that shape its significations in 

specific historical contexts.  

Hall’s description of culture as a changing system of representation implies a socially 

constructed understanding of culture and the recognition of the culturally relative nature of 

signification (Hall, 1999). As culture—along with the sign systems through which it finds 

representation—mutates, new possibilities for agency emerge. Reading the sign systems of 

visual culture necessitates interpretation and reinterpretation within a historical context. Elkins 

(2003) points to this concept of visuality in George Roeder’s quotation of Gertrude Stein: 

What changes over time is seen and what is seen as results from how everybody’s doing 
everything. What is seen depends on what there is to see and how we look at it.  
 

Examining possibilities of critical intervention in systems of visual culture signification in this 

theoretical context, Mirzoeff (1999) argues that visual culture encompasses more than image, 

comprehending the everyday practices of seeing and the social construction of the visual field. 

Visual culture is about “the way people see the world, how they mediate the world through 

various forms of representation and how images come into being, how they circulate” 

(Dikovitskaya, 2001, p. 363). Mirzoeff (1999) emphasizes the importance of individual agency 

amid “visual events in which information, meaning, or pleasure is sought [and created] by the 
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consumer” (p. 3). As a form of cultural communication, visual culture is a socially encoded 

signifying practice (Hall, 1997; Jencks, 1995) but the practice of signification continually 

reshapes culture through the “visual articulation of cultural values and identity” (Mirzoeff, 1999, 

p. 2). The study of visual culture in this vein posits image as a point at which it becomes possible 

to contest boundaries among self and other, power and oppression (Freedman, 2003).   

Visual culture art education can explore the function of cultural signification systems and 

identify points of critical intervention by analyzing how images construct subjective experience 

and negotiate relationships of power (Duncum, 2003).  An excellent practical example of such 

work is Tavin (2000), who recently used the images of Disney with elementary students to 

address how mediated images propagate concepts of reality, gender roles, and cultural identity. 

Tavin’s work shows in concrete terms how a discussion on visuality creates voice for students. In 

such a forum, art making becomes a tangible means for them to define self in terms of class, 

culture, race, gender, and other categories (Giroux & McLaren, 1989; Hanley, 2010).  

Mirzoeff (1999) reminds us that in order to explore its true significance to everyday 

subjective experience, we must approach visuality in a holistic manner, rather than through 

fragmented disciplinary lenses of film, television, video, etc. Focusing on the interplay between 

the subjective and the sign system, Mirzoeff notes that visual culture is not the medium but the 

relationship between the seen and the seer, a confluence he defines as the visual event. An 

excellent way to think through the visual event in such a holistic manner is to recognize the 

increasing impact of the visual on local and global communities and cultures. McChesney (2003) 

has explored this type of impact on the art market for Hopi pottery.  

Within art education, many are investigating the impact the visual has on student identity. 

Poser (2007) recently explored the connection between children and visual culture, asking how 
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children use images socially, negotiating, constructing, and performing identities.  The 

circulation of images through contemporary global communication technologies expands 

students’ opportunities to both construct meaning and examine the processes of meaning making 

through visual culture in the classroom. Numerous art education scholars have argued for such 

approaches to research in visual culture discourse (Duncum, 2001, 2002, 2003; Freedman, 2000, 

2003; Pauly, 2001; Poser, 2007; Tavin, 2000, 2005). The essential thread that runs through such 

scholarship is the recognition that gaining an understanding of how we empower ourselves or 

disenfranchise others is tied to visual culture and meaning making (Ballengee-Morris & Stuhr; 

2001; Duncum, 2003; Efland, Freedman, & Stuhr, 1996; Freedman, 2003). Therefore, we must 

consider how visuality is changing the processing of constructing identities and examine the 

changing nature of culture and the part we all play. This research asks four Hopi artists to 

explore such questions and suggests that educators can then parallel this type of inquiry with 

their art students. We cannot ignore the rapid changing nature of technology and the globalized 

economy students are daily exposed to. A postmodern and critical critic of the mediated age we 

live is the direction art education pedagogy must take. 

 

Postmodernism and Critical Pedagogy 

Postmodern concepts of critical pedagogy and post-structuralism inform this study. 

According to Barrett (2007), postmodernism critiques modernist thought, which values order, 

rationality, and science, and upholds grand narratives. Additionally, this study draws upon the 

notion of postmodernism that refers to the contemporary technological age, which is 

distinguished by a globalized electronic culture, the influence of popular culture, the 

pervasiveness of mediated images, the plurality or hybridity of genres in popular discourse, and 
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an emphasis on the personal narrative in cultural forms. Postmodernism rejects the idea of a 

single narrative that is representative of all people; all narratives are personally, socially, and 

historically embedded within a range of ever-changing contexts in which people live. Finally, 

postmodernism acknowledges the mutually constitutive relationship between knowledge and 

power, and postmodern theories of pedagogy insist on keeping in view the responsibility that 

such conditions lay on the education professions (Grundberg, 1999; Jencks, 1995; Mirzoeff, 

1999; Smith, 2001; Walker & Chaplin, 1997). In a postmodern practice of education, critical 

pedagogy replaces grand narratives with what Lyotard defined as “mini-narratives” that are 

situational and temporary, with no claims to absolute truths (Smith, 2001). Efland (1990) has 

convincingly argued that the employment of individualized narratives opens art education to an 

increased diversity of contexts, artifacts, and interpretations.  

The social, cultural, and political function of the visual in our mediated age become 

accessible through a postmodern and critical pedagogical understanding of the functions and 

significances of globalized images and the commodification of meaning making. Such a 

conception of critical pedagogy is made possible through the insights of cultural studies, 

especially as its precepts have been applied to visual culture. Bringing such insights to bear on 

how four Hopi artists assert native identity within systems of signification on the reservation, off 

the reservation, within mediated spaces, and through the art market, this study explores how the 

images they create work to reshape the signs of native identity as they are represented in 

numerous overlapping systems of visual culture signification.  

 

Visual Culture in Art Education 

Visual culture as a theory of discourse is well established in the fields of art history, 
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sociology, and cultural studies. While visual culture finds many cross-disciplinary applications, it 

is within the field of art education that this study has sought to make a contribution to 

understanding visual culture and multiculturalism as a crossroad of critical praxis. Currently, art 

educators (Ballengee-Morris & Stuhr, 2001; Carter, 2008; Duncum, 2003, 2004; Freedman, 

1999; Pauly, 2001; Tavin, 2003, 2005) support a curriculum approach referred to as Visual 

Culture Art Education (VCAE). VCAE urges engaging students with the visual forms they 

experience every day. Moreover, art education literature supports the exploration of visual 

culture to expand the contexts of art to include realms that are tangible and of interest to youth 

(Ballengee-Morris & Stuhr, 2001; Carter, 2008; Duncum, 2003, 2004; Freedman, 1999; Pauly, 

2001; Tavin, 2003, 2005). Freedman (2003) recently devoted an entire art education text to 

VCAE pedagogy and curriculum development, which fleshes out ways to approach such 

strategies. Other art educators, such as Duncum (2003, 2004), Pauly (2001) and Tavin (2003, 

2005) are among several that bring a similar discourse of visual culture to art education.  

Most recent applications of visual culture in art education curricula focus on the 

exploration of visual culture in the realm of media and popular culture. Art educators Freedman 

(2003) and Duncum (2001) define visual culture as all humanly produced, interpreted or created 

visuals that have functional, communicative, or aesthetic intent. Additionally, Freedman (2003) 

and Elkins (2003) both advocate the inclusion of high and low art and diverse cultural art forms 

in art education curricula. Carter (2008) elaborates this discourse, arguing for visual culture as an 

application that goes beyond canonical traditions.  Furthermore, Desai (2010) has argued that 

current art education discourses in visual culture art education need more emphasis on cultural 

politics and the complex issues associated with the representation and construction of cultural 

identity through art. Thus, a critical praxis of VCAE is one that articulates how people construct 
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and reconstruct culture within their daily lives. This includes how images are valued and 

interpreted and contribute to human agency and dialogic activity associated with cultural 

identity. My work seeks to extend such innovations in VCAE by including both traditional and 

contemporary native art forms within the discourse of visual culture. 

Drawing upon Freedman’s (2003) theorization of the importance of the inclusion of tribal 

and folk art communities in VCAE, this study focuses carefully on the ways that images mediate 

individual and community experiences of cultural identity and the everyday experience of 

community within particular cultures. The artists examined in this study move in and out of 

diverse realms of visual culture, each of which shapes the cultural community of the Hopi 

reservation, which, in turn, then influences the artists’ identities. This complex process of the 

mutual construction and reconstruction of culture and identity illustrates Sturken and 

Cartwright’s (2001) argument that we reside amid a constant daily negotiation of the impact of 

image upon culture. Peralta (2010) and Carter (2008) remind us that individuals are active agents 

in cultural construction on personal and community levels, and we must consider how images 

affect the individual. According to Tavin (2003), visual culture constructs self and the world and 

the relationship between the two. Our experiences with image shape the social and provide a 

means for personal discourse (Foucault, 1981). It is the personal discourse as it is shaped by the 

confluence of such forces in the lives and works of four Hopi artists that this study examines in 

order to create a body of materials on which to base a critical pedagogy of VCAE that is 

accessible, engaging, and challenging to students in a classroom setting. 

 

VCAE in the Art Classroom 

VCAE is a critical pedagogical approach informed by postmodern and critical theories 
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toward a socially-reconstructive goal. VCAE uses images to interrogate the meanings of the 

contested boundaries between self and other, power and oppression (Freedman, 2003) by 

critically analyzing how images construct lives and negotiate relationships of power (Duncum, 

2003). For example, Darts (2008) situates visual culture discourse within the contested sites of 

culture wars in the United States. Reminiscent of Halls’ (1997) “signifying systems,” VCAE in 

this context posits that power is both constituted and contested through the visual. Art educators 

can use VCAE as a critical pedagogy relevant and engaging to today’s youth who live among a 

media-saturated world in which individual identities are constituted in important ways through 

social networking via the Internet. The predominately visual terrain of sites such as My Space, 

You Tube, and Facebook provide a milieu in which youth both construct and contest identity 

formation. Through the use of visual culture as critical pedagogy, art educators can devise 

inroads, familiar to students, through which they may develop a critical understanding of 

meaning making and identity relationship to culture.  

Pursuing VCAE from a critical pedagogy perspective that engages students’ cultural and 

social consciousness can push past the traditions of formal analysis in art education that do little 

to advance the civic sensibilities and capabilities of our students (Freedman, 2003). Art 

education can no longer be limited to the façade of the image, but must expose the deeper 

contexts and meanings of the visual, leading students to analyze the role of art in identity 

construction, deconstructing prevailing assumptions and values via the visual, interrogating 

image as a source of both subjugation and resistance, and moving us toward personal and 

community empowerment (Anderson & Milbrandt, 2002).   

One crucial way that art educators have employed a critical pedagogy of VCAE is 

through exposing how images and our social relationships with them conceal and perpetuate 
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ideologies of domination and subordination (Barrett, 2007; Duncum, 2001; Freedman, 2003; 

Giroux, 2003; Tavin, 2000). Art educators such as Freedman (2003) and Pauly (2001) view 

VCAE as an extension of the typical curriculum that explores the visual field of art but also 

engages students in critical questioning of imagery on social and cultural levels. Moreover, in Art 

for Life, Anderson and Milbrandt (2002) propel art education toward deconstructing the visual as 

a cultural artifact implicit with personal meaning, emphasizing art in relation to contexts of 

production and use. Authors such as Freedman (2003) argue for using such processes to make 

the political nature of education an explicit feature of curricula, creating a platform for teachers 

and students to contest prevailing arrangements of social and cultural power in order to level the 

playing field for people of diverse cultural backgrounds. 

With the rapidly-changing nature of technology students experience daily, they are 

continually exposed to new and diverse realms of visuality. Therefore, VCAE can be an ideal 

educational platform for addressing critical discourses of visual culture. Building on such a 

foundation, this study takes the position that VCAE is not only about mass media and popular 

culture, but, rather that the increasing diversity of the United States necessitates awareness and 

understanding of diverse cultures and the discursive visual cultural realms that shape identity. As 

co-creators, this study underscores the ways artists shape culture as they situate images for our 

consumption (Peralta, 2010). Deepening the articulation of the relationships among culture and 

identity in the practice of multicultural pedagogy both honors the tradition of multiculturalism in 

art education and extends its power in new critical directions.  

 

Summary 

In this study, I seek a critical discourse of visuality via culture. Confronting de-
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culturalization, the four Hopi artists considered in this study see art as a journey of self and as a 

process of identity construction embedded in discourses of visuality.  The work of creating art 

becomes a process of identity construction. Proceeding from a conception of visual culture 

bridging time periods and social and cultural milieus to include low and high art, along with 

tribal and cultural art forms, I seek to construct a study of visual culture beyond the Western 

canon and popular mainstream media. The interpretive tools of critical theory, multiculturalism, 

post-structuralism and visual culture studies provide the basis of a multicultural critical pedagogy 

that serves to “detect, interpret, and deconstruct” (Dart, 2004, p. 149) identity.  

Working to equalize the interpretive field of art education, Duncum (2001) defines visual 

culture as all humanly produced, interpreted or created visuals that have functional, 

communicative, or aesthetic intent. Freedman’s (2003) definition of visual culture extends across 

time, social, and cultural milieu’s to include low and high art forms, tribal and cultural art forms. 

I seek to call attention to visual culture study beyond the Western canon and popular mainstream 

media. It is time to equalize the visual field as Duncum (2001) and Freedman (2003) clearly state 

that the visual daily impacts identity. Additionally, I am concerned with the lack of native 

discourses in visual culture studies and art education. Thus, I seek to bring into the current 

discourses of art education a critical multicultural perspective that emphasizes the power of the 

visual in the construction of cultural identity. This study offers an alternative by exploring the 

perspectives of four Hopi artists as they traverse multiple realms of visual culture, on and off the 

reservation, in ways that illuminate their lives and communities as imagined both through and 

against images circulated both in popular media (Walker & Chaplin, 1997) and within Hopi 

visual culture discourses. This meeting of diverse and interrelated modes of identity construction 
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in overlapping, conflicting, and competing visual realms contributes to vital individual 

experiences of Hopi identity.  

 Visual culture, critical theory, and multiculturalism are postmodern theories concerned 

with issues of power and identity. Postmodern theorists such as Barthes (1994), Foucault (1981), 

Lyotard (1974), and Mirzoeff (1999) call attention to the metanarratives implicit in the visual 

culture that floods daily life, through which we comprehend and participate in relationships of 

power and identity. This ethnography employs critical theory to interrogate those power 

relationships (Foucault, 1981; McLaren, 2003). The participants in this study engage with 

diverse visual culture contexts as a means to mediate, construct, and contest identity amid 

relationships of power. As a postmodern educator, I believe that their stories, or individual 

narratives, are an essential addition to the discourse of art education.  
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

Theorists of qualitative research (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000) acknowledge that individuals 

construct social reality, as our humanness is situated and transitional within the experiences of 

the everyday. The common language of everyday life, such as the aesthetics of art and religion, 

facilitate the endemic production of meaning (Berger & Luckman, 1966). Qualitative research 

allows for looking at the particulars as well as employing a larger perspective on such 

phenomena, capturing “how we conceptualize our reality and our images of the world” (Denzin 

& Lincoln, 2000, p. 11). This qualitative study used a critical ethnographic methodology to 

research how visual culture, experienced on and off the reservation, has impacted the identity of 

four Hopi artists. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1. Research design Figure 3.2. Research design and interrelationship 
between key aspects of research design. 

 
 
 

Why Critical Ethnography? 

This study seeks to explore how visual culture impacts the identity of four Hopi artists 

and how these artists construct and reveal their understandings of Hopi identity through art. 
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Thus, a qualitative study grounded in ethnography is well suited for this inquiry. I believe that it 

is impossible to separate culture from individual subjectivity, and that the social reality of our 

constructed identities comprehends contested relations of power. To address such issues, this 

study emphasizes a critical theory perspective. 

 According to Creswell (2005) critical ethnography addresses issues of power, 

empowerment, hegemony, subjugation, equity, and other social and political concerns. Building 

on a conceptual framework of critical theory, visual culture, and multiculturalism, this study 

forges a critical discourse of identity construction, what Hall (1997) theorizes as a socially 

constructed and strategically positioned experience.  

The primary goal of a critical ethnography is to advocate for change or transformation of 

the participants and their community (Creswell, 2005), thus circumventing the “othering” of 

Hopi as a culture and empowering Hopi artists to self-define their role and identity for the 21st 

century. Native artists have endured many years of appropriation and redefinition of their diverse 

cultural worldviews. Critical ethnography acknowledges contextualized and situated truths. 

Therefore, this study avoided customary modes of viewing Indian artists as stilled entities and 

presented the data in ways that allowed me to explore the ways that these artists defined 

themselves as they live culture. 

 

Ethnography as Theory and Method 

As theory, ethnography is the study of culture within a specific context, which includes 

dimensions of production, consumption, and distribution (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Gall, Borg, 

& Gall, 2007). Educational researcher Yates (1987) describes ethnography as the study of 

people, defining the value of ethnography for multicultural education in the use of ethnographic 
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research to “look again at existing categories and emphases which explain educational 

phenomena, and to re-categorize and re-conceptualize the field of study” (p. 62). The 

ethnographer’s goal is not to produce a truth, but to reconstruct an observed reality of culture in 

its diffusion and differentiation. Yates (1987) further describes culture as being in a constant and 

simultaneous state of maintenance and renewal. Spindler (1982) theorizes ethnography research 

as a means to explore and illuminate educational conflicts, with the potential for reform. Because 

this study emphasizes a restructuring of multicultural art education in such ways, critical 

ethnography is an appropriate methodology. I ask in what ways ethnography can assist critical 

multicultural practices to recognize and reformulate new cultural propositions that lend to the 

critique of art educational practice.  

 

Ethnography as Reflective Practice 

Conducted within a culturally situated context, ethnography incorporates the researcher 

as the tool for data collection and recognizes that the researcher’s lens becomes a part of the 

study and reflexivity on the part of the researcher is important (Clifford, 1999; Creswell, 2005; 

LeCompte and Schensul, 1999). According to LeCompte and Schensul (1999), the ethnographer 

asks what is happening, rather than applying a prior prescriptive or expectation to the context. 

Using a qualitative approach rich in context, the researcher seeks to give voice to the participants 

by reflecting their emic perspectives. Furthermore, the researcher assumes a reflexive stance and 

understands that she becomes part of the process of constructing meaning. A critical ethnography 

recognizes that as a social construct, one’s reality is continuous and socially reflective. Within 

the specific context of this study, the identities of artists are framed as realities mirrored by social 

relationships (Berger & Luckman, 1966). 
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A cornerstone of the researcher’s function as a data tool is participant-observation. This 

method of data collection seeks to place the researcher within the participant’s context meaning 

the social, economic, historical, and relational experiences of the individual, as much as possible 

during the process of interviews and observations. I shadowed these artists within their cultural 

and social contexts. While I desired to present their story, I acknowledge that ultimately my lens 

impacts my understanding of and presentation of their experiences (Clifford, 1999).  

I collected formal data through 2 -3 semi-structured individual interviews with each artist 

and one focus group session conducted at various locations. Informal opportunities for building 

relationships with the participants came through 6 visits to the Hopi reservation where I observed 

social dances and ate meals at the artists’ homes and a local restaurant. I refer to these 

experiences as informal because I did not take notes during these visits. I did, however, later 

reflect on these experiences through personal narratives. However, in order to place emphasis on 

the emic perspective I sought to primarily represent the artists’ experiences and voices over my 

own interpretation and reflections of their narratives within the data analysis (LeCompte & 

Schensul, 1999). 

Employing the lens of critical theory I incorporate into my narratives a self-reflexive 

position (Giroux, 1999). As recommended by Creswell (2005), this reflexive component to 

critical ethnography included self-assessment of my role as researcher and acknowledgement of 

my own biases and expectations about the lives of these Hopi artists. Additionally, I openly 

shared my personal background and experiences as an artist dealing with my own cultural 

identity with each of the participants. Overall, this type of thick description (Geertz, 1973) 

provided me the means to reflect critically on my pre- and post-study experiences and 

assumptions in order to reevaluate my belief system about visual culture, culture, and identity.  
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An Emphasis on Culture 

The research in this study is predicated upon the concept of culture as an unbounded 

social construct that informs our identities. Our postmodern world demands such a broad 

definition of culture that includes multiple disciplines and theories to illuminate cultural 

discourse. As a postmodern educator, I see culture as a fluid and dynamic realm that necessitates 

critical reflectivity amid a contested and contradictory cultural terrain (Meyer & Geschiere, 

1999).  

According to Geertz (1973), culture is extrinsic. Culture is a product of social 

relationships, but we can only be culturally informed by that which is available to us. Humans by 

nature are social beings bound to cultural contexts as our identities are reflections of specific 

social, economic, religious, and political experiences. A system of symbols defines culture, and 

meaning comes from the relationships between symbols and the contexts in which they appear 

(Efland, 2002; Efland, Freedman, & Stuhr, 1996; Freedman, 2003). Ethnography is a fit for this 

study as it allows for contextualized understanding of culture and its relationship to identity. 

Culture is intertwined with identity, as we know self because of our relationships with 

others. For Clifford (1988), culture is an “open-ended, creative dialogue of subcultures, or 

insiders and outsider, of diverse factions” (p. 46), and he elaborates that in relation to cultural 

difference, “self-other relations are matters of power and rhetoric rather than of essence” 

(Clifford, 1988, p. 46). Mirzoeff (1999) and Freedman (2003) apply such insights to the realm of 

visual culture, emphasizing that visual culture represents socially constructed signs that provide 

readily available models for identity that affect us in profound ways. For example, according to 

Mirzoeff (1999), visual culture is a part of the discourse of meaning making that “becomes 

contested, debated, and transformed” (Mirzoeff, 1999, p. 4) in a postmodern context that 
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includes how class, gender, sexual orientation, and race structure the place of the individual 

within the social. Mirzoeff (1999) further argues that identity is not separate from culture and 

that the interchanging nature of cultures has given rise to trans-cultural global identities. As one 

narrative is not enough, this research presents the identity discourses of four Hopi artists within a 

postmodern paradigm.  

 

Understanding Hopi Culture: A Situated Context 

The Hopitu Shimumu (the peaceful people) are known to the world today as the Hopi. A 

nation of more than ten thousand tribal members among twelve villages, the majority of Hopis 

continue to live atop three mesas in northeastern Arizona and the surrounding towns on and off 

the reservation. The Hopi are descendants of the Anasazi and speak an Uto-Aztean language. 

Their traditional lands on the Colorado Plateau of Northern Arizona fall within a seemingly 

inhospitable environment, with an average yearly rainfall of less than thirteen inches. Natural 

vegetation consists of aridly adapted grasses and shrubs, pinion, and juniper. Cottonwoods and 

willows grow along the streams. To survive in this terrain, the Hopi traditionally combined dry 

and floodwater farming with irrigation to raise crops of blue corn, beans, and squash. Along with 

farming, the hunting of small game supplemented their basic subsistence. In relation with the 

farming and hunting seasons, Hopis also developed a complex religion that includes ceremonies 

and rituals that continue to support and enrich their lives today. In the contemporary world, the 

Hopi juggle traditions with the conveniences and demands of the dominant society, and farming 

primarily continues for traditional ceremonial purposes (Schaafsma, 199; Secakuku, 1995).   

The Spanish first called the Hopi pueblo peoples because they lived in clusters of 

multistory apartment-style dwellings made of stone masonry. These pueblo-style structures are 
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situated around a central plaza with ceremonial kivas on the edges of the mesas. This design of 

their communities is also culturally significant. Symbolic of their creation story, kivas are 

subterranean structures that serve as secular and sacred meeting places. Generally, only men 

participate in the sacred kiva rituals, which mainly occur at night. While many of the younger 

generations live off the mesa tops, they still return for yearly ceremonies held in the central 

plazas and kivas (Schaafsma, 1994; Secakuku, 1995).   

 

Elements of Hopi Culture 

Hopi society functions under structured kinship principles. They use a matrilineal system 

to determine clan associations. No matter where a Hopi lives, home is always the mother’s 

birthplace. Traditionally, at marriage the husband would move into the wife’s household, and the 

children are considered to be of the mother’s clan. In support of this system the maternal uncle is 

an important disciplinary figure in the lives of his nieces or nephews (Schaafsma, 1994; 

Secakuku, 1995).   

Traditional Hopi philosophical thought teaches the distribution of responsibility and 

wealth. Their clan system is largely conservative in relation to social norms. Moieties, a social 

system that divides all Hopi clans within a village into two groups, provides a means to distribute 

community work and ceremonial duties equally. An exception to the several ceremonial societies 

divided among the clans, the katsina society includes all Hopis. Initiation into this society 

generally occurs at a young age, and at this time godparents commit to being lifelong guides of 

ceremonial duties for the newly initiated (Secakuku, 1995).  

 

Why Hopi Artists? 

Issues of globalization, cultural hybridity, and post-colonialism are recognized as 
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discursive points for critiquing the impact these issues have on contemporary native artists in a 

postmodern context (Bhabha, 1994; Desai, 2000; Giroux, 2003). Identities are rooted in cultural 

expressions of power, such as the power of image to create cultural identity amid changes in 

cultural discourse, and this study seeks to uncover the dynamic and conflicted processes of 

identity construction by native artists. Thus, this critical ethnography explores the ways in which 

four Hopi artists negotiate identity while engaged with diverse realms of visual culture on and 

off the reservation. 

Cultural themes are essential to an inquiry of critical ethnography. Thus, this study 

focuses on assertions of identity as artist within the cultural context of the Hopi reservation. An 

essentialist understanding of culture is avoided, however, as I recognize the Hopi reservation is 

not a closed community and these artists are impacted by diverse realms of visual culture that 

inform how they construct their identities as artists. Berlo and Phillips (1998) argue that the 

visual arts have long played a role as cultural carriers in native communities, stating that art 

making remains “among the most eloquent and forceful articulations of the contemporary 

politics of identity” (p. 3). Furthermore, according to Berlo and Phillips (1998) as well as Desai 

(2000), questions of identity and culture continue to shape the native artist’s sense of “Indian-

ness” as individuals, as native community members, and as artists tied to visual and social 

networks beyond native communities. For example, as native artists participate in art world 

networks beyond the reservation, the techniques, media, and images they use in their works can 

become occasion to either subjugate or empower the native artist as the meanings of native 

works are translated into mainstream discourses of art and art making. More specifically, the 

standards of form and content in native art established by the mainstream art market can 

empower or disempower native artists to the degree that Indian-ness is assigned to an artist by 
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non-natives, according to the type of art he or she produces. Theorists argue that in the past for a 

native artist to be successful commercially in the mainstream art market, he or she must be seen 

as “authentically” tied to cultural traditions. This authenticity of native art is tied to the visual 

stereotypes constructed by dominant discourses that inform our understanding of native art, such 

as discourses of the primitive or naïve, ceremonial, or utilitarian (Archuleta, 1994). As a 

multicultural educator, however, I believe a culturally responsive practitioner must support the 

understanding of diverse native contextual experiences when interpreting art and broaden the 

discourse of native art to include contemporary discourses. Therefore, native artists can be seen 

as healers, cultural informers, social activists, entrepreneurs, and more. Such identities are thus 

authentically native whether or not the artist uses traditional visual markers of identity. 

 

The Participants 

This study used criterion-based and convenience sampling. The participants self-defined 

as artists and publicly acknowledged their identification as artist through participation in public 

sales and exhibitions of their art works. Due to my long-term connection with the Hopi through 

artist friends and previous study and research on the Hopi culture, I have maintained an interest 

in this community. As this study examined Hopi art and identity as artist, participants came from 

a criterion-based selection of individuals who are over the age of 18, members of the Hopi Tribe, 

and self-defined as artists. Convenience sampling was also used as the artists that participated 

came to this study through the assistance of the gatekeeper and my friend, Michael (Mike) 

Kabotie5. Mike was well connected with other artists in the Hopi community, so additional 

                                                 
5 During the course of the study, all of us were very saddened by the untimely passing of Michael Kabotie. Mike 
contracted the H1N1 virus and passed on October 23, 2009, in Flagstaff, Arizona, from associated complications. In 
Hopi tradition on the fourth day of one’s death the spirit moves from the earthly world to the spiritual. On Mike’s 
fourth day it snowed on the San Francisco Peaks (the home of the Katsinam). Family and friends of Mike rejoiced—
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participants came through his recommendations. Ultimately, the artists that participated in this 

study were friends of Mike. 

Due to past misrepresentation or misuse of cultural information, the Hopi Tribe is often 

suspicious of researchers’ intentions. Therefore, it was necessary to connect with the Hopi 

community through the assistance of a cultural insider, also referred to as a gatekeeper. In the 

past, researchers and public bystanders have revealed secret ritual and ceremonial knowledge 

through published writings and photographs. These transgressions have led to the closing of 

many of the ceremonial plaza dances to non-Hopis. Additionally, while on the reservation, the 

Hopi Tribe no longer allows photography, note taking, or free drawing by non-Hopis. There are 

numerous signs posted, and anyone caught violating these restrictions is subject to fines and 

other legal action by the Hopi police and Hopi court system.  

 I did not intend for gender to be a factor in the initial search for participants, but through 

the process of obtaining participants I found that male artists were more likely to agree to speak 

with me. I can only speculate about why this happened. Possibly it is due to the Hopi perspective 

that men are the holders of ritual knowledge, as they make most ritual art forms directly 

associated to cultural practices. In addition, my original intent was to secure two participants 

from each of the following age groups: 18–38, 39–59 and 60 or above, which I had hoped would 

provide a broad research perspective through a range of generations. I found it difficult, 

however, to secure participants from the 18–38 group. Again here, I presume that the cultural 

structure of the Hopi community, which assures that knowledge rests with elders, possibly 

                                                                                                                                                             
it was a good day. They said, Mike has joined the Cloud People, the ancestors that now live with the Katsinam and 
continue to bring blessings of health, well-being, fertility, and good harvest. The earthly evidence of this comes in 
the form of rain or snow. I am very grateful that Michael Kabotie agreed to participate and helped me to identify the 
other participants, including Delbridge Honanie, Edward Kabotie, and Mark Tahbo. Without his guidance and 
insights, this study would not have been realized. As my friend and mentor, Mike shared his wisdom and artistic 
spirit and enlightened me about the Hopi. 
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discouraged younger artists from acting as study participants. Additionally, many younger artists 

lived off the reservation and were more difficult to contact. More specifically, the younger artists 

identified as possible participants did not follow through with scheduled interviews. Finally, the 

artists who participated did so as friends of Mike.  

The participating artists in this study were Michael (Mike) Kabotie, Edward (Ed) 

Kabotie, Delbridge (Del) Honanie, and Mark Tahbo. All of these artists have established artistic 

careers on and off the Hopi reservation. They also have spent many years being culturally and 

artistically connected to the Hopi Tribe, as each of these artists either make art used within the 

context of Hopi culture and / or promote themselves as Hopi artists. 

 

The Gatekeeper: Michael (Mike) Kabotie 

Internationally known Hopi artist and educator Michael Kabotie, whom I met through the 

Museum of Northern Arizona and have known since 1999, served as the base cultural informant 

and gatekeeper for this study. Mike was an appropriate choice for gatekeeper as his art explicitly 

addresses his identity as Hopi and he regularly lectured at universities, art schools, galleries, and 

museums worldwide on Hopi culture and art. 

 

Hopi Artist: Michael (Mike) Kabotie 

 

Figure 3.3. Michael Kabotie, 2009. 
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Mike, internationally renowned silversmith, painter, and sculptor was born September 3, 

1942, and died October 23, 2009.  Mike was raised in Shungopavi on the Hopi Indian 

Reservation and attended Haskell Indian School, in Lawrence, Kansas, until his graduation in 

1961. He was known for his innovations in using traditional Hopi symbolism in conjunction with 

contemporary media to create visual commentaries on being Hopi in a rapidly changing world. 

Mike’s father, Fred Kabotie was a famous Hopi artist who, along with extended family 

members, taught Mike silversmith techniques that influenced his personal style. Influences from 

his mentors, pre-European Awat’ovi kiva mural painters, and Sikyatki pottery designs are seen in 

Mike’s unique paintings and sculptures. 

At the age of 25, Mike, through the traditional Hopi manhood initiation, was given his 

Hopi name, Lomawywesa (Walking in Harmony). He continued to use his Hopi name to sign his 

later artwork. In 1973, Mike founded the Artist Hopid, an innovative group of Hopi artists 

interested in exploring new interpretations of traditional Hopi art through their personal artwork. 

Mike referred to this group as the first modernist movement for Hopi artists. The Artists Hopid 

combined Hopi cultural traditions with ancestral research and created contemporary style 

interpretations concerned with the future of Hopi art and culture. The goal was to bridge past, 

present, and future.  

In the years prior to his death, Mike explored embossing, etching, lithography, and 

serigraphy and created limited edition prints of his works. Mike also lectured extensively 

throughout the United States, Switzerland, Germany, and New Zealand. Mike’s art can be seen 

in several museums world wide, such as the Smithsonian’s National Museum of the American 

Indian, the Museum of Northern Arizona in Flagstaff, the Museum of Mankind in London, the 

Gallery Calumet-Neuzzinger in Germany, and the Heard Museum in Phoenix.  
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Hopi Artist: Delbridge (Del) Honanie 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.4. Delbridge Honanie, working on cottonwood root sculpture, 2010. 

  
Del, born in 1946, is an award-winning Hopi painter and sculptor from Second Mesa, on 

the Hopi reservation, in Arizona. He is known for his painting, carving, and katsina-style 

sculptures. He is also well respected for his katsina doll carving. Del’s work can be found in The 

World of the Hopi by Patricia Janis Broder, Southwest Indian Painting: A Changing Art by Clara 

Lee Tanner, Native American Artists by Dawn Reno, and The Artists Bluebook: 34,000 North 

American Artists to March 2005, on AskART.com (edited by Lonnie Pierson Dunbier). A kiva 

mural by Del and Mike Kabotie can be seen in the Museum of Northern Arizona. Del was also a 

member of Artist Hopid. Del currently resides in Flagstaff, Arizona, and continues making 

artwork. 

 

Hopi Artist: Edward (Ed) Kabotie 

Ed, born in 1970, is a Hopi-Tewa historian, writer, musician, painter, sculptor, potter, and 

jeweler, from the Tewa village of Santa Clara, New Mexico, and the Hopi village of Shungopavi, 
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Arizona. Edward Dozier6, his grandfather, encouraged him to study Native American history and 

his father Michael Kabotie inspired him to become an artist. Ed seeks to share this knowledge 

through his writing, music, and art. Drawing from his Hopi and Tewa heritage, Ed’s artwork 

consists of paintings, pottery, jewelry, and carvings. As a musician, Ed plays acoustic guitar, 

Native American flute, and percussion. He also writes and sings his own songs, often trilingual 

(Hopi, Tewa, and English) and plays in a band with his son. Ed’s solo music can be heard on his 

two CD’s. Ed states that his work reflects his vision to “remind the world of our heroes” (E. 

Kabotie, personal communication, 2010). His goal is to use his art and music to reflect on Native 

American history, virtues, and the Native American experience, while encouraging others to 

build a better future. 

Figure 3.5. Edward Kabotie. (Photo courtesy of Ed Kabotie). 

 

Hopi Artist: Mark Tahbo 

Mark, born in 1958, is a Hopi-Tewa potter who grew up in Northeastern Arizona, on First 

Mesa on the Hopi reservation. Mark’s pottery style reflects his Hopi-Tewa roots and traditional 
                                                 
6 Edward Dozier was a Native American anthropologist and linguist of Tewa heritage; he grew up on the Santa 
Clara Pueblo. He received his Ph.D. from the University of California, Los Angeles, in 1952 and taught at several 
universities, including the University of Arizona in Tucson, Arizona. (Ed Kabotie, personal communication, 2010). 
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Hopi pottery methods as he continues working in the way of his ancestors by using natural 

materials from the reservation and firing in small batches using sheep dug. While his pottery 

aligns with “Sikyatki Revival Ware.”7, he is an innovator with a willingness to explore new 

themes through his symbolic storytelling. A significant mentor, Grace Chapella,8 Mark’s great-

grandmother, was a huge influence in his pottery education; her watchful eye guided Mark in his 

early pottery-making years. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6. Mark Tahbo, with tribute pot of Michael Kabotie as a Hopi clown, by Mark Tahbo, 
2010. 

 
Working since 1978, Mark is one of the best Hopi-Tewa potters, winning multiple 

awards for his use of traditional materials and techniques and his innovations in Hopi pottery. 

Local native clay forms the structure of Mark’s creations, and he often uses a traditional yucca 

brush to paint the symbols for his stories. While the medium is traditional, Mark also 

incorporates modern brushwork. For example, collectors dubbed him “Jackson Polacca”9 after 

the incorporation of a splatter technique reminiscent of Jackson Pollock’s artwork. Additionally, 

                                                 
7 Led by Jesse Walter Fewkes, with the support of the Smithsonian Institution, the former Hopi village of Sikyatki 
on the eastern side of First Mesa, Arizona was excavated in 1895. This site is noted for its well-preserved pottery 
shards that sparked the Sikyatki revival pottery style made famous by the Tewa-Hopi artist Nampeyo (Berlo and 
Phillips, 1999).  
8 Grace and Nampeyo were contemporaries and close friends. 
9 Mark Tahbo lives in the town of Polacca, situated below First Mesa, on the Hopi reservation. Mark regularly visits 
the Sikyatki site just above his home. 
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he recently transcended image-making taboos with the incorporation of nude figures on his tile 

work and pots. 

Mark’s pottery can be seen in museums and galleries throughout the Southwest and 

beyond. He is the recipient of many awards and honors, including the Loloma Memorial Award 

and the Helen Naha Memorial Award for Excellence in Traditional Hopi Pottery. Mark was also 

honored, three years in a row, as the top traditional Hopi potter; the Heard Museum Guild Indian 

Fair & Market awarded him Best of Division, Best of Class, and Judge’s Choice Award. Mark’s 

work is featured in several publications, such as Fourteen Families in Pueblo Pottery by Rick 

Dillingham, Art of the Hopi by Jerry & Lois Jacka, and Hopi-Tewa Pottery: 500 Artist 

Biographies by Gregory Schaff. Mark continues to work and live on First Mesa. 

 

Data Collection 

 The process of collecting data included individual interviews (an average of 2 with each 

artist) and one focus group session throughout multiple visits over the course of several months 

(June 2009 – July 2010). Originally, the study proposal sought to include artist journaling and 

artist interpretative reflections, but after Mike’s death, the momentum of the research changed 

drastically. Unfortunately, since his passing it was been difficult to resume the same connections  

with the participants. However, I was fortunate to have extended time with three of the 

participants during a native arts week at the Idyllwild Arts Academy.10 

                                                 
10 For over ten years the Idyllwild Arts Academy in Idyllwild, California, has hosted a Native American Arts 
Festival. Michael Kabotie served as the primary native consultant and organizer for this event. The purpose of this 
annual event was to bring the scientific, intuitive, and trickster voices together for a balanced and provocative 
learning experience. Native artists, native scholars, and scholars of native art and history came together, united 
under a central theme to share knowledge, debate issues, and teach about the arts and cultures of Native America. 
The events were designed to explore the most current issues, theories, and artistic expressions in Native American 
art and culture. For the summer of 2010, the festival was dedicated in honor of Mike, and the theme was “The 
Trickster Concept: The Artist’s Journey of Healing and Recovery.” 
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 Current ethnographic practice supports community participation at all levels of the 

research process (Mihesuah, 1998). The use of a community gatekeeper, Michael (Mike) 

Kabotie, allowed me the opportunity to be educated about Hopi culture from a Hopi perspective 

and to connect with possible participants. Mike introduced me to several Hopi artists, and it was 

through his support that I found additional participants. Additionally, I used the assistance of the 

gatekeeper to form the structure of the research. As suggested by Mihesuah (1998), I held 

preliminary meetings with the gatekeeper to discuss issues and directions for the project and to 

develop and practice interview questions. Mike and I agreed upon a final standard set of 

questions, but later a fluid conversation became more appropriate as the questions underwent a 

series of transformations during active conversation.  

 I taped and transcribed the interviews. Following the transcription of the data, I drew 

directly from the key themes found in the narratives in relationship to identity and Clandinin and 

Connelly’s (2006) model of narrative analysis—three-dimensional narrative inquiry space (T-

DNIS). Per this model, a focus on time, place, and sociality of relationships as they informed 

identity allowed for a culturally connective exploration of the data as appropriate for 

ethnography. I organized the emergent themes such as ancestors, family, and storytelling via the 

program Atlas.ti. 

 

The Interviews 

Because this study involved Native American participants, I have adhered to the 

suggested research practices of Mihesuah (1998) and Lassiter (2001) who advocate the use of 

native informants when developing data collection tools. Thus, Michael (Mike) Kabotie served 

as a resource for developing and refining the questions addressed to the participants and the 
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approach I used in the interview process. Lassiter (2000) refers to this method as a collaborative 

and reciprocal approach to ethnography that strengthens the validity of a study.  

Pre data collection and through the data collection process I kept in close contact with 

Mike. We informally practiced questioning strategies and also reviewed together how successful 

interviews were in engaging artists throughout the study. As a reflexive researcher I was open to 

critique. At one point, Mike questioned my academic approach to interviewing and suggested 

that I be less formal with the artists. I further discussed this with my advisor, and through my 

advisor’s and Mike’s guidance I found it more beneficial and more suited to critical ethnography 

to use unstructured visits to interview the artists. A more unstructured approach allowed the 

artists to feel less threaten and more at ease to critique themselves and the Hopi community. 

Several of the interview questions became an open and fluid discussion on art and culture rather 

than my use of pre-written interview questions. I allowed the artists to be my guide in the 

direction the interviews took. I soon became aware in this context that ethnographic inquiry is a 

process of storytelling (Wolcott, 1987).  

Geertz (1973) refers to storytelling as the “imagination to bring us into touch with the 

lives of strangers” (p. 16). Everyone has a story and we desire to be understood as people, not 

subjects (Wolcott, 1987). We talked about a wide range of issues and topics of interest to the 

artists, and overall, the artists were more comfortable just talking about life and their art in 

general, thus letting my level of inquiry develop freely within the moment of the conversation. 

As this format evolved, storytelling became central to the data collection. As Wolcott (1987) 

avers, ethnographic data collection takes many forms, and while sometimes interviewing is most 

important, at other times participant observation is primary. Wolcott notes that the researcher 

should do whatever “feels right” (p. 49). For this study, storytelling felt right, as it was a typical 
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way of cultural knowledge exchange among the Hopi. Eldridge (2006) also commented that 

storytelling is essential to native epistemology. Furthermore, storytelling emphasizes the 

participants and deemphasizes the “othering” so prominent in past ethnographies of indigenous 

communities (Mihesuah, 1998).  

Additionally, Clifford (1999) describes the role of the ethnographer as a reflexive 

researcher. Thus, it was important that I reveal and share my own struggle with my cultural 

identity as an artist. Several times during the interviews, the artists would direct the questions 

back to me and ask me what I was doing with my own art and search for identity. I chose, 

however, for the presentation in this document to focus the data analysis primarily on their 

responses, rather than my own. 

The interviews began with reflections on Hopi culture, what it meant to the artists to be 

Hopi, and how art is a part of their identities. I asked them to share critical memories that they 

defined as reflective of their Hopiness, especially memories associated with visual culture. We 

also explored how their art reflected their identities and how they drew upon visual culture from 

within diverse realms for visualizing self. Later, the discussions developed into various free-

flowing conversations that included issues relating to art, culture, and identity. They were quite 

frank in telling me that they did not think about certain aspects of art and identity in the ways I 

had framed them in my questions. Furthermore, they admonished that some topics on cultural 

traditions in relationship to art were taboo. I was careful not to ask direct questions about ritual 

knowledge. If any questions bordered on this realm, they alerted me to this, and I willingly 

redirected the line of discussion. 

 

The Focus Group 

The organization and completion of the focus group was fraught with difficulties.  
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Scheduling issues, created by planned and unplanned community and family events, repeatedly 

affected attempts to schedule the focus group session. It quickly became apparent that there 

likely would not be a common time appropriate for all participants, so I proceeded with a set 

time and day for the focus group. The session was open to all participants, and other community 

artists were invited, but ultimately, only three of the artist participants attended—Mike, Del, and 

Mark, unfortunately Ed could not attend. 

At the scheduled focus group I used semi-structured questions intended to explore the 

issues on a communal level, thus providing a broader cultural perspective in relationship to Hopi 

identity. This included questions, such as: What is Hopi art? How does Hopi art constitute Hopi 

identity?  From what kinds of sources, inside and outside of the Hopi reservation, do Hopi artists 

draw inspiration? What is the significance of these sources? How has Hopi art changed? What 

factors have influenced change? How have these changes transformed the representation of Hopi 

art, culture, and identity? What were their concerns for Hopi youth, art, and culture? 

Again, the directness of a semi-structured session proved to be uncomfortable for some of 

the artists. Therefore, in consideration of the artists and a philosophy of reflexive practice, the 

focus group became an open sharing of experiences and ideas about art to which each of us 

contributed. Additionally, Mike was instrumental in leading the discussions that arose. 

 

Building Rapport Through Informal Meetings  

Throughout the research, I informally spent time with the artists. For example, I attended 

the summer plaza dances and ate meals with them in their homes. The summer plaza dances 

include a host of several katsinam dances held on weekends in the plazas. These dances are a 

part of the yearly katsina ceremonial cycle and contribute to sending prayers of health and 
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harvest for the community. By participating in such events, I was able to see the living culture of 

the Hopi. Additionally, it was important to establish a positive rapport with the participants, and 

these meetings were essential in building a relationship with the artists, rather than amassing 

material for specific data collection use. I did not document data during these experiences 

because the Hopi Tribe is very uncomfortable with unsupervised study of their people, as 

evidenced by signs posted that state no drawing, note taking, or photography.  

I do, however, believe these informal social experiences provided valuable rapport 

building. These meetings allowed me the opportunity to develop the personal and cultural 

sensitiveness of a researcher working with native artists. It also allowed the artists to get to know 

me on a more personal level as we shared meals and spent casual time with family members in 

their homes. Overall, these meetings assisted in expanding my awareness of the complexity and 

interconnectedness of the Hopi community.  

In such a small community, the presence of clan relatives was often very prevalent. We 

met several times at the Hopi Cultural Center restaurant, and each time numerous Hopi 

individuals would stop by our table to say their “hellos” and pay respects to each other. 

Additionally, I attended public plaza dances at Mike’s village on Second Mesa. It was readily 

obvious that family and community responsibilities came to a peak during ceremonies. At these 

events many of the extended families that lived off the reservation came back to the villages. 

Additionally, each Hopi had a duty, whether it was performing, gift giving, or watching. In sum, 

all of these informal meetings contributed to my understanding of the communal and ceremonial 

practices of Hopi culture, and I found that the more time I spent with the participants, the more 

they accepted me. 
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Data Analysis 

Data analysis is important within ethnography because it must give a picture of what the 

specific data represents. The methods of data analysis in this study were tailored to make sense 

of the unique insights generated by the meeting of emic and etic perspectives forged in the 

ethnographic research process. Ethnographers support organization of data that follows 

categories, such as themes, events, people, or contexts. For this study I used organizational and 

analysis methods that combined the use of the Three-dimensional inquiry space (T-DNIS) model 

with critical ethnography. I placed a focus on the construction of the artist’s identity within time, 

place, and relationships as recommend by the T-DNIS model (Clandinin & Connelly, 2006). I 

also found it helpful to reorganize their stories in a timeline of past, present, and future, as if they 

had told me a life history story approach. This allowed me to envision the artists’ stories as they 

developed through their lives in places and through relationships. Additionally, recurrent themes 

of people, places, and things provided an additional organizational tool. Thus, I also grouped the 

data by common emergent themes or discourses that emerged within the data of the individual 

artists (LeCompte and Schensul, 1999). 

 

Narrative Analysis and Critical Ethnography 

I am interested in the story the participants told, thus a narrative approach to analysis was 

a better fit for my study (Clandinin & Connelly, 2006). With an emphasis on interpretative 

analysis that followed the precepts of thick description (Geertz, 1973), I sought to describe, 

record, and interpret the data in relationship to the participants (Clandinin & Connelly, 2006; 

LeCompte and Schensul, 1999). According to Cohen, Manion, and Morrison (2007), a 

qualitative study tends to use fewer participants to allow for rich and detailed data, and part of 
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this richness lies in the use of verbatim data; therefore within the presentation of data in chapter 

four it was necessary to provide extensive quotes by the artists, again supporting the participant’s 

voice.  

My goal was to understand and present the data from an emic perspective, thus the 

interpretations became symbolic forms of culture in action. Critical ethnography investigates 

enacted culture, including the power relationships that inform and construct culture (Creswell, 

2000). The researcher and the participants are also a site for cultural engagement. The process of 

critique toward emancipation or transformation of culture is evident in critical ethnography 

(Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). Because culture impacts identity, a key element in this study, and 

exists in time, place, and within relationships, I found that the use of Clandinin and Connelly’s 

(2006) T-DNIS narrative model paired well with critical ethnography. Furthermore, the T-DNIS 

model and critical ethnography acknowledge that the researcher and the site of the researched 

inform any study (Clandinin & Connelly, 2006; Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). Finally, as a reflexive 

researcher, I must acknowledge that I bring my perspective to the organization and dissemination 

of this study (Clifford, 1999). 

 

Narrative Analysis as Storytelling 

 Storytelling is thinking about experience, and it inherently highlights a particular view of 

an experience. Clandinin and Connelly (2006) state that not only do we “story our lives” but also 

our lives are shaped by stories. Humans naturally think in story and view the world in story. 

Much in the way visual culture theory describes how we have relationships with images 

(Mirzoeff, 1999), we may also study how we have relationships with our life stories. Visual 
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culture illuminates how we experience images and make meaning of self through art (Gall, Borg, 

& Gall, 2007; Hycner, 1985; Mirzoeff, 1999; Smith, 2001).  

Native epistemology recognizes storytelling as central to cultural teaching. Historically, 

native tribes lacked a written language, so storytelling became an integral part of culture and the 

primary means of passing traditions and cultural knowledge (Eldridge, 2006). Eldridge (2006) 

states that narrative analysis parallels native epistemology, as both are non-linear and culturally 

empowering. In her case study of native artist and educator Ruthe Blalock Jones, Eldridge (2006) 

utilizes narrative analysis to give voice to the indigenous experience and storytelling of personal 

life experiences. This study builds on such methods, providing a venue for four Hopi artists to 

story their lives.  

I seek to understand and re-tell the story of the artists, and narrative analysis allows me to 

look at the data as an artful presentation of cultural discourses from the artist’s perspective. 

Narrative analysis also allows the researcher to examine how the participant tells the story.  

How individuals recount their histories—what they emphasize and omit, their stance as 
protagonists or victims, the relationship the story establishes between teller and 
audience—all shape what individuals can claim of their own lives. Personal stories are 
not merely a way of telling someone (or oneself) about one’s life: they are the means by 
which identities may be fashioned. (Rosenwald & Ochberg, 1992, p.1) 
 

Accordingly, this study seeks to “understand the participants’ categories and to see how these are 

used in concrete activities such as telling stories…[however, the researcher is more] concerned 

with the processes through which texts depict  ‘reality’ than with whether such texts contain true 

or false statements” (Silverman, 2000, p. 826).  

 

Narrative Analysis as a Three-Dimensional Inquiry Space  

To analyze the data I used an adaptation of a narrative analysis method presented by 
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Clandinin and Connelly (2006), which they call a three-dimensional narrative inquiry space (T-

DNIS).  

Figure 3.7. Three-dimensional inquiry space (Clandinin & Connelly, 2006). 

 
Clandinin and Connelly’s (2006) T-DNIS draws upon Dewey’s philosophy of experience, 

“particularly situation, continuity, and interaction” (Clandinin & Connelly, 2006, p. 49).In Art as 

Experience, Dewey (1938 / 2005) states that “art is lived experience” and that every experience 

is the result of interaction between a live creature and some aspect of the world in which he 

lives” (p. 44-45). Additionally, Dewey declares “experience has pattern and structure [and] 

consists of them in relationship” (Dewey, 1938 / 2005, p. 47). In T-DNIS, Clandinin and 

Connelly (2006) have aligned the concepts of place, time, and sociality with Dewey’s philosophy 

of experience. T-DNIS links experience to the relationship between the personal and social 

context, as well as it recognizes the temporal dimension of our experiences. Therefore, place, 

time, and sociality inform the dimensions of this form of narrative inquiry. Temporality is 

concerned with past, present, future. Sociality becomes a dialectic encounter between inner and 

outer, the personal and the social. Place is the concrete physicality where stories are located and 

lived out. Clandinin and Connelly (2006) state that  

Using this set of terms, any particular inquiry is defined by this three-dimensional space:  
studies have temporal dimensions and address temporal matters; they focus on the 
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personal and the social in a balance appropriate to the inquiry; and they occur in specific 
places or sequences of places. (Clandinin & Connelly, 2006, p. 50) 
 
This study draws on such a framework, aligning place with social context in ways that 

allow us to read the diverse realms of visual culture the shape the artist’s experience from his or 

her position in diverse communities and communication networks. The dimension of time 

captures the fluidity of identity as it is experienced over time, and finally, sociality illuminates 

the cultural relationships that shape the discourses of identity employed by native artists. T-DNIS 

also places the researcher and the storyteller (research participant) in the midst of the story as 

reflecting on narrative experience amid the interactions of social relationships addresses living 

the life story, telling the life story, retelling the life story, and reliving the life story. Furthermore, 

Clandinin and Connelly (2006) perceive inquiry as interaction that moves through four 

directions: inward, outward, backward, and forward: “By inward, we mean toward the internal 

conditions, such as feelings, hopes, aesthetic reactions, and more dispositions. By outward, we 

mean toward the existential conditions, that is the environment. By backward and forward, we 

refer to temporality— past present, and future” (Clandinin & Connelly, 2006, p. 50).  

Through texts such as storytelling, we create order in particular contexts (Riessman, 

1993). This study focuses on the ways in which native artists use stories to construct meaning 

amid visual discourse, integrating theories of visual culture with a careful attention to the cultural 

situation of particular artists. Overlaying such an approach with the T-DNIS model of analysis 

facilitates an examination of the impact of visual culture on Hopi artists, allowing an emphasis 

on individual participants telling their stories of experience with me as part of the research 

process. Through the analysis process I examined the emergent discourses of identity that the 

artists illuminated as they narrated experiences and self-reflected on how art has been part of 

their lives and how relationships with images have contributed to their understandings of self. 
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Using a T-DNIS Model of Inquiry: The Steps of Analysis  

 This study set out to understand the impact visual culture has on the identity of four Hopi 

artists. Visual culture was defined as all humanly created images experienced within four realms, 

including the reservation, border towns, the mediated world, and the global art world. 

Throughout these realms the artists experienced and enacted cultural ways of knowing that 

informed their identity, life ways, and their discourse about self. Clandinin and Connelly’s 

(2006) T-DNIS method of narrative analysis recognizes that we live in the midst of narrated 

experiences.  Clandinin and Connelly (2006) assert that, 

As researchers, we come to each new inquiry field living our stories. Our participants 
also enter the inquiry field in the midst of their stories. Their lives do not begin the day 
we arrive nor do they end as we leave . . . Furthermore, the places in which . . . [artists] 
live and work . . . are also in the midst when we researchers arrive . . . their communities, 
their landscapes in the broadest sense, are also in the midst of stories. (pp. 63–64) 

 
 In Clandinin and Connelly’s model, the researcher conducts narrative data analysis using 

field text to generate research text. My field texts included field notes, the transcribed interviews, 

and scholarly text on the artists’ works and native issues of identity and art. Research texts are 

the reconstruction of the data into interpretative stories. The story told was ultimately a 

triangulation of artists’ narratives, art historical scholarship, and scholarly writings of the 

participants’ work or native art issues.  

In order to illuminate the artist’s voice in the context of the artist’s experience within the 

components of T-DNIS inquiry, I first transcribed each of the interviews. This is the 

development of what Clandinin and Connelly (2006) refer to as field texts. During the process of 

rewriting the field texts, I recreated research texts. As I reread the data, I employed a reflexive 

stance through the notation of memories or analyses of experiences. Clandinin and Connelly 

(2006) refer to this as “the study of experience as story” (p. 477) and argue that the researcher’s 
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voice inherently becomes a part of the narrative as the research selects the parts of the text to 

emphasize (Clandinin & Connelly, 2006).  During the process of creating research texts 

emergent themes appeared. To maintain the voice of the participants, the use of emergent rather 

than prior themes was important (Cohen, Manion, and Morrison, 2007), specifically discourses 

of identity. I used the program Atlas.ti to organize the data by these discourses of identity that 

appeared as the artists talked about self. I further reorganized the data by way of a timeline of 

past, present, future, relationships, and contexts of visual culture. These modes of organization 

allowed me to identify how discourses of identity circulated through artists’ lives, highlighting 

modes of sociality and realms of visual culture that informed these discourses within the T-DNIS 

narrative space (Clandinin & Connelly, 2006). The use of the T-DNIS narrative approach 

allowed the researcher to present discourses of identity through time, sociality, and contexts. 

Ultimately, the interpretative analysis presented the stories as a means for resistance, continuity, 

or transformation of identity for these four Hopi artists.  

 

Limitations of the Study 

 Storytelling is about self and other, the narrative reconstruction of our experiences and 

culture. Narratives also illuminate the tensions of power relations, allowing the researcher to 

avoid the appropriation or misuse of cultural knowledge. Clifford (1986) argues that the temporal 

and emergent nature of culture precludes it from a singular and definitive interpretation. In 

addition, Clifford (1986) and Garber (1995) both assert that because the researcher’s lens 

dominates the study, ethnography is only a partial representation, as the researcher’s bias is 

always implicit in the interpretation. Clifford (1988) cautions researchers not to homogenize 

and/or exoticize other cultures. We cannot assume that everyone within a given cultural group 
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believes the same things or that what we find important is what they find important. Overall, a 

study of culture becomes a study of representations, with each perspective in a contest with 

others for agency. Thus, the “politics of location and positionality requires a thoughtful self-

consciousness about the politics of who speaks, how, and to whom” (Desai, 2000, p. 127).  

In traditional ethnography it is assumed that the researcher accumulates time in the field, 

ideally twelve months or more. This reflects an assumption that more time spent within the 

context of the research will illuminate richer data (Spindler & Spindler, 1987). However, 

Wolcott (1987) argues that time spent in the field is not a critical attribute of ethnography. He 

argues that ethnography is neither time, technique, good description, nor gaining and maintaining 

good rapport with subjects. For Wolcott (1987), ethnography is cultural interpretation, thus 

ethnography is both technique and method in service to interpretation of the data.  

The reality for this study was a limitation of time devoted to contextual fieldwork. I was 

first restricted by the obligation to complete my graduate program in a timely manner, while 

maintaining a full-time teaching position and familial duties. Second, the time needed to obtain a 

Hopi research permit11 was impacted by the death of my mentor Michael (Mike) Kabotie. Third, 

post passing of Mike, the pace of the study was greatly impacted. I originally intended to conduct 

this study on the Hopi reservation, but due to the above factors, I relied on interviews conducted 

off the reservation for data analysis.  

To specifically elaborate in regard to the research permit, it is extremely difficult for non-

Hopis to obtain a research permit, a process that can often take several months to more than a 

year for approval. Requests for a research permit made with a Hopi as the primary director of the 

                                                 
11 In order to guard against the revelation of secret ritual knowledge, the Hopi Cultural Preservation Office (HCPO) 
requires researchers conducting studies on the reservation to proceed through a formal research approval process to 
obtain a permit to collect data of any kind. Additionally, all written documents as a result of data collection are 
subject to approval of the HCPO before publication. 
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study are, however, more likely to be accepted. I was in the process of working with Mike to 

obtain a permit to conduct more in-depth research on the reservation, but due to Mike’s death the 

process for obtaining an official permit was left incomplete. Prior to Mike’s passing, I had begun 

pre-permit interviews off the reservation in order to not lose valuable research time. 

Additionally, the participants in the study agreed to complete their individual interviews and 

follow-up conversations (on or off the reservation as needed), regardless of a research permit.  I 

also spent time with three of the remaining participants during the 2010 native arts week at 

Idyllwild Arts Academy, Idyllwild, CA.  

Informed about the extenuating circumstances involved in this study, especially in 

regards to the passing of Mike, my advisor agreed that the completion of this research despite the 

aforementioned limitations, would be a testament to the artistic spirit and guiding mentorship of 

Mike. Mike believed in the value of my research project for the future of Hopi artists and stated 

many times to me that this was an important story to tell. While Mike had signed a UNT 

Institutional Review Board (IRB) form, I felt it was respectful to have the support of the Kabotie 

family. I asked the family and they agreed to allow me to use Mike’s interviews in this study.  

Researchers are not subject to the tribal research permit off the reservation, and Hopis are 

free to talk about whatever they choose in such a setting. All of the participants are active in the 

art world and were very used to talking about their artwork, and, indeed, at several times 

throughout their lives, each of the participants had been formally interviewed. Since this study 

was not concerned with specifics of ritual knowledge, each of the participants felt comfortable 

proceeding without a research permit. Some even noted that they felt the permit process was 

constraining and not conducive to the sharing of knowledge for the greater good, an important 

Hopi value. Additionally, three of the participants were no longer full-time residents on the Hopi 
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reservation. All of the participants signed the official UNT IRB Form and agreed that the project 

was a valuable contribution to art education and to the Hopi Tribe itself.  

Ultimately, the participants and I hoped that these conversations could contribute to the 

forming of a new group of artists with a similar mission as the Artist Hopid12 group from the 

1970s as a catalyst for a critical action project with the Hopi high school. All of the artists 

expressed deep concern for the future of Hopi youth, noting that such problems as drug abuse, 

alcoholism, teen pregnancy, lack of connections between elders and youth, and the misuse of 

technological resources are detrimental to the survival of the Hopi ceremonial cycle and culture.  

Therefore, as the research now stood, there was no need for a Hopi research permit as the 

process would need to be restarted from the beginning with a new Hopi gatekeeper. I hope in the 

future to engage in a collaborative critical action project between the artists and the Hopi high 

school students. Del has agreed to be my Hopi representative for such a venture.  

Because of the communal nature of Hopi culture, it might be assumed that the beliefs and 

values of the Four Hopi artists that agreed to participate may overlap. Drawing on a postmodern 

conceptual framework, I recognize, however, that the individual experiences of each participant 

construct their unique stories. As Riessman (1993) indicates, narratives are the creative 

authorship of one’s perception of truth and the personal stories the participants recounted are the 

structured perspectives of their individual experiences and memories. Thus, these four artists do 

not speak for all Hopi artists. I do expect that commonalities and differences within the data will 

provide a breadth of perspective to this study and offer a postmodern perspective on Hopi 

identity, accounting for the ways the diversity of individual experiences on and off the 
                                                 
12 The five members of the original Artist Hopid group founded by Michael Kabotie in the early 1970s wrote a 
mission statement declaring the goals of the group as instilling pride and identity in Hopi artists, educating all people 
about the aesthetic and cultural values of the Hopi, experimenting and testing new knowledge and art skills, 
controlling their own artistic talents and markets, and researching and documenting Hopi history, events, and visual 
arts for posterity (www.kabotie.com). 
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reservation shaped these artists. In addition, as a reflexive researcher I acknowledge that my 

conception of visual culture and distinguishing categories of art may not be of relevance within 

the Hopi context; as my zealous interest in visual culture and native identity and my perception 

of the artists’ perceptions of these concepts may be different than what I expect and experience 

in the research process.  

 

Paradigmatic Assumptions 

As matters of ontology and epistemology, critical theorists believe that social, political, 

and economic power structures govern the multiple realities of individual subjective experience. 

There is not one truth, but multiple truths we must daily negotiate. I see culture and identity as 

social constructs that can only be understood in light of individual contexts. Thus, I can never 

truly have the same perspective as the participants of my study. I can only try to describe through 

the lens of my life experiences the way in which I understand things to be. I believe that it is the 

sum of my life experiences that constitute who I am as a woman, mother, educator, friend, artist, 

or any other identity that I enact. Additionally, the realms of relationships and contexts I 

experience inform how I understand and enact these roles. These various identities I assume are 

made up of all the people, places, and things that have impacted my life. Through my 

experiences I am able to pick and choose how I construct and reconstruct my sense of self, and I 

recognize that this may change over time and in different contexts and relationships.  

 

Validity 

The dynamic between insider and outsider perspectives also raises questions about 

research validity. However, Lassiter (2001) notes that cultural access is not only about cultural 
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membership, he also cites that other native scholars recognize the value of research that includes 

all voices native and non-native (Champagne, 1998; Mihesuah, 1998). LeCompte and Schensul 

(1999) note that the researcher must build rapport and relationships within the context of the 

study to support validity. I have an established rapport with the Hopi community, since I lived in 

Flagstaff, Arizona, for eight years, where I worked with native students, volunteered at the local 

museum, participated in Hopi ceremonies and family gatherings held on the reservation, and was 

a member of the Flagstaff Artist Coalition where I built friendships with native artists. Although 

an outsider to the Hopi community, my history of relationships with Hopis through community 

organizations and personal friendships has provided me with a foundational entrée. 

According to LeCompte and Schensul (1999) validity in ethnography is ultimately 

represented by the strength of the research. Data collection tools must first provide construct 

validity by defining what the researcher seeks to measure. The mission of this study was to 

acknowledge Hopi artists’ voices through the presentation of their situated truths. Thus, using 

ethnographic methods that highlight the emic perspective of Hopi artists, such as participant-

observation and semi-structured interviews, provided internal validity. Generally, internal 

validity in ethnography is strengthen by the participant-observer role of the researcher who often 

lives within in the community or context she wishes to study for an extended period. The internal 

validity for this study is weakened by the fact that I am not Hopi, the duration of this study 

occurred over a limited time span, and I did not live on the Hopi reservation during the course of 

the research. 

To compensate for weaknesses in validity, Gall, Gall, and Borg (2007) suggest the use of 

appropriateness, meaningfulness, and usefulness of data inferences. Since the intent of this study 

is to represent and understand the perspective of Hopi artists, its appropriateness lies in the use of 
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ethnographic methods integrated with cultural context. The meaningfulness of the data lies in the 

emic perspective of Hopi artists, and the final data analysis will be useful for future curriculum 

development and discourse within visual culture and multicultural art education. Additionally, it 

provides an opportunity for these four Hopi artists to reflect on their own identities and to 

develop opportunities to support their communities as they choose. 

This study is strengthened by internal validity, since many types of data allowed for 

triangulation. The analysis was triangulated through the use of the artists’ narratives, scholarly 

text on native issues / art, and art historical interpretations of the participants’ art. This diversity 

of data provided for a richer analysis and a cross-referenced interpretation. In addition, the 

participants verified interview transcripts for accuracy to provide face validity (Creswell, 2005).  

Spindler and Spindler (1987) characterize the ethnographic interpretation of culture as 
“freewheeling,” allowing a great range of interpretations. They admonish that to what one 
attends during fieldwork and how one interprets the results makes an ethnography. This 
position does make problems for us .we must do our fieldwork with as little pre-bias as 
possible, and a cultural stance is a bias. (Spindler & Spindler, 1987, p. 36) 
 

Wolcott (1987) further argues that ethnographers must be aware of the dialogic nature of cultural 

interpretation. The ethnographer must acknowledge “how their working resolution of what 

constitutes culture is critical to what they look at, what they look for, and how they are trying to 

make sense of it” (p. 45). Therefore, most importantly, I am aware of my own perspectives and 

the power that I have to represent the other, so I acknowledge this research as a partial and 

positioned narrative (Clifford, 1988). 

 

Significance of the Study 

 Just as what the researcher wants to learn dictates how she goes about researching 

(Trauth, 2005), the researcher’s theoretical lens is important because it guides the researcher’s 
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assumptions and underlying belief systems. The research in this study follows a critical paradigm 

in which the researcher interacts with participants to create a dialectical dialogue to effect 

change. Because there are multiple values voiced within this type of research, the findings will 

provide multiple perspectives to re-envision art education as a multicultural or intercultural 

discourse. In this way, the knowledge generated by this study becomes a source of power for 

change, one thread in a wider fabric of efforts by both academic researchers and Hopis 

themselves to foster positive cultural change, balanced by the maintenance of cultural continuity.  

I believe native identity, as identity for all of us, is transformative. This research 

addresses the continuing necessity to address long-held misconceptions and stereotypes of native 

cultures and identity that persist through mass-disseminated images and stories. Mediated 

images, such as chief and squaw icons, continue to impact how we understand natives 

(Strickland, 1997). Non-natives are quite familiar with the noble savage who accepts defeat as 

his destiny. In contrast, the equally familiar ruthless warrior image presents the native as 

bloodthirsty and ready to take scalps at all costs (Bird, 1996). There are a variety of other 

seemingly innocent images, such as the Land o’ Lakes Indian Princess, which promotes a 

distorted notion of native royalty based on a romanticized idea of a beautiful and dutiful maiden. 

I cannot count the number of times I have been in a conversation in which the topic of native 

heritage comes up, and an individual proudly tells me that a great-great-grandmother was a 

Cherokee princess. Cherokees and other North American tribes do not have forms of family 

royalty comparable to European cultures, with the exception of the Hawaiians. I wonder if such 

an identification of a native heritage makes an individual more empathic and attuned to the 

cultural situation of natives today or maybe icons like the princess make such a supposed native 
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bloodline more attractive. Native artists are now addressing stories like theses and the use of 

such images in a repatriation of appropriated cultural images, forging new genres of native art.  

 This study augments the inclusion of contemporary native artists in art education 

discourses. Seeing art as a product of culture and a reflection of identity is a recent development 

in art curricula (Anderson & Milbrandt, 2002; Freedman, 2003). As such, only inadequate 

inroads have been made in addressing contemporary issues of conflict and identity within 

indigenous communities. In response, this research facilitates the native voice as a source for  

teacher education and curriculum development, allowing the native artist voice to provide a 

contemporary perspective that reaches beyond art education curricula focused on token heroes 

and holiday lessons.  

As the expansion of technology increases the impact of visual discourses among diverse 

cultures, the ways that art shapes conceptions of native identity become increasingly important 

for natives and non-natives. Recognizing that conceptions of native art are socially constructed 

amid dialogues among cultures, this study seeks to provide educators with additional insight into 

native identity from the native perspective, especially examining the implications of the 

construction of native art as traditional or modern. Furthermore, the overall significance of this 

study will be its impact on the future development of multicultural and visual culture art 

education.  Being aware of the process of social interchange aids in understanding self and 

others, and visual representation plays an essential role in this process.  By exploring the 

phenomenon of identity construction as a process of visuality, I hope to bring insights that begin 

to reevaluate the ways we develop culturally based art curriculum and pre-service training that 

integrate the notions of hybridity and critical dialogue.  

Finally, through the process of this study the four Hopi artists stated they felt it was a 
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valuable experience for native artists to clarify for self and others their identities as artists. 

Specifically, this research provides an emic perspective on how visual culture impacts the 

cultural identity of the four Hopi artists that participated in this study. For native artists, this 

study presents the questions of whether they seek to be known as native artists or just artists, 

whether those two identities can be separated, and what sorts of roles, in and beyond native 

communities, such identities entail. This study seeks to open a dialogue about such issues 

through the discourses presented by these four Hopi artists. I believe this research is valuable 

because it bridges cultures and generations, asking artists of all backgrounds and ages to reflect 

critically on self as artist in the 21st century, addressing the possibilities for artists to create 

critical change. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DATA ANALYSIS 

At the center within myself, surround by the clouds thunders and sunshine, flowers 
blossomed, birds sang songs of life, I looked up and down to see my beginning, from 
there I begin and will end my journey, today I am somewhere between the beginning and 
the end. (Lomawywesa, 1987) 
 

 According to Clandinin and Connelly (2006) our lives are shaped by stories and our 

stories are informed by relationships with images (Mirzoeff, 1999). In this chapter, I use a 

triangulated analysis of the data (artists’ narratives, art historical and native scholarship, and 

scholarly writings on the artists’ work) through an adaption of Clandinin and Connelly’s (2006) 

T-DNIS model. I first place emphasis on the emergent themes, identified as discourses of 

identity, storied by the artists within the context of past, present, and future. Next, I address how 

these identities play out within the cultural context and art making for these four Hopi artists. 

Last, I respond to the relationship between the data and the research questions. This approach to 

narrative inquiry allowed me to examine of the discourses of identity that four Hopi artists 

constructed through their storytelling and as informed by their personal engagement with visual 

culture, all images of visuality -- traditional to contemporary, ethnic / culturally-based to popular 

culture.  

I worked closely with my friend and Hopi artist Michael (Mike) Kabotie to guide and 

inspire me on this journey. Due to the fact that Mike and I were friends and he mentored my 

process, I have privileged his voice in this study above the other artist participants. My process is 

supported by scholars such as Leuthold (1998), Vickers (1998), and Deloria (1998), who have 

also focused their studies on natives speaking for natives and about natives. Furthermore, 

Eldridge (2006) believes that representations that privilege native voices offer a unique 
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experience of native worldviews that can help educators and researchers to improve upon their 

understanding of the discourses of identity in relation to native artists.  

While, I placed emphasis on presenting the first-hand perspectives of the participating 

Hopi artists, these artists do not speak for all Hopi, but they do bring personal perspectives of 

how they see their own roles and the future of Hopi artists. These artists’ personal narratives 

bring to light complexities and nuances of the sociocultural connections of time, place, and 

relationships that are essential to their meaning making as Hopi artists. Lastly, this analysis also 

addresses gaps and highlights themes that emerged when reviewing data to answer the following 

research questions: 

 1. How has visual culture, on and off the Hopi reservation, impacted the discourses of 
 identity constructed for four Hopi artists?  

 2. How do four Hopi artists use art making to visualize discourses of identity for self and 
 others in our globally interconnected and consumer driven world? 

 3. What does a personal or community discourse of the artist mean for the future of the 
 Hopi tribe?  

 4.  How and why must art education include a contemporary discourse of Native 
 American art and culture? 
 

Storytelling: Coming to Native Discourses of the Artist 

 I did not enter the research thinking I would emphasize storytelling in my data analysis. 

In fact through the process of data collection and transcription I was not planning to use narrative 

inquiry. My first approach I considered was to utilize content analysis, a method often used in 

ethnography. However as I engaged with and studied the literature on methods of analysis I 

found that narrative analysis was quickly becoming a significant approach used by researchers 

within the humanities, including anthropology. Furthermore, native scholars (Eldridge, 2006; 

Lassiter, 2001; Leuthold, 1998; Mihesuah, 1998) called for storytelling as an ideal approach to 
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native research as it aligned well with native epistemologies. As I researched more about 

narrative inquiry I came upon Clandinin and Connelly’s (2006) approach to analysis called the 

three-dimensional inquiry space. This method aligned with an emphasis on past, present, and 

future in storytelling. I came to the data without prior themes; I read the data and looked for 

emergent themes that supported discourses of identity. I found as I re-read the data that the 

concept of past, present and future emerged as intertwined within the artists’ stories of identity. 

Additionally, I was reminded that storytelling was not something new to me as ‘talking story’ is 

typical of my experiences with my relatives in Hawaii who use storytelling to bring people 

together and to contribute to the process of reinventing themselves.  

In the presentation of the data I made a decision to emphasize the narratives of the artists 

and to triangulate this data with discourses of art from a Western art historical base and with 

scholarship on native art and artists. This triangulation served as a point of comparison and 

contrast of social discourses of identity. Ultimately, I placed emphasis on the discourses that 

emerged within the artists’ narratives. Using the T-DNIS model of analysis their ‘stories to live 

by’ provided a lens in which context, relationships, and time come together to inform identity 

(Clandinin & Connelly, 2006). Supported by a native epistemology, past, present, and future the 

stories came full circle as these artists described discourses of identity. Storytelling linked these 

artists to the past, creative innovating and entrepreneuring placed them in the present, and 

trickstering and educational healing transformed their future. While I present these discourses of 

identity (storytellers, creative innovators, entrepreneurs, tricksters, and educator / healer) within 

a linear presentation, these artists often waxed and waned and interwove these identities. Similar 

to a postmodern concept of identity, understanding of self was not a fixed experience.   
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Figure 4.1 Identities past, present, future.  

 

 This presentation of native discourses of identity evolved through emergent themes 

within the data and in relation to literature on native identity and art (Deloria, 1998; Eldridge, 

2006; Leuthold, 1998; Vickers, 1998). While my intent is to emphasize the emic perspective, 

which privileges the artist’s voice, I again acknowledge that my personal understanding of 

discourses of the artist first comes out of academia. Additionally, these artists do not live in 

isolation from dominant culture. Mike, Ed, and Del attended school off the reservation, all of the 

artists are active in the world art market, and Mike and Mark regularly teach workshops at off 

reservation locations. Within the modern context, Leuthold (1998) argues that a new 

understanding of the native aesthetic also includes the political and economic and recognizes the 

influence of Western concepts of art on native artists.  

 Contemporary native artists have found unique ways for their art to live in both worlds 

and to maintain a sense of their native identity. While, these artists were versed in Westernized 

concepts of culture and art, they choose to emphasize their Hopi culture in their interviews. As 

Leuthold (1998) also contends, I found that despite the adoption of Western materials, 

techniques, and political or economic discourses, these native artists also remained connected to 

a native epistemology of a spiritual and cultural connectedness that included the past, present, 

Future - Trickster, Teacher / Healer. 

Present - Enterpuerer, Creative Innovator.  

Past - Storyteller. 

Constructing identity includes our life 
experiences - Past, Present, Future.   
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and future. As supported by art historians and native writers (Archuleta, 1994; Leuthold, 1998; 

Pearlstone, 2005; Ryan, 1999) these four Hopi artists are a part of a new generation of native 

artists who create works that negotiate the borders between the mainstream and their tribal 

traditions and communities. 

 

Historical and Scholarly Discourses of Native Identity  

 Leuthold (1998) and Vickers (1998) argue that the contemporary identity of Native 

Americans is a complex negotiation of native and non-native discourses that range from myth to 

reality. Furthermore, these discourses of identity are more subject to cultural or group identifiers, 

rather than the individual. For native people, identity—who you are, how you dress, what you 

think, where you fit in, and how you see yourself in the world—has been shaped by language, 

place, community membership, social and political consciousness, and customs and beliefs. The 

traditional tribal organization of native peoples and the social issues that continue to plague 

dominant understanding of natives lend to limited discourses on native identity. Thus, the native 

artist, regardless of aesthetic practices, is tied to a specific tribal or a pan-Indian identity. 

Additionally, identity markers from outside of the indigenous context include a legacy of 

Westernized legal policies via the United States government Bureau of Indian affairs, which 

continues to determine who is Indian and who is not. Furthermore, the native artist is subject to 

the Arts and Crafts Act of 1990, which further legalized who can sell their art as a native artist.  

 Hopis are known for their visual symbolism, which permeates all aspects of life. Through 

the ceremonial calendar visual icons serve as teaching tools and markers of culture. I asked Mike 

about art and the visuals of his youth. Mike (personal communication, 2009) describes things 

like prayer feathers, the kivas, and katsinam, recalling, “basically grow up with art through the 
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religion, through the rituals; storytelling is a part of that art form. Well, you know, with Hopi it is 

really not considered art; it is part of the living part of the ceremonies”.  

Other modes of visuality that inform native art, artists, and cultures hail from popular 

media, particularly the film industry (Berlo & Phillips, 1998; Leuthold, 1998; Vickers, 1998). 

The majority of Americans know the curio shop Indian chief and the Hollywood brave or warrior 

(Ryan, 1999). The early-mediated world of film and television presented a pan-Indian or shared 

cultural identity of the native. Hill (2004) states that while natives may have similarities of 

elements, such as earth and spirit, within their multiple worldviews, they do not manifest in 

similar ways. Today, there are over five hundred federally recognized tribes within the United 

States and each is a unique culture. Despite this fact, the film world often presented a 

homogenized romantic view of the native man as a savage warrior and the woman as a 

sexualized princess. However, more recently, a new genre of native filmmaking is reclaiming 

images and stereotypes concerning native culture and religious practices. Gone is the Tonto of 

yesterday and the white man painted to look Indian. In Windtalkers, World War II natives, who 

were anything but savage warriors, were presented in a reverential manner. Pow Wow Highway 

emphasized the unique relationship between humor and the spiritual as it presented a jovial and 

clownish Filbert, but on a very serious vision quest that ultimately fulfilled everyone’s 

needs. These films embraced stereotypes and transformed them for native purposes, thus gaining 

control of how the stereotype is perceived and expressed. As Smith (2006) points out, it is about 

finding new ways of seeing and thinking about history and attempting to speak from hidden 

truths. This brings into question the changing nature of culture and identity and the role art plays 

in Hopi society. 
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Social Identities of the Hopi Artist 

Past Connecting / Remembering: Artist as Storyteller  

 One of the things I remember most about Mike is he always had a story to tell. Generally, 

his stories involved humor, alcohol, maybe even a girl or two, and some paramount lesson he 

later realized he needed to learn. Mike believed that the stories he learned as a youth were later 

enacted in his life. Mike recollects,  

My grand folks were the ones I spent a lot of time with and from whom I learned the 
stories and mythology, which I think became very active in me. At this age I see a lot of 
the mischievous twin heroes are in me and the serpent mentor is active in me. So those 
are the mythic figures active in me and I act them out sometimes. You basically grow up 
with art through the religion, through the rituals; storytelling is a part of that art form. 
Well, you know, with Hopi it is really not considered art; it is part of the living, part of 
the ceremonies. Both my grandparents are really terrific storytellers. And, of course, 
getting initiated into the katsina world and getting involved with the drama there and the 
performance and song compositions and …with the clowning, with humor that was a part 
of the ceremonies, you interacted and learned how to critique the community with the 
sacred clowns. And then the viewpoint of looking at the world through the initiation 
process, it sort of like teaches you the concepts of the raw and savageness of life. And 
then the initiation process sort of takes you there. And then you can equate it with the raw 
and savageness and their energies and learn to transform it into the creative process and 
they call it “u ti e.” In Hopi “u tie” is fear and the same core word with a different ending 
is “u tie wuv,” which is sacred. That is the process of initiation that makes you appreciate 
the rawness and savageness of life and to work through it is to make it sacred. That is 
what the rituals are all about. The process of art is all about it too—or through the 
ceremony and rituals the storytelling and the performances. It is a totally different 
education system then the Western art world. And I guess that is the reason I was never 
really good at academics, because my initiative was a little more developed then the 
rational side. So I sort of operate a little bit better when I am irrational. (M. Kabotie, 
personal communication, 2009) 
 
As a cultural tradition, storytelling is ubiquitous in native cultures. As emphasized in the 

T-DNIS model, relationships through time and place impact how we come to know self; for 

example, we engage with others, learn from others, and reformulate self as we make meaning of 

these relationships. For native cultures it is through family that culture is sustained and 

transformed. For Mike, his relationships with his grandfather and father informed his identity as 
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artist. He stated that it was his grandfather’s stories of the hero twins that became pivotal 

characters he enacted in his life. “I spent a lot of time with [my grandfather] and learned the 

stories and mythology, which I think became very active in me. At this age I saw a lot of the 

mischievous twin heroes in me and the serpent mentor is also still active in me” (M. Kabotie, 

personal communication, 2009). The Hopi hero twins13 are war heroes who protected the Hopi 

from their enemies. While they have a place of honor in Hopi mythology, they also serve as 

teachers as we can learn from their good deeds and their mischief. Mike takes on the role of 

cultural hero and teacher. Other examples of Hopi visuality Mike adopted include the serpent. 

The serpent imagery Mike often painted comes from his Hopi cultural stories, research of 

ancestral sites, and Mesoamerican connections. Mike said the “serpent will carry us into the 

numinous underworld and re-educate us to the responsible truths” (Lomawywesa et al., 2006 p. 

60). The serpent image can be seen floating across the mural Journey of the Human Spirit. The 

image of the serpent displaying Hopi friendship icons, a rain cloud as a tail, and prayer feathers 

as a crown unites the hero twins who are also surrounded by religious symbols of the world. The 

symbol of the serpent with its undulating line recalls water and lightning (sacred to Hopi) and 

emphasizes the interconnected and sacred nature of all things. The serpent is not a fearful image 

but an embracing, healing image. The serpent uniting the images on the canvas recalls a Hopi 

philosophy that all things are one and all living forms are human. Plants and animals only 

masquerade in the human world. There is no separation between daily life, ceremony, the 

ancestors, and artistic endeavors (Broder, 1978). 

In addition to the importance of his relationship with his grandparents and the visual 

images that were an integral part of this essential connection for Mike, the experiences his father 

                                                 
13 There are many stories about the Hopi Hero Twins. I have included one example of a Hero Twins story in the 
appendix. 
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had off the reservation sparked his own adventurous spirit to seek relationships outside of the 

reservation. He remembers his father’s experiences off the reservation as positive, observing 

that,  

Every group has its own experiences, but I come from a blended family, or what I call a 
blended family. My father was a teacher, an art teacher, federal employee, and, as you 
know, getting some recognition in the art world. He was politically quite active, and later 
became a part of the priesthood in the man’s society. And the grandfather I grew up with 
was from a different experience. In Hopi and the anthropological circles they called them 
the hostiles—those who were not responsive to the federal government, so they hauled 
them off to boarding schools or to prisons. Some of the so-called hostile leaders were sent 
to Alcatraz and my father’s father was sent to Ft. Wichita, and then the grandfather I 
grew up with was sent to Carlisle. He was a classmate of Jim Thorpe. And so there is all 
of these mixed feelings about Western culture. But my father, who went to the Santa Fe 
Indian School, had a different experience. He became more receptive to Western ideas. It 
was the same way with my mother who went to Phoenix boarding Indian school and had 
a rather pleasant experience… My father, of course, what they called in the white man’s 
world, got discovered. He and about five other native artists were recognized and were 
treated special, and were brought under the embrace of the superintendent’s wife Mrs. 
DeHuff. She encouraged them to express their cultural backgrounds and their feelings. 
And that is what they did. You know the federal policy was to assimilate, but she went 
against the federal education polices at the time to encourage them. My father went to 
public high school in Santa Fe and he became a part of the intellectual community there. 
(M. Kabotie, personal communication, 2009) 
 

Mike continued to speak of the conflict between his father’s and his grandfather’s perspectives, 

remembering,  

My grandfather on the other hand came back and became a part of the resistance group. 
Later in life there was a division between my grandfather and my father and then I sort of 
got trapped right in between. The “vice” you know. ‘Cause I was with my father and he 
would tell me one thing and then my grandfather would tell me another and I got totally 
screwed up…. My father and my mother wanted me to get a Western education but I just 
wasn’t good at it. And so at the end, it was the combination of the Hopi mythology, the 
initiations, getting involved with the flute society as a kid, the katsina initiations, the 
manhood initiation, and all of these combinations. Becoming an alcoholic, and recovery, 
and then realizing all the things that were being taught to me through initiations were 
really the same kind of the things...[I realized] the things that were being taught to me 
[by] mentors, worldwide; reading Buddha, Karl Jung, and the 12 step programs. A lot of 
interesting people were sort of opening the doors. But I guess that was probably an 
influence from my father. He was a worldly man, because he had recognition. There were 
many kinds of people that passed through the house when I was a kid, like Georgia 
O’Keeffe. I remember, she used to come and bring little seeds for my father. And the 
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other one was Mary Jane Coltier, the female architect, and then there was Michael 
Cavarros, a Mexican art historian. He was connected somehow with your buddy Frida 
Kahlo. (M. Kabotie, personal communication, 2009) 
 

 The tensions Mike identifies between his grandparents traditionalism and his father’s 

experiences with non-native culture reflect the interplay between Mike’s self-conception of his 

life stories and how these experiences contributed to the evolution of his social identity as an 

artist, and thus relationship to visual culture. This example indicates the specific manner in 

which storytelling within native communities is a culturally relevant teaching tool (Eldridge, 

2006). Stories become a means to pass on knowledge, to learn lessons, or skills, or to prepare for 

future endeavors. As a social tool, storytelling also builds relationships. It is how we discuss self 

that bounds are formed with others. These stories we live by also become another way that 

people come to know us and how we come to know ourselves (Clandinin & Connelly, 2006). 

Similarly, Plummer (2001) states, “To tell the story of a life may be one of the cores of culture, 

those fine webs of meaning that help organize our ways of life. These stories…connect the inner 

world to the outer world, speak to the subjective and the objective, and establish the boundaries 

of identities” (p. 395). 

 Stories affirm culture. Storytelling is a common part of native life; the Hopis are no 

exception, whether it is for cultural purposes or to have a good time. Many Hopis love a good 

story. Hopi culture is told through story. Del talked of growing up around stories. “Our uncles 

talk about what is going on with Hopi. And our mother and grandmothers tell stories of their 

lives and how they did their living way back” (personal communication, 2009). Del spoke of his 

art as telling stories of being Hopi. He remarked that his story included his family history as told 

to him by family members and found through his own research. He asserted that,  

My art is more like looking way back, the bottom never being seen. Like an 
archeologists’ dig, they see something from way back trying to figure things out—what it 
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use to look like long time age. That is my art—how things looked like. (D. Honanie, 
personal communication, 2009) 
 

Del and Mike were both inspired to research the stories of Awat’ovi, an ancient Hopi site. Del 

emphasized that he drew upon the ancient stories depicted at Awat’ovi to seek out their 

meanings and consider how he might picture them in his art today. 

 Making art is a time for storytelling. Mark talked about storytelling as part of the process 

of making art. His grandmother told him stories as they made pots and he now carries on this 

storytelling tradition with his nieces and nephews. Mark explained that when he can, he tells his 

nephew little tidbits of stories while making art. Mark expressed,  

I give him stories and tell him this is going to be important someday too. What is 
important to me was given down from your grandmother, grandfather, uncle, and aunt. 
Because without a story you are almost all by yourself. You just better talk about how 
you went out and did this yourself. (M. Tahbo personal communication, 2009) 
 

Mark emphasizes that your past story is always a part of you and your future. The connection 

between a lived past and hopeful future is paramount in Hopi culture. Hopi art enacts the stories 

and teachings of the past in the present for abundance in the future. The data suggests an 

affirmation of the community nature of Hopi culture. Everything from ceremony to art making is 

a part of bringing together the whole community. During the yearly katsinam plaza and kiva 

dances, Hopis from off the reservation come back to be with the family. Plaza dances are 

presented for the viewing of the entire community during the summer months. During the 

katsinam season (winter to summer solstice) men personify the katsinam and dance and sing 

prayers for fertility and health. The kiva is a subterranean ritual space, only men generally go 

into the kivas. The kivas are symbolic of the emergence from the underworld to the fourth world, 

the plane in which we now exist. Climbing the center ladder out of the kiva center opening 

recalls the rebirth of the Hopi into this world. The Hopi men prepare for the plaza dances in the 
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kiva through ritual prayer and practice. During the winter night dances are held in the kivas 

(Secakuku, 1995). Additionally, the Hopis believe that the ancestors come back to them as the 

spirits of the katsinam during the ceremonial cycle. Summer of 2009 I went to a few katsinam 

plaza dances with Mike, he remarked with pride and happiness that there were hundreds of 

katsinam in attendance. I too was in awe of the beautiful sight to see the katsinam dance and 

sing, sending out their prayers for all.  

 For Mark being an artist and making art continued family stories. When he spoke of 

making art, he often mentioned his grandmother Grace Chapala. Grace was a well-known Hopi-

Tewa potter, a contemporary and friend of the well-known Hopi potter Nampeyo. Mark 

attributes his “gift” of making pottery to his grandmother. He said that she took his hands and 

rolled them around with hers. With tears in his eyes, he remembered the story of her giving him 

the gift. He recalled,  

She would take my hands and play with them and one day I asked her, “Grandma what 
are you doing?” And she said, “I am passing you the gift that you will be a good potter 
one day…[she told me] It is hard work, going to be very hard work and you must not 
give up and it will provide for you one someday”…She said, “you have it and you will 
succeed”…Every time I think of it, I still hear her good advice. How to be a good potter, 
be honest and genuine in what you do and how you do it. That was her story and teaching 
to me. (M. Tahbo, personal communication, 2009) 
 

Making pottery for Mark was honoring his relationship with his grandmother and the stories he 

told about her brought her spirit into the present. Mark emphasizes that we are who we are 

because of the people and the culture that supports us. Mark describes making pots with his 

grandmother as an experience full of storytelling with both visual and narrative meaning,  

We would sit down and start making pottery. But before she would even start telling me 
this is what you do this is how you make a pot, before she would put a coil on it, she 
would drift off into a different time and I never disturbed her, I would just let her go off 
into her time. Where she would talk about her time when she was a cook about the day 
school. And she talked about people I didn’t know and she would use their Indian names 
and talk about these stories of her life and talk and talk. I would just sit there and listen 
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and I would just watch her, fiddle with her pot. (M. Tahbo, personal communication, 
2009) 
 

Similarly, Mark’s use of the Sikyatki pottery shards also brought him to a connection with his 

ancestors. He valued the shards as little treasures and spent hours studying them. He keeps 

several shards around and inside his house.  

 

Present Living: Artist as Entrepreneur / Creative Innovator 

 Art making as a cultural commodity begin in the in the Southwest in 1932 with the Santa 

Fe Indian School and its primary educator Dorothy Dunn. Dunn was influential in determining a 

market-driven Indian aesthetic. While supported by white economics and aesthetic preferences, 

native artists were encouraged to depict their “Indianness.” Dunn encouraged the young artists to 

paint traditional imagery following a “flat-art” style that was attributed as being the most 

authentic (Vickers, 1998). Art historian J. J. Brody referred to this now infamous “Studio Style” 

as white-mediated (Morris, 2005). While Dunn’s Euro-American style of art instruction 

expanded the genre of painting to include easel painting with water-based paints, opponents 

argued it was an additional form of “civilizing” Native Americans. Still others saw Dunn as 

empowering indigenous peoples during her tenure as she fought for select students to learn 

drawing and painting rather than industrial arts (Eldridge, 2001). Placing Hopi painting on par 

with Western art, among the young artists who study in Santa Fe and today, Fred Kabotie is 

referred to as the father of modern Hopi painting (Welton & Pearlstone, 2011). Ultimately, 

Eldridge (2006) argues that Dunn “guided” her students to the point of affecting their subject 

matter, thus creating a standard of practice for native art that is still prominent in the market 

today. 

 Eldridge (2006) remarks negatively about the early Santa Fe school and teachers like 
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Dunn, feeling that their goals were to civilize Indians. In contrast, Mike indicated his father’s 

schooling at the Santa Fe school enriched his life. During his school years, Fred and other native 

artists were encouraged and supported in efforts to document aspects of Hopi culture and to 

create a new genre of Hopi painting. It was Fred who first reached out to teach mainstream 

Americans about being Hopi. Fred created many public murals; the Watchtower murals at the 

Grand Canyon remain today as sites of Hopi visual discourse meant to speak to outsiders. Fred 

Kabotie’s artistic career later blossomed to teaching on the Hopi reservation and creating 

commissioned work for museums and collectors worldwide (Broder, 1978). Mike spoke highly 

of his father’s artistic career. He admired the influences and opportunities that his father 

encountered. He saw that experiences with non-Hopis were a positive contribution to becoming a 

successful artist. Experiences outside of Hopi culture, along with traditional knowledge, allowed 

Mike to come to an understanding of who an artist is and the kind of artist he sought to be. It was 

this combination of outside exposure and the sociocultural struggles within the Hopi tribe that 

led Mike and other artists to form the Artist Hopid. It was in this group that Mike continued this 

legacy of teaching others about Hopi and the world through art. Mike and the other members 

believed the teaching and sharing of culture was necessary for world healing. 

 Another major contributor to the identity of the native artist continues to be the art market 

and art world. Today, native identity as determined by federal policy is the basis of this 

economic system. The laws created to regulate American Indian art, such as the Indian Arts and 

Crafts Act of 1990, indirectly advocate and regulate natives selling their respective tribal 

heritages (Morris, 2005). 

Later in the 20th century art historians argue that natives reformulated the use of the 

Western aesthetic to benefit themselves. By the 1960s, with the emergence of new technologies, 
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new participants, and new ideas the climate of native art in Santa Fe changed with the 

development of the Institute of American Indian Art (IAIA). Largely run by natives for natives, 

IAIA brought influential native artists into the faculty to teach a new generation of native artists. 

While the majority of these native art educators were trained in Western techniques and styles, 

they were armed with social ideas and political issues and subsequently transformed how native 

identity was constructed (Rushing, 1999). Artists, such as Fritz Scholder, James Luna, Jaune 

Quick-to-See Smith, and Diego Romero have challenged the image of native identity 

highlighting difficult images of the Indian sometimes charged by anger (Vickers, 1998).   

 Within the art market there is a constant tension between retaining authentic native art 

traditions and merging with modern ideas of what constitutes art. Rushing (1999) remarks that 

the native artist moves through conflictive terrain, “If native artists abandon tradition they lose 

their identity, even betray it ... [however,] by consigning their cultures to a past seems to 

overlook the present.” Furthermore, Vine Deloria, Jr., calls the new dimensions of constructing 

native identity as a “retribalization” (as cited in Vickers, 1998, p. 159). He states that the 

contemporary Indian is no longer dependent on diptych oppositions. The native now understands 

the complexities and potentialities of an identity that supports an indigenous identity within the 

modern context.  

 A shared construction of native identity has been prolific in American visual culture. 

Many native artists today seek to transcend the group and focus on the individual, resulting in 

works that are more marketable to collectors because of their innovations and merging of worlds. 

While some make a conscious choice to stay within cultural norms of art making and identity, 

others have found ways to merge concepts of dominant culture with their native experience. 

They acknowledge that both ultimately contribute to who they are as a native artist. These artists 
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do not see themselves as savages, warriors, or princesses. It is not the static icon that identifies 

them, but the active participant of a changing culture that they identify with. They see art and 

artists as a process of doing. These artists are transcending the identity of warrior or re-

conceptualizing it from native perspectives for the 20th and the 21st centuries. In contrast to the 

dominant social roles of the artist and dominant concepts of the native, native artists like these 

Hopi artists present for us a native discourse of artist that sometimes merges with or transcends 

these images, but ultimately is used for their personal means. 

 Leuthold (1998) sees this issue of native artists’ identity as economic and conceptual, he 

states “contemporary Indian art is an intercultural process on at least two levels: 1) the relation 

between the artist and their market, which largely consists of non-native collectors, and 2) the 

relations between the artist and the influence of non-traditional, often European-influenced art 

styles” (Leuthold, 1998, p, 2). Eaton (1989) further states that there remains a trend of native 

artists who associate their art within a Westernized concept of Indian visual markers. This then 

identifies particular artists within an “authentic” aesthetic activity and reinforces the 

marketability of their art. Mark Tahbo frequently spoke of the marketability of his pottery.  

He shared a story of one particular pot he created after a visit to the Metropolitan Museum of Art 

in New York. He became inspired by the Greek pottery and created a pot with figurative 

imagery. The pot sat in the gallery for over a year and he finally took it back home. The gallery 

owner stated that buyers just did not see it as Hopi pottery. Now it is proudly displayed in his 

cabinet in his living room and sometimes prompts Mark to explore new ideas.  

 Marketability of native art greatly drives the economics of art making. Mark also 

remarked on the requests made by galleries and collectors to create work with a specific theme or 

style. In her dissertation, Nancy Mitchell (1993) presented the perspective that an imbalance of 
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power exists in which mainly non-Indians control the reception of native arts with vested 

interests in maintaining the status quo. “Certainly some American Indians participate in this 

practice directly by imposing similar standards in galleries run by Native Americans or indirectly 

by other means” (p. 39). 

 

 

Figure 4.2. Contemporary figurative work        Figure 4.3. Contemporary figurative  
by Mark Tahbo                 work by Mark Tahbo  
 
 
 Many native artists speak of the loss of recognition as an artist if their work is not 

visually marketable as Indian art. Mitchell’s study (1993) emphasizes that “strength of the 

market and the stereotypes upon which [art] is built” does “obstruct their ability to present 

themselves as they so choose” (p. 19). Mitchell found that the artists she interviewed in Santa Fe 

“meet both the cultural artists and the fine artists stereotypes by negotiating their identity 

strategically” (p. 20). “Cultural artists are seen to make only cultural art which prohibits their 

entrance into the fine arts world” (p. 22). Mitchell’s (1993) study explores the notion of the 

Indian artist’s identity in Santa Fe as a commodity that is exiled from the real world of art. The 

determination of the place of native art is relegated to the market and art experts. Since the 

1990s, native artists have begun to speak out and demand a place in the dominant art world. 

Museums were called to address past representations and since then the exhibition of native art 

in fine art galleries and national art museums has grown (Lippard, 1999). Mitchell (1993) thus 
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presents a view of native artists who are sometimes willing to align themselves with myths of 

identity. Mark talked of the gallery that represents him in Santa Fe and that each year the gallery 

owner presents a theme for the artists to work on. For 2010 the theme was birds. Mitchell argues 

that while identity as artist carries burdens, the native artist must negotiate issues of denial, 

restriction, and marginalization as identifiers. Mitchell states that the myth of artist as genius 

“has informed the interpretation of Native American artistic identity. Indian artists, with their 

ethnic qualification, are deemed inferior due to the perceived ‘cultural baggage’ they must carry. 

True artists must have complete freedom to create. The work of Indian artists has thus been  

relegated to a lesser status of second class art or craft” (p. 28). Art historian Nancy Parezon 

(1990) argues a contrasting view and suggests that viewing native art as a victim of the 

colonizing histories of the Southwest is limiting. Doing this ignores the intercultural histories 

among native peoples and the fact that all artists negotiate the social systems in which they live. 

 

Figure 4.4. Hummingbird pot, by Mark Tahbo 
 

 In regards to the art market, I asked the artists to identify some of the challenges they see 

for young artists today. Mark replied,  

I think that is really what I have already seen is the marketing. The marketing. The young 
artists I see really don’t think have patience, and for me this is how I grew up, with 
patience. It took me a very long time to get where I am. You know and a lot of it was 
through trial and error. I came into it to become a potter, yes, with great advice from my 
great grandmother but not living long to fully tell me everything. So I sort of pushed into 
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it, a world of pottery as a male artist by myself, so a lot of it I had to learn through trial 
and error, and mistakes, and just keep making it. But yet I went back around and tried to 
figure out what went wrong, and today I see and talk with younger potters. Seemingly I 
sense, pick up, a little of more like they know it already, some of them don’t really want 
to hear it. Advice nobody wants to sit around and hear it, but I always give it though. Not 
advice, but I give anything they want to know or ask. To give me a call, come by and see 
me, but they don’t. (M. Tahbo, personal communication, 2009) 
 
 

 Mike remarked that the reality of the world is money, making a living. While the artist in 

us wants to make art to fulfill some deeper internal place within us, making art becomes a way to 

survive in the economic realm. Mike was not fond of doing art for commissions. He is well 

known for his jewelry, but painting was Mike’s real passion (M. Kabotie, personal 

communication, 2009). He saw commissioned art, including paintings or jewelry, as non-art. 

Describing a recently commissioned work Mike explained, 

I have to do this commission. You know this storyteller, for this collector. I don’t like 
commissions, and especially when they give you a theme. It’s not free. You are tied down 
you know to a theme. To somebody else’s theme. And the only thing you can do is sort of 
try to come up with them something that might be pretty. [That is why,] I don’t do 
portraits and things like that. I’m not thinking in terms of is it really art or not. I guess it’s 
a challenge, you know, for me. (M. Kabotie, personal communication, 2009) 
 
Within scholarly discourses of art and about artists, identity is described as tied to the 

social role art plays in society. Dominant aesthetic theories or discourses of art span a range of 

concepts from formalism, expressionism, instrumentalism, to more recently a postmodern 

perspective of art. Thus, how one defines art may include an emphasis on the formal visual 

qualities of art, the personal emotional value or visual delight of art, the instructional or 

inspirational qualities of art, or the social or political application of art (Barrett, 2003).  

 

Living in the Present: Artist as Creative Innovator  

 While Mark and Mike discussed the issues with conformity among the Hopi, the topic of 
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fear came up. Fear-based images are not uncommon in Hopi art. During katsina dances there are 

specific katsinam that function as disciplinarians. Ogres appear with baskets and knives to scare 

young children into behaving and living the “Hopi way.” Also among the Hopi, particular 

images are taboo, because of ceremonial practices. Mike told the story of him and Mark 

discussing the image of a serpent. Many Hopi find it unacceptable to represent the serpent. In 

reference to Mark’s pottery, Mike commented, 

In one point with the graphics with your art, you wanted to do the serpent, but then you 
were scared because of the community you grew up with said not to do serpents. But then 
somehow you did it, you painted it and somehow nothing happened to you and you are 
okay. That is how I sort of see a self-initiation that took care of it. (M. Kabotie, personal 
communication, 2009)  
 

Laughing, Mark replies, “Yea, I didn’t grow a horn!” 

 Mark told me that once he looked up the definition of art, he began to talk about being an 

artist via a Western definition that included concepts of originality and pushing the boundaries, 

although he struggled with the conflict to be creative and to conform to Hopi traditions. Mark 

said, “Sometimes it is about being spontaneous and creative, whatever comes to your head” (M. 

Tahbo, personal communication, 2009). The visual culture outside of the reservation is rapidly 

converging with the reservation. Mike remarked younger artists are drawing from outside stimuli 

like cell phones, TV, and movies. In contrast, he felt that outside sources for his generation were 

from the world of art, such as the surrealist painters, the Mexican five, and the Impressionists. 

Del remarked that the younger generation uses the computer, but he felt that they do not know 

what they are doing or what it means to them, specifically referencing their Hopi identity. Mike 

also mentioned that music was a predominant influence for Hopi youth. He said there is a very 

popular Hopi reggae band. He also mentioned that the younger artists, here he named Mark, are 
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looking at published books particularly the one with images by Hopi artist Neil David, Sr., as 

inspiration for image making.  

 

Future Transforming: Artist as Trickster  

 The trickster is an image known throughout many cultures of the Americas that is used to 

teach about cultural attitudes and behaviors. Acclaimed native writer Gerald Vizenor (as cited in 

Ryan, 1999) described a discourse of the trickster as “doing.” For native artists, the trickster 

image embodies the sociality, continuity, and place. The trickster creates relationships between 

individuals, it informs ways of being, and transforms how culture is understood on personal and 

community levels. Thus, the trickster is a cultural teacher or storyteller, shaman or healer, a 

mischief-maker, and a cross-cultural collaborator. Ryan states,  

The trickster is neither good nor bad, but uniquely native. He is at once and the same time 
the creator and destroyer, giver and negotiator, he who fools others and who is also 
fooled himself. He wills nothing consciously. At all times he is constrained to behave as 
he does from impulses over which he has no control. He knows neither good nor evil yet 
he is responsible for both. He possesses no values, moral or social, is at the mercy of his 
passions and appetites, yet through his actions all values come into being…The 
trickster’s character and exploits embody the process of ironic imagination. His 
dynamism of composition mocks, shatters and re-forms the overly clear structures of the 
world and the overly-smooth images of the mind. In him the double-sidedness of reality 
reveals itself. (Ryan, 1999, p.6-7) 
 

 The Hopi tradition holds many trickster stories, one such story emphasizes the hero twins 

who continually battle their mischievous behaviors, but in the end come to understand the Hopi 

way. Tricksters also perform each year as Hopi sacred clowns in the plazas. They bring humor to 

the community in often shocking manners; however, this humor is not mere entertainment it is 

primarily a teaching tool. Their attention grabbing behaviors open the community to another  

level of awareness (Ryan, 1999). It is through “humor and irony and likewise [that tricksters]  
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can and do serve as role models for their ability to combat ignorance and imagine other ways of 

being human” (Ryan, 1999, p. 12).  

 Mike often related his life to the trickster hero twins and Hopi clowning. He fondly 

remembered stories of the trickster told by his grandparents and the trickster concept was 

prevalent in his discussion of self. He described his youth as a great time of learning and 

exploration, similar to the hero twins. As the hero twins found themselves in conflict, Mike also 

felt conflictive of his relationships between his father and his grandparents. His father being of 

more progressive nature and his grandfather a traditionalist, the trickster was an escape. Mike 

saw himself as the trickster hero twins. Clowning is also an important part of the trickster and 

through clowning Hopis learn life lessons. Prior to his death, Mike was working through 

sketches for a mural on Hopi clowning. To Mike the Hopi clowns represented all the stages of 

life – conception, birth, youth and ego, destruction, and ultimately healing, coming full circle to 

the middle place. 

 Within the context of the reservation, Mike was exposed to traditional ways of knowing 

via his grandfather and a more diverse world via his father. While his experiences were not 

typical of most Hopis, it was because of these outside experiences that Mike says he came to 

know himself as Hopi. I asked him if someone asked who he was, would he say Hopi? 

Comically, he replied, 

Cah [bad] Hopi [laughing]! That is basically it; that is part of the tricksterism. I think 
adventure and tricksterism are the sort of qualities I gravitate toward. It is part of the 
story thing of the mischievous twins, their adventures…I think that is the reason why I 
sort of venture out and meet all of these interesting people and cultures. And I remember 
as a child that one of my nicknames was putsoomookepoki, a bundle of irritation, because 
I was always asking questions. I use to irritate the elders. I use to ask all these 
questions—why this, why that? So in many ways I am still really that, still a question 
bug. I asked, “Is that non-typical, are you not supposed to ask questions?” [Place is 
imperative to identity, narratives also exist within a place.] Hopi is a conformist culture; 
the other thing about it is that it is very esoteric. You are supposed to accept things and 
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not ask questions. I didn’t quite fit that mold. In school, back in Hopi high school, in ‘57, 
there were some kids that were really upset with me because I was always asking 
questions in science. They would say, “ Ah, Mike, why don’t you shut up?” That has sort 
of been one of my qualities. I always question things. That was a sort of the avenue—
always following my questions. But then at the same time, all of these different cultures 
and learning from them [made me realize] that we really have all these basic 
commonalities. And then I sort of filtered it through my Hopi ritual knowledge and said 
well jeez this is what my Hopi rituals and Hopi teachings were teaching me. (M. Kabotie, 
personal communication, 2009) 
 

 Place is not always informed by home. Place can be beyond one’s immediate context. 

Mike’s father was a worldly Hopi, who had many experiences on and off the reservation that 

contributed to his success as an artist. Moreover, these experiences also opened him to the world 

of many career options. Mike recalled that from his parents’ perspective, being an artist was not 

an option for him. His father and mother wished him to have a Western education. Mike 

remarked, 

[Becoming an artist] seemed like the only thing I could do. I mean that is part of the 
trickster story I was telling you about. The adventures of the tricksters that my 
grandmother and grandfather told me about was the journey of the serpent, the journey of 
the initiate who is called a young hawk. And those adventures they had were not called 
art; they get into mischief, but they knew how to use the creative process. That is how I 
sort of see it. (M. Kabotie, personal communication, 2009) 
 

 Mike also struggled with being in the shadow of his father’s artistic career. He often 

committed on the success of his father’s career, while downplaying his own success (Welton & 

Pearlstone, 2011). Possibly Mike’s father, Fred Kabotie may have had a bit of the trickster too, 

as he told Mike not to pursue a career in art; even though Fred had a very successful career.  

 Presumably following his parents’ advice, Mike often stated his early life plans did not 

include being an artist. Rather, he began his academic career at Arizona State University in 1964 

as an engineering major; however, by 1966 he was featured as an emerging Hopi artist in 

Arizona Highways Magazine. By then he had left the university and began his career as an artist. 

Art historians Welton and Pearlstone (2011) state that perhaps this was his ultimate act as a 
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trickster. Another of what he called his many contradictions, a trickster trait, his transcripts show 

that his coursework was indeed art and archeology.  

 Discourses of Native American art often debate issues of authenticity or tradition. What 

materials make a work traditional or what techniques are authentic (Berlo & Phillips, 1998)? 

These questions cannot likely be answered definitively. Mark talked about traditional Hopi 

pottery as tied to the Sikyatki revival style of Nampeyo. Despite the fact that he used this style as 

many Hopis do, he considered himself a contemporary potter. Recently, he started to embed 

small pieces into tiles. His most adventurous use of the pottery shards was the combining of 

several pieces to create a quilted blanket image draped over nude figure models. I asked him if 

his grandmother ever tried something to “rock the boat?” He said, “Hell, no!” He thought she 

would surely not approve of his experimental nude subject matter. He still has not resigned 

himself to sell or share these images with many people (M. Tahbo, personal communication, 

2009). 

 

Future Transforming: Artist as Teacher / Healer 

 Image making as a cultural teacher and healer within Hopi spans hundreds of years. 

Painting is not new to the Hopi culture, as Hopis have a tradition of kiva painting that is 

hundreds of years old. Kiva murals then and now serve a ceremonial role of healing.  

Mark spoke of the role of the artist as being informed by something outside of oneself–the 

spiritual. In response to his role as an artist, Mark commented,  

One of my mottos, I always said and still believe in the higher power, you know, that 
creativity that I have was given to me. I believe is not mine to hold. The creator never 
told me “Mark, this is yours and yours only.” No, he gave it to me to share with everyone 
that comes into my life or wants to know. I am like a teacher too you know. I believe that 
strongly. [I have taught everyone] anytime that has come to me, even those asking where 
I have gotten clay to a person like you who wants to know—write this and do this. That is 
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part of it. I think that is what Neil, Mike, and I have in common. We share, because it is 
not ours to hold. We share and you’re sharing it too. You know that someday this will be 
made into something else and you shared it with other people—handing over to one 
artist…is something I believe in. (M. Tahbo, personal communication, 2009) 
 

 Ed also spoke of the healing power in the arts. He saw all creative expressions as healing. 

“There is something magical or spiritual, reflective and powerful, and positive and sorrowful 

[about it] all at the same time. It is proactive, it is introspective, and it is all I can do to describe 

that to you” (E. Kabotie, personal communication, 2009). Ed’s interests in art expanded beyond 

the visual and the Hopi context. He found great importance in dance and music, especially in 

sources from popular culture. Ed meaningful replied that, 

I remember when I was a boy and I heard the drums and the songs, Santa Clara, hearing 
the songs in the kiva, …the power of that, the mystery and everything. Again, it is not 
really something you can put into words, but it is something that filled you up and made 
you feel whole and made you feel empowered. I feel like when I was writing music as a 
young man, as a teenager, I was writing music that sounded good and I was. I had no idea 
of what it was going to do to people. And I am writing songs in classic rock style and 
feeling good and doing this and doing that. But you are projecting that on impressionable 
people and minds and you are potentially hurting them. And I don’t think that is 
responsible. A lot of times when people hear a song, they feel like they are opening the 
bible, ‘cause boom, that is how it hits them, ‘cause it has so much power with the music 
behind it. And art is that way, you see…it affects you and pulls you in and gives a voice 
to your spirit. And is it the right voice or the wrong voice? And so that is where the 
thinking comes in on my part. I want to think first about what I want to say. And then I 
come to feel it. That is the approach I take. (E. Kabotie, personal communication, 2009) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4.5. Edward Kabotie and Lori Santos with tribute portrait painting of Michael Kabotie, by 
Edward Kabotie, 2010 
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 Within Clandinin and Connelly’s (2006) T-DNIS model relationships give meaning to 

stories. We tell stories about relationships to have relationships. It is these relationships that 

move our world. Ed spoke of the fact that the responsibility of being an artist is partly tied to 

creating relationships with people by informing and inspiring them and explained that this can be 

good or bad. I asked Ed if this is why he became an artist. He replied,  

That is a really tough question to explain I think. I think that there is a calling, you know, 
I felt in my life. And it is kind of interesting ‘cause I think the calling is a very deep 
inward calling.  It is, it is an abstract voice from within that to me all I can do is describe 
it, and it feels very ancient. And very kind of ancestral, I mean when I paint or do work I 
get the same feeling of fulfillment I do when I visit a ruin site. (E. Kabotie, personal 
communication, 2009) 
 

Ed was passionate about the teaching role he plays as an artist. He talked of his goals to heal and 

teach about native virtues through art. He saw art making, the visual and the musical, as 

culturally empowering.  

 Leuthold (1998) argues that native aesthetics continue to be tied to religious expressions. 

In his study of native films he states that while Western-trained native artists adopted Western 

visual forms, media, and techniques, the native concepts of “preparation, connectedness, and 

oneness have remained underlying concerns for visual artists [and native film makers]” (p. 189). 

Lippard (1990) similarly states that there is a consistent connection between religion and art of 

natives. Indian aesthetics begin with the sacred and this includes connecting to the past. The 

visual culture of the past became a key ingredient for Mike and the art group Artist Hopid. Mike 

often referred to art making as a journey, a journey into the past, so that one can see the present 

and envision the future (M. Kabotie, personal communication, 2009).  

 The trickster as spiritual healer, as cultural researcher, as mischief-maker, and as teacher 

is depicted in Mike’s art. Through a combination of personal life challenges, cultural training, 

worldly experiences, archeological research, and communal collaborations Mike came to an 
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understanding of his identity as artist. Mike’s journey was the seeking of what he referred to as 

the middle place. It is the place of balance, of rebirthing, or new hope. Hopi mythology describes 

the emergence of the Hopi people from the sipapu14 into this world. The Hopi were seeking the 

middle place, but in the process the shadow side, the unhealed, came to us. This contradiction, as 

Mike calls it, is the challenge of life and it is through ceremony that the Hopi seek to heal this 

shadow side (Kabotie & Honanie, personal communication, 2009).   

Within this analysis I considered how image, power, and subjectivity contribute to social 

discourses of identities, concluding with an examination of how these artists sustain and 

transform identity throughout time, place, and relationships. For example, these artists may tie 

their identity to the past through family and storytelling, the present through enacting 

contemporary notions of artists, and the future by reliving how mythic stories teach and heal 

through artistic ritual. Similar to hooks (1995), description of the limitations placed on African 

American identity by white hegemony, dominant visual culture has misinformed not only non-

natives but also natives in imaging the Native American. Heap of Birds (1999) concurs that 

Euro-American modernist conceptions of the Indian shapes the reception and understanding of 

visual arts made by contemporary Native American artists. This historical process defines Native 

people today by their presumed absence (or invisibility) and conversely, defines their presence as 

the ‘Other’. As a form of resistance that simultaneously sustains and transforms culture, 

contemporary Native artists are engaged in reconstructing cultural memory to transgress limits 

imposed on them by a discourse exclusively tied to dominant discourses. This study suggests 

these four Hopi artists are a part of this process of reconstructing cultural memory to destabilize 

against fixed or settled identities imposed by the “West.”  

                                                 
14 In the middle of the kiva there is a small round hole that symbolically represents the point of emergence. The 
ancestors climbed through this hole and emerged into what is now the fourth world (Secakuku. 1995). 
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 In support of this position, the data shows that Michael (Mike) Kabotie critically engaged 

with his own ancestral memory to merge the past with the present to address the future:  

I’ve always had a collective orientation—collaborations, rather than a single voice. It’s 
why I sometimes have that problem with we and I. I talk about myself, Mike, and I’m 
saying, we, and people ask, “Who’s that other person?” And then, I have to say, “Excuse 
me that’s me, too.” The Hopi are teachers, but not like most people think. We teach and 
learn through our mythologies, rituals, and ceremonies, not by standing as an individual 
in front of a group like a schoolteacher. It’s a contradiction, teaching by not teaching. 
And we pray for life and harmony for all living things, yet we destroyed our own people 
at Awat’ovi. And that’s a contradiction. (Kabotie & Honanie, 2006, p. 51). 
 

 Mike clearly understands self in relationship to others. He emphasizes the value of 

cultural knowledge he obtained over the years and the desire to continue to share such 

knowledge. Mike’s past is always in his present and furthermore, he uses both to transform his 

future. Appadurai (1995) calls attention to this use of “reproducing and transforming…identities 

that link past and present in ways appropriate to contemporary conditions” (p. 262). In this 

process memory is collapsed space were self is re-presented. “The role of memory in everyday 

life is tightly bound to a sense of responsibility to stand in perpetual connection to one’s past in 

order to exist presently” (p. 262) and transform the future. Mike related his present experiences 

and search for the middle place to what he called the contradictions of life. He often told the 

story of Awat’ovi, an ancient Hopi village that purged its community of the perceived enemy 

who were in fact their own people. Mike and the Artist Hopid were in search of a new language 

to communicate across boundaries, inspired by the two-dimensional images of Awat’ovi murals , 

the Mexican murals or Rivera and Siqueiros, and the techniques of Cubism and Surrealism they 

had found their new language. The Artist Hopid group, formed in the 1970s, created 

collaborative murals and personal art works to heal the destructive side of our human experience. 

Each of the members still participates in community ceremonies. Mike and Del emerged from 

their Hopi manhood ceremonies, like Poqangwhoya and Palongawhoya, the adventurous Hopi 
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hero twins. They lived contradiction of being scared and creating new rituals through art and 

then drinking and raising hell (Kabotie & Honanie, 2006). As the hero twins waxed and waned 

as scared and mischievous to find their way, so did the Artists Hopid. Mike called it a gift 

burden, “The gift of understanding self…self-critiquing…not being afraid of the shadow 

side…embracing it and learning from it” (Kabotie & Honanie, 2006, p. 64). It was the 

knowledge he learned from Awat’ovi, the past that made these lessons a present reality and 

future goal for the middle place. 

 

The Artist as a Social Discourse 

 According to Van Laar and Diepeveen (1998), the idea of artist is constructed out of 

social agency. It is how we talk about art that we understand who is an artist. Within scholarly 

discourses of the artist, identity of the artist bears a link to the social role art plays in society. 

Similar to concepts within critical theory and visual culture theory, we are subject to our socially 

constructed environments. This study explored how visual culture impacted the identity of four 

Hopi artists. I looked for examples of visuality these artists use to identify self and discourses of 

self as artist. As supported by Hall (1999), this study supported the idea of a complex, diverse, 

and transformative concept of identity. For example, we are able to see ourselves within different 

identities because of the experiences, discourses, and images we share; furthermore, we circulate 

discourses of identity through time and relationships of place and sociality (Clandinin & 

Connelly, 2006), and thus we ultimately become active agents of culture.   

 In support of art as a social construct and identity as a social construct, I present here 

what Van Laar and Diepeveen (1998) call the five social roles of the artist. They argue that we 

understand who an artist is because of the role he or she plays in society—such as artist as social 
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healer, artist as craftsperson, artist as intellectual, artist as genius, artist as entrepreneur, and artist 

as social critic. These discourses of the artist are not meant to be conclusive or confining. I 

further recognize that these discourses are historically attributed to a Western art historical 

concept of art, but for me they serve merely as a point of reference. I acknowledge that native 

cultures historically have no word for art, but this does not preclude native cultures from 

understanding and exercising a sense of aesthetic discourse (Anderson, 1995). Additionally, 

many native artists today are active with a Westernized art market and have diverse educations, 

thus many have adopted aspects of understanding art from a Western perspective. The point is to 

acknowledge that a confined discourse of the artist’s identity limits our understanding of artists 

within any society. Overall, most of us are comfortable with knowing the artist as someone who 

makes items that hold specialized properties and we have thus become socially accustomed to 

talking about artists in discursive ways.  

 According to Van Laar and Diepeveen (1998), understanding the social identity of the 

artist allows us evaluative criteria for art. They state “one cannot properly evaluate artworks if 

one is not clear on the social actions out of which they arise” (p. 67). Derived from the oldest 

tradition of art making, such as the remote caves of Lascaux, artist as healer presents the image 

of the shaman. The artist is someone who creates objects that are first seen as tools of healing 

and used to mediate relationships between people, nature, and the spirit world. From the Greco-

Roman period and throughout the medieval periods, the artist as craftsperson was the highly 

skilled individual in service to the community or a patron, whose art works reinforced social 

norms or beautified the surroundings per cultural norms. With the emergence of the Renaissance, 

artist as intellectual became the new paradigm. Michelangelo, Da Vinci, Raphael, and Dürer 

were among the artists referred to as Renaissance men. They were considered creative geniuses 
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with godly gifts, a viewpoint that depicted artists as persons with special talents. During the 

Baroque period, the artist as entrepreneur appeared. Free from the constraints of the church, 

artists developed techniques and subjects to please a growing middle-class patronage and serve 

the market. During this period the artist sought to create his own legacy based on originality. 

Artist as social critic began around the French Revolution and persists today. “In this model, art 

is a means of human liberation, a tool in the struggles against injustice, a way to transform the 

world” (Van Laar & Diepeveen, 1998, p. 60). These categories it similar or divergent ways have 

also been persistent discursive formations within native communities. 

I entered this project with many ideas in mind, stemming from my Western based 

schooling, coming to the research from more of what Mike would call a rational perspective. I 

wondered about questions like traditional vs. contemporary native art. What is the difference and 

how do we know and who decides? What do images mean to native artists and how does the 

making of these images then become meaningful in their lives by informing their identity? As I 

started this research my art historical side fought to organize things into categories or discourses 

of art via a Western perspective. However, I believed it was important to be more initiative and 

delve deeper into an understanding of how images are meaningful to these artists.   

 

Living and Constructing Self through Art Making 

In this section, I consider the questions “What is art?” and “How does the act of making 

art support the identities of the four artists?” I thus seek to identify the role image making serves 

for them as Hopi artists, how art making empowers these artists, and the future place of Hopi art. 

To define art, especially native art, continues to be troubled discourse. Thus, defining something 

as art is not based strictly on the tangible object in question, but involves an artist who is tied to 
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culture. As Clandinin and Connelly’s (2006) T-DNIS model indicates, it is our context of 

experiences that informs our stories, and art as a type of narrative can become an extension of the 

stories we perform. I believe art has context, sociality, and temporality. Art is created out of our 

relationships and is meant to express how we understand our experience and how we 

communicate our story in a particular place and time.  

 I do not believe that how art is understood, valued, or used is culturally or historically 

universal. Across the Western context our aesthetic tastes change, mingle, collide, and merge 

with another (Anderson, 2004); however, I do believe that is important to hear the perspective of 

the artist. While we may not agree with varying perspectives, we must be open to hearing the 

stories of those participating in the culture of context. Michael Kabotie, Delbridge Honanie, Neil 

David, Sr., Terrance Talaswaim, and Milland Lomakema started the Artist Hopid in the early 

1970s with this goal in mind. They set out to use art to speak to the world about what it meant to 

be Hopi and to instill pride and identity in themselves and other Hopis. In the beginning, they 

emphasized Hopi visual culture, images made and consumed within the context of the Hopi 

reservation and images from ancestral ties. They spoke of the power of corn as mother and rain 

as giver of life. Del and Mike both used many Hopi symbols in their art, such as dots as rain or 

corn pollen, stacked rectangles of descending sizes were rain clouds or pueblos, and oblong corn 

shapes could double as prayer feathers or corn. These were symbols that they viewed throughout 

Hopi culture on ceremonial items, home décor, t-shirts, signs, katsinam, and traditional and 

contemporary art forms. These images were not new, but derived from a long history of Hopi 

symbolism. These images were more than symbols: they nourished life as they came alive in the 

songs and dances performed in the kivas and the plazas.  
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 These artists sought out and researched the art of their ancestors; however, in order to 

speak their ancestors’ visual language to the world, Mike and the other artists also incorporated 

image making techniques from outside of Hopi tradition. Inspirations of two-dimensional 

drawing, lyrical brush movement, and didactic imaging also came from well-known Western 

artists, such as Picasso, Kandinsky, and Rivera. In a sense this reaching out was an attempt to 

bring two worlds together through the visual, a widening and evolving of the myths and visual 

imagery of their own native culture that paralleled their respective processes of self-discovery 

and self-identity as artists. The visualization of their positioning in the world at the time—to be 

accessible as innovators, to marketability, and to be Hopi—were borders they were negotiating 

(M. Kabotie, personal communication, 2009). 

 

Art Making Sustains Culture 

 In her book The Social Production of Art, Janet Wolff (1981) argues the myth of artist as 

genius and emphasizes art as the product of historical factors. Mitchell (1993) argues that art is 

not separate from culture. Historically, native art has been delegated as anthropological 

specimens of a dying culture. Not until the mid-20th century was native art aligned with Western 

art forms and considered more than just mere artifacts, but even so native art within the museum 

world was understood within a Western aesthetic taste. Not only did critics discuss native art 

formalistically, but also collectors informed production through their buying power.  

 The Hopi artists in this study did express a connection between being Hopi and making 

art, the live being Hopi through making art.. They said art making was a central means to 

document their own history and to teach about cultural perspectives. Ed believed that being an 

artist was an important part of being Hopi, it helped him stay connected. Ed emphasized, 
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That is a given that is for sure. I think for me and I am just talking about me personally as 
a person on a path of life.  I think I suppressed a lot of creative energies in my life. 
Because a lot of my creative energies went toward music when I was younger and it got 
me in a lot of messes. I think that I suppressed a lot of creative energies because I was 
fearful of myself or associated creative energy with negative living. But at the same time 
as I continued on with life I felt really empty, not really empty but an emptiness, a void 
somewhere inside me. And by creating artwork I am revisiting my past, revisiting my 
grandparents, revisiting my upbringing, revisiting places, revisiting voices, it is a 
philosophy you know. Because I am revisiting language. (E. Kabotie, personal 
communication, 2009) 
 

 Ed recalled attending a lecture with his father at Crow Canyon:  

We were listening to a lecture on that and the guy was taking about why he thought the 
people that lived in that particular village were Tewa. And he went through a big you 
know, this big intellectual discussion about it. And he captured me when he said he 
thought they were Tewa. That appealed to my pride and it aroused my curiosity, but his 
lecture was ….I mean terrible. And my dad and I were discussing it and I was looking at 
him and think both of us were really struggling to stay in that class. And then afterwards 
my dad said something: “I think I am more interested in the mythic archeology.” And he 
just said it and it struck something in me and I said that is what I am too. I am a mythic 
archeologist. And that is what I want to express through mythic archeology. The virtues 
of native people historically, both in mythic history and historic history I guess. That is 
what I want to express is the soul of the native soul, reaction to the environment. And the 
proactive native soul. You know what I mean. That is really intellectual… way too much 
thinking. But that is very heartfelt at the same time. (E. Kabotie, personal 
communication, 2009) 
 

The way Ed described his experience with this lecture it appears it is an example of the need for 

the native voice. Ed felt it was important that the understanding of these archeological sites was 

approached from what could be looked at as a spiritual and esoteric side. I further asked him if 

being a Hopi artist was different than being another type of artist. Ed replied, 

I don’t know if there is. I think I can describe what it means to be an artist in a personal 
sense … for me being an artist by personal focus is being an artist to express mythic 
histories in art to my own satisfaction, not necessarily for anyone else you know. (E. 
Kabotie, personal communication, 2009)  
 

When I asked Del if he thought of himself as an artist, he also reflected on being Hopi and 

growing up with it. Del replied, 
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To me it is like we all grew up as an artist. How you are doing as a baby. As you’re 
standing, learning how to walk right. You do all your motions, that is art, and pretty soon 
you are getting into all of these things, initiation, teaching you all these things. And then 
you start learning more, more and more other things. Not just art work but other things. 
You learn how to dress up, how to work yourself, how to tie your ponytail. So those 
things are part of art you know of yourself. So to me you are born with art, you are an 
artist. (D. Honanie, personal communication, 2009) 
 

I asked Del to visually describe what his art his about. He replied, 

 A lot of people do not realize or understand why I am doing this way, ‘cause when I was 
doing that and they found out where this art piece come from way back from the kivas, 
the archeologists found these pieces and they have lots of meaning, stories and 
everything. That was our stories what was going on way back and they wrote on those 
like art, like designs. That is why all these designs have stories. So trying to find out what 
they are trying to tell us and what these different designs represent and mean. All these 
clan things and all those designs. (D. Honanie, personal communication, 2009) 
 

Del spoke of his art as stories of being Hopi of learning the Hopi way, recalling, 

Sometimes [my art] tell[s] legend stories. Like something that has never been seen or you 
just make it up, what might be happening way back. That is the way I see it. It doesn’t 
mean that it happens, but it might happen sometimes. Everybody trying to carve at the 
same time, grandfathers, uncles, and they bring it up and they go with it, memories come 
back. My memory is different. It is checking out what is happening way back. (D. 
Honanie, personal communication, 2009) 
 

Del was very particular to define the things he sells as art in a Western sense and the katsinam he 

made for ceremony were spiritual, traditional dolls, not art. Asking him about his art, I inquired, 

“Why do you call them sculptures and not dolls?” Del firmly replied, “They are not katsinam.” 

However it was important to him that his art had a cultural connection, he drew upon the ruins of 

Awat’ovi and other Hopi visual culture. Del explained,  

I always do a lot of carving of what I see way back and I put that on my work. To make 
that look like good art of Hopi, just like the murals. See, I take the mural painting designs 
and make them into sculptures. See that is my work. I never done any katsina dolls.  I 
was telling everybody, I used to never sell my katsina dolls. I use to make katsina dolls 
when the home dance comes and the bean dance comes and they give them out to the 
little kids that are not initiated you know. They are given from the katsinam, that is what I 
was doing a long time. I believed that that was from my family, my parents. My [family] 
said never sell it to anybody, when you have kids you always make those things for the 
kids. But, you know, I never made for my kids. I always made it for my sisters; see I have 
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11 in my family. I make bow and arrows for my little brother and dolls for my sisters. I 
use to make them big ones. They probably cost now five thousand or something like that. 
But my brother still has those big ones that I made for the wedding for the family. That is 
how much they are worth, but I am giving them away. But now I tell people that how 
come I don’t make katsina dolls that is what I tell them, I used to make katsina dolls. I 
ask them first are you initiated then I say I can’t tell you anything. But I tell you what, art 
is, my art is just sculptures that is just it. (D. Honanie, personal communication, 2009) 
 

 Mike referred to himself as a student of culture and humanness.  He believed in 

collaboration and finding common ground to travel across cultural boundaries.  He described 

differences as a part of the parallel within cultures.  He talked about the duality of life; such as 

earth and heaven, feminine and male, and the intuitive and the rational.  Spider woman is a 

current image within his work and he is relating this to other female figures across cultures. I 

asked Mike what kinds of things inspired him to make art? He replied, 

I think that we are all influenced by different things, especially when you are on a 
journey. One of them is my ideas or observations of the contradictions of the world of the 
people in which is connected to that raw and savageness. The contradictions of life. And 
how we can utilize and channel our emotions or you know toward a balanced and more 
healing relationship. I suppose you can say my journey is more into the healing concept 
of the arts. To be able to make people aware that we have a lot of parallels. To make 
them aware yea, we have differences, but we probably can solve them out somehow.  

That was the idea behind designing the mural at the Museum of Northern Arizona. The 
journey of the human spirit is basically a journey of humanity and basically 
autobiographical. It is three levels: Hopi, human, and autobiographical journey. It is a 
human journey because I have journeyed to all the shadows and light. That is basically 
what that is about. And, at the end, Hopi is about some kind of balance. To me I don’t see 
what I do as art; it is a journey for me, like an initiation. Being aware of what is 
happening and trying to do what I can…my strength is in collaborations more than the 
individualistic Western approach. I have always been involved in collaborations of one 
form or another. In 1973 that was the idea behind Artist Hopid, to have a collective of 
five artists and see what we could do with our creativity. And, basically, to teach not only 
ourselves, but also the non-Hopi, and the non-Indian. Basically trying to dialogue across 
cultural and theological borders or boundaries and try to dialogue with the world through 
the human psyche. That was the idea behind Artist Hopid. The objectives we outlined 
then are still very strong with me. So, I have done collaborations with Artist Hopid, the 
ceremonial calendar, and then I was with the board of Atlatl, which is a national network 
of artists. I did murals with them, numbers of people painting the mural at conferences. 
Then I did a collaboration with Jack Dauben the Celtic painter about Hopi and Celtic 
parallels. And I did collaboration with Del with the murals at the Museum of Northern 
Arizona.  I collaborated with a tribe down in South American, San Paula. I worked with 
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the Maori in New Zealand. Those are my collaborations; ‘cause that is the journey I take. 
I tried to share and talk through my art. (M. Kabotie, personal communication, 2009) 
 

Mike also recalled being inspired by stories and motivated by a desire to explore his own 

journey. Mike affirmed, 

Is it more abstract or sometimes it is that you see something and say “I want to use that.” 
I am very bad at marketing also so I don’t enter competitions of juried art. Simply 
because mine is a journey, who wants to judge a journey. I don’t want people giving me a 
blue ribbon, and saying, “Oh, wow, he has a terrific journey. I think that we are all 
influenced by different things, especially when you are on a journey. One of them is my 
ideas or observations of the contradictions of the world of the people in which is 
connected to that raw and savageness. The contradictions of life, and how we can utilize 
and channel our emotions, or, you know, toward a balanced and more healing 
relationship. I suppose you can say my journey is more into the healing concept of the 
arts. To be able to make people aware that we have a lot of parallels. To make them 
aware, yea, we have differences, but we probably can solve them out somehow. (M. 
Kabotie, personal communication, 2009) 
 

Hopis are known for their visual symbolism that permeates all aspects of life. Through the 

ceremonial calendar visual icons serve as teaching tools and markers of culture. I asked Mike 

about art and the visuals of his youth. Mike recalled, 

You basically grow up with art through the religion, through the rituals; storytelling is a 
part of that art form. Well, you know, with Hopi it is really not considered art; it is part of 
the living part of the ceremonies. (M. Kabotie, personal communication, 2009) 
 
 

Art Making Transforms Culture 

 Many native artists increasingly produce innovative and original work, thus challenging 

the problematic question of Indian identity. The artists of IAIA in the 1960s set the wheels into 

motion. They transcended cultural definitions and emerged as contemporary artists on seemingly 

equal grounds with other artists. But acceptance was not unconditional and native artists, by 

nature of their cultural genetics, have continued to struggle through an ambiguous identity. It is 

the collectors and art historians that continually define an artist as traditional or contemporary. 
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Native writer Todd (1992) observes that the dominant culture continues to drive the economics 

of native art. She calls attention to absence of the native voice, asking  

But what of our own theories of art, our own philosophies of life, our own purposes for 
representation? By reducing our cultural expression to simply the question of modernism 
or postmodernism, art or anthropology, or whether we are contemporary or traditional, 
we are placed on the edges of the dominate culture, while the dominant culture 
determines whether we are allowed to enter its realm of art. (Todd, 1992, p. 75) 
 

 For artists of the Southwest, like the Hopi, the success of native artists in the dominant 

culture has been tied to the visual expectation of the object. Buyers expect it to look 

“Southwestern” (Archeluta, 1994). During my internship at the National Museum of American 

Indian (NMAI), I recall such comments like “Where is the Indian art?’, referencing bows and 

arrow, pottery, etc. The New York location of the NMAI often features contemporary artists that 

create work that art historians might refer to as modern or postmodern.  

 Mike and the other artists were concerned with values, Hopi values. But they were not 

blind to cultural change and recognized that Hopi culture was not only in need of preservation, 

but also re-interpretation. Mike and I talked of creating a collaborative project with the Hopi 

school students; however, due to the complex nature of obtaining a research permit tied to 

researching on the Hopi reservation, rather than actually using the high school students as study 

participants for my dissertation, this study morphed into a gathering of older Hopi artists to the 

ends of rekindling the spirit of Artist Hopid to assist student empowerment. Artist Hopid was a 

group of five young Hopi artists who from 1973 to 1978 formed an artist’s cooperative with the 

intent of cultural empowerment. These artists wished to address personal concerns relating to the 

importance of self-determination as artists and to circumvent the impact of the global art market 

on Hopi art. Mike is quoted on his website as observing that, 

Too long the talents and arts of the Hopi have been controlled by and produced for the 
non-Indian patrons living far from the land of the Hopi; because of the demand and 
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marketability for a certain style many Hopi artists have fallen prematurely into styles, a 
rut that blinds and destroys them, leaving confusion and cultural chaos. 
(http://www.kabotie.com/) 
 

 Mike grew up on the Hopi reservation.  He was initiated in the traditional way and given 

his Hopi name. He talked about being Hopi as being at the heart of your being. He said being 

Hopi is about feelings and values on the inside.  He also indicated that changes on the 

reservations, such as intermarriages and initiations, are redefining what it means to be Hopi. 

Mike believed that practicing the teachings of Hopis, the attitude, and a consciousness of one’s 

self as Hopi are the three defining characteristics of being Hopi. Mike described art as a language 

and a learning process. Art becomes a means for sharing communication with self and others.  

He sees art as a journey of self an initiation process. The individual journeys into the rawness of 

life and becomes in touch with the inner self (M. Kabotie, personal communication, 2009).  

 Traditional Hopis make ceremonial objects that have now become a part of the art 

market. Within Hopi tradition they are not seen as art. These objects are a part of the initiation 

process. Mike discussed again about the concerns and issues of the change in initiations. Because 

of this change, he sees contemporary art as a means for Hopis to create their own initiation. It is 

a process for them to explore and self-define their Hopi identity. Around 1960 was the beginning 

of the Indian art project that later turned into the Indian Art Institute in Santa Fe, New 

Mexico. This impacted the future of Hopi art making as it opened it up more to the outside 

world. A change in belief systems for individual Hopis was another result of the art 

institute. Mike’s father, Fred Kabotie was one such Hopi who was seen as an “I” person by the 

community. Fred was interested in the outside world. He saw that there was a bigger world 

beyond Hopi. He remembers as early as the age of three people from outside of Hopi frequented 

their home. His parents traveled a great deal, even to Europe. Mike grew up with influences of 
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diverse types of music that his father brought into the home; such as hula, marching bands, and 

mariachi bands. Mike still has a love of music and has incorporated music within his own art 

making process. He created a series in response to meditative and spiritual chanting, such as 

Buddhist monks.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6. "Ascending from the Deep Remembering", Acrylic on canvas by Michael Kabotie, 
1998. Catalog Number SAR. 1999-4-1. Photogaph by Addison Doty (Courtesy of the School of 
American Research, Santa Fe). 

 
 

Mike also discussed the impact of other native tribes on his own art making experiences. He 

attended Haskell Indian Nations School in Lawrence, Kansas, here he came in contact with 

natives from many different tribes. During this time he and his fellow native friends compared 

stories of struggle and cultural conflict (M. Kabotie, personal communication, 2009).  

 Throughout his story, Mike called attention to individuals in his life, the relationships he 

had with these people, and clearly the importance of family. Being Hopi is family, is community. 

One of the primary markers of identity for Hopis is their clan. A Hopi belongs to a specific clan 

and retains ceremonial rights via their clan (Broder, 1978). Mike belongs to the Wuwuchim 

Society. Wuwuchim falls during November and marks the beginning of the ceremonial calendar, 
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it is the time of creation and the villages are quiet. Hopis spend time in prayer, silence, and 

meditation. At the point of adulthood young men are initiated into sponsored ceremonial 

societies, they receive instruction in Hopi creation beliefs, and are given a new name (Arizona 

Handbook, 2011). 

 During the course of his interviews with me, Mark likewise emphasized the interplay 

between his relationships with his family and community and his practices as an artist; for 

example, when he discussed his desire to create pottery with new styles and imagery. This 

inclination led to a sense of struggle with the expectations of his community and especially his 

grandmother. He was interested in creating pots with nude imagery, yet felt that this divergence 

from traditional imagery would make his grandmother roll over in her grave; however, he 

pursued it nevertheless. He spoke of the difficulties and the insecurities of drawing the human 

form and shared his feelings with Mike.  Mark recalled how, 

I took this whole story to him [Mike] and Michael was like wow [emphasizing the wow]. 
And I am not really sure what he was wowing about [laughing]. He said to me, you are a 
true artist. I was like… “What?” Thinking, “What is he talking about?” Then he 
explained everything to me. He said a true artist will really dig to their most deepest 
negative side of their lives to reach into something that is just negative or we are shy 
about or don’t know how to bring forth. But we go down there and we touch it and bring 
it back out and bring it into beauty. (M. Tahbo, personal communication, 2009) 
 

Mike related jewelry making to the process of healing the dark side. He described the process of 

doing the Hopi silver overlay technique has similar to the abuse we do to ourselves, but out of 

this abuse (the fire of making jewelry) comes beauty.  

 I asked Mike to describe how he used art to visualize his life journey. Mike paralleled his 

life with the mural panel of the Pueblo rebellion he created at the Museum of Northern Arizona. 

Mike recalled,  

I think the part of the mural I really identify with is the Pueblo rebellion of 1680, the pain 
the church brought on to the pueblo people and also the culture…the destruction of it and 
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how this is still carried on in so many different ways in today’s world. And on the other 
side that is what I call being lost in the dark, the rebellion. The other side is the blind 
getting blinded by the light, the high tech side. That is how I fit in also, ‘cause I was one 
of those that became a victim of alcoholism. There are symptoms there that I can relate to 
closely, there is a lot of diabetes and obesity and suicide in my people. That is a personal 
level there that I painted that. There is also the concept of hope and rebirth and the 
recognition that we all have a shadow side and we have to find a balance. (M. Kabotie, 
personal communication, 2009) 
 

Mike also described how art was a part of growing up Hopi, emphasizing the manner in which 

active engagement with art throughout his life taught him about life and self.  For Mike, there 

was no separation between art, life, ritual, and ceremony. One of the most profound examples of 

this was his initiation into the katsina society in which the drama of life played out in the stories, 

songs, dances, and drama of ceremony (M. Kabotie, personal communication, 2009).   

 Mike emphasized that the performances of the clowns between the plaza dances were 

teaching moments. At one point during the mid 1970s when the Artist Hopid was in full motion, 

it was through humor, clowning, that they were critiqued. The clowns singled out the artists for 

pressing their egos too much as a means of bringing them back to balance—to the middle place  

(M. Kabotie, personal communication, 2009). Yet as both Mike’s and Mark’s stories illustrate, 

their respective paths to this middle place involved negotiating culture, in a sense transforming it, 

through a process of negotiating internal and external imagery and social connections 

encountered both deliberately and incidentally along the way. 

 

Connecting Visual Culture, Identity, Art Making, and Art Education 

Research Question 1 

 I asked how visual culture impacted the identity of these four Hopi artists. This study 

became one site for these four artists to re-clarify their Hopi identity as artists, taking into 

account the impact of visual culture on and off reservation. Relationships, time, and context 
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surround our stories (Clandinin & Connelly, 2006). As inherently social beings, humans desire to 

be connected to others. It is through our connection with others during pivotal times and places 

in ourselves that we come to know self. Much in the same way a story has a beginning, middle, 

and end in literature, our narratives or living stories are retold through the mode of past, present, 

and future as an organizational format. However, the unique element of the data includes the 

intertwining between past, present, and future that I argue aligns with a native worldview. Each 

of the participants elaborated on these realms, but did so in a way that often blurred the lines 

between these temporal spaces. 

 Throughout the research process the artists shared with me their stories. As I began to 

explore the data I noticed the intertwined nature of past, present, and future that each of the 

artists shared with me. Additionally, within these modes various themes emerged: storytelling, 

mentors, ancestors, family, ceremony, art making, collaboration, healing, humor. Each of these 

themes to some extent or another weaved in and out of past, present, and future.  

 In her dissertation Cora Marshall (1997) explored the relationship between imagination 

and re-imagining of self for American minorities of African and Native American heritage. Her 

question resided within the conflicts of identity faced by Diaspora artists of poly-ethnicity. She 

emphasized one’s subjectivity to culture, noting consumerism as prevalent in the re-imagining of 

one’s identity. She proposed the idea that the understanding of an African aesthetic “should 

lessen the dissonance felt by many African American artists existing in two cultures” but also 

asked whether the African American narrative should always be Afrocentric (p. 30). One might 

ask the same of Native Americans. For this study, the participants grew up within the cultural 

context of their heritage; however, degrees of consumerism via visual culture have impacted 

these artists. In addition, as indicated by the participants, the waning traditions of Hopi likely 
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have impacted how young artists imagine their Hopiness. In contrast to Marshall’s suggestion of 

an ethnic-centered aesthetic, Mike believed it was enriching and empowering to his Hopi identity 

to venture outside of the Hopi aesthetic15 and collaborate with diverse artists. 

 Each of the artists discussed the importance of past mentors and ancestral traditions and 

stories; however, the past did not lie in the past for these Hopi artists. I found it interesting that 

stories of cultural traditions, family, and mentors continued to guide their present understanding 

of self as a Hopi artist; for example, Mark often shared stories of his grandmother and even 

recognized concern for what she would think of his work, even though she has long since passed 

on to the cloud people. Mike and the other artists of Artist Hopid sought inspiration from 

Awat’ovi and other ancestral sites. Ed noted that Mike referred to an anthropological text on 

ancient ruins as his bible. All of the artists expressed a concern for the future of the Hopi tribe 

and discussed the challenges that young artists face. They indicated knowledge of past and 

present was essential for understanding how traditional knowledge and practices were to move 

forward into the future.  

 

Research Question 2  

 Here I sought how art making supports the identities of these Hopi artists? According to 

                                                 
15 Visually and symbolically a Hopi aesthetic places emphasis on the visuality of image making. For example, 
historically the process of creating images includes ritual and ceremonial imagery that are meant to make an impact 
on the world, spiritual and physically, therefore contributing to a better life through abundant harvest and health. For 
the Hopi there is an emphasis on icons that support an agriculturally based society, such as rain clouds, lightning, 
water-based animals like lizards and frogs, and corn are common. Maasaw gave the Hopi corn and the Hopi 
cultivate corn and use it ritually as life’s sustenance. Spiritually the Hopi live their cycles of life parallel to the life 
cycle of corn. Corn is a primary element of the Hopi aesthetic. As an icon of Hopi visual culture, corn is found in 
Hopi art as seeds, seedlings, sprouts, stalks, and whole cobs with each having its role. These stories are depicted in 
the art and acted out in the songs and dances in the kiva and the plazas. The young seeds, seedling, and sprouts 
parallel the birth and growth of the young. The Stalks and whole cobs are symbolically related to young adulthood 
and the wisdom of age. The design of a corncob can include emphasis on the kernels, these dots also double as rain.. 
Additionally, rain spiritual and physically nourishes, as the guidance of the elders nourishes the youth. Similar 
imagery found in Awat’ovi resonates within the imagery of the Artists Hopid and provides metaphors for a healed 
and enriched future (Kabotie & Honanie, 2006). 
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scholars, culture is a context specific way of being (Clifford, 1999; Geertz, 1973). Within all 

cultures unique worldviews exist. Furthermore, our worldviews inform our definition of art. For 

native cultures, Leuthold (1998) emphasized that the native aesthetic is uniquely comprised of an 

intersection of religion and nature and subsequently linked to cultural identity. In his study of 

native art, media, and identity, Leuthold (1998) stated that “Religion is the conceptual basis for 

understanding place and space in traditional native culture [and] religion refers to a profound 

sense of one’s place in the universe” (p. 183). Berlo and Phillips (1998) state that native cultures 

lack a word synonymous with the Western concept of and English word “art.” Traditional visual 

culture or objects of aesthetic value, as in Hopi and many other native tribes, are made to support 

and uphold cultural traditions and spiritual life ways.  

During the course of this study, I asked one of my participants to describe how they 

interpret the concept of art. Del stated that the closest word for art in Hopi was tuhisveni, which 

he translated as “creating with your hands or seeing with your hands”, he also talked about the 

importance of the artist “taking part,” meaning taking part in cultural practices. Anthropologists 

Hays-Gilpin and Schaafsma (2010), working in collaboration with the Hopi tribe, translated 

tuhisveni as “ingenious-marking” and emphasized that process over product was essential to the 

Hopi worldview. For many native tribes the purely material and visual features of an object are 

not necessarily the most important in establishing its relative value, but rather the way the object 

holds cultural meaning. Objects are valued for their function and the aesthetics of their 

presentation are tied to cultural markers and spiritual practices, rather than individual preferences 

of beauty (Berlo & Phillips, 1998). 

Additionally, from a traditional perspective, native cultures did not emphasize individual 

identities of the artist or originality of the native artist. Makers of art were held to cultural 
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standards. For example, within the Hopi tribe, katsina dolls, a primary object of visual culture, 

are not considered to be created by artists. They are created by the katsinam16 themselves, using 

strict cultural symbolism, and given primarily to girls during ceremonies, thereby serving as 

cultural teaching tools. Additionally, the process of making is given as much importance as the 

visual appearance of the final product. This denotes an emphasis on the cultural visuality of the 

object. It is the relationship that people have with the object that defines its significance.  

Del stated there was a difference between the katsinam he created for ceremony and the 

ones he sold on the art market. He even refused to call the katsina-like forms he sold—katsinam. 

He said they were sculptures. He lamented that many of the carvers today did not uphold the 

practices of carving in private. Speaking in reference to younger carvers Del stated that “Today it 

is different they don’t realize that our parents used to tell us, don’t carve in front of the kids, 

cause that is given by the katsinam” when this tradition is broken “they see you carve and it is 

given to the kids and they don’t appreciate it, they say that is your craving…this is what you 

made, Dad” (D. Honanie, personal communication, 2009). Del’s statement exhibits his growing 

concern for the lack of cultural connections for today’s Hopi youth. He feared that maybe for 

some youth katsina dolls are no longer a source of cultural pride. Thus, this brings into question 

the changing nature of culture and identity and the role art plays in society.  

 

Research Question 3 

 I explored what a personal or community discourse of the artist means for the future of 

the Hopi tribe. Identity for these four Hopi artists parallels an understanding of identity within 

                                                 
16 Katsinam live in the nearby San Francisco Peaks. They return to the Hopi people from Winter Solstice to Summer 
Solstice, Katsinam are not gods, but are spiritual mediators that assist the Hopi in their prayers for health, well-
being, fertility, and harvest for all of mother earth and mankind. Initiated men become the personas of the katsinam 
during kiva and plaza dances. There are over two hundred katsinam, each with a spiritual and ritual role.  
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many group contexts. Within the Hopi reservation you are known in association with your clan 

identity and with this comes specific obligations and duties. Through specific initiations 

throughout your life you become Hopi. Being Hopi means being a part of the community and 

taking part as Del Honanie stated. Furthermore, the art making is often tied to communal duties 

and, again, taking part, according to Del, is a prerequisite to making art. Art making becomes a 

means to fulfill your cultural duties and roles as Hopi. I found that the four Hopi artists drew 

upon people, places, and time to construct self, but that one was not necessarily to the exclusion 

of the other. Based on my understanding of their stories, it was the intersection of the three that 

ultimately informed their identity. Being an artist was a means to stay connected to their cultural 

past and ancestral or family mentors. Mark spoke of his grandmother often and identified art 

making as a means to carry on the family tradition. Mike believed that our past informs our 

present. As a mythical archeologist, Mike relived ancestral stories and mentors. 

 The individual is not praised within Hopi culture. Standing out or deviating for the norm 

is seen as a challenging tradition and moving away from the communal; however, Mike, believed 

it was because he challenged traditional concepts and images and explored cross-relationships 

within different contexts that he ultimately was able to understand himself better as Hopi. Mike 

took on roles like the trickster within his art as a means to address his personal demons and to 

find the middle place. Similarly, within the classroom art students have uniquely individual life 

experiences that we as art educators should be sensitive to. We must also be aware that they are a 

part of many larger communities: school, family, religious, cultural, etc. We have to be culturally 

and socially sensitive in everything that we do when engaging with art students. Art educators 

cannot assume to understand students’ perspectives within engaging in intercultural dialogue. I 

found that my conception of identity in this study has not to be understood as an isolated 
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concept. In addition I acknowledge that the participants’ conception of identity did not 

necessarily neatly align with my concept. During the course of the interviews some of the 

participants expressed that my direct questions of their identity held little similarities to Western 

concepts and it was even an uncomfortable topic for some. Mark at one point during the focus 

group, felt very uneasy with the word identity. When I asked direct questions of identity he said 

he felt as if I was expecting an elaborate academic answer that he could not provide. 

 Art making affirms identity.  Identity is most often recognized as definition of self, a 

unique or fixed entity (Angnes, 2001); however, Lacan (as cited in Angnes, 2001) argued that we 

can only recognize our identity in relationship to another person. Furthermore, Hall (1999) 

supports the same connection stating that identity is “a kin of unsettled space or an unresolved 

question in that space, between a number of intersecting discourses” (p.9). Likewise, Dewey 

(1938 / 2005) stated that the self as individual is never free of the social. It is within the social 

context that we understand who we are. We talk about self within various contexts and it is this 

talk or discourse of self that becomes a defining agent of who we are. Through the course of this 

research, I explored the discourses of self these Hopi artists created, asked how visual culture 

informed their identities, and observed how they recreated self through art.   

Relationships, time, and context surround our stories (Clandinin & Connelly, 2006). As 

inherently social beings, humans desire to be connected to others. Through our connection with 

others during pivotal times and places in ourselves we come to know self. Much in the same way 

a story has a beginning, middle, and end in literature, our narratives or living stories are retold 

through the mode of past, present, and future as an organizational format. However, the unique 

element of the data includes the intertwining between past, present, and future that I argue aligns 
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with a native worldview. Each of the participants elaborated on these realms, but did so in a way 

that often blurred the lines between these temporal spaces. 

 Humans by nature are social beings bound to a cultural context. Our identities are a 

reflection of the social, economic, religious, and political experiences within a specific cultural 

(group) context (Efland, 2002; Efland, Freedman, & Stuhr, 1996; Freedman, 2003). Agnes also 

(2001) asserts that the individual identifies self in relationship to the other or the group. Bandura 

(1977) argues that the other is an important part of constructing self.  In our desire to be accepted 

by the other, we construct self through modeling behaviors, beliefs, and attitudes of the other. 

Rothheram-Borus (1993) describes this drive as reaching for the desired self; the self modeled 

after the perceived social norm. Thus, from a postmodern perspective, identity construction for 

youth results from internalizing and reflecting the acceptable social and cultural models available 

to them.   

 In the context of this study identity is understood from critical theory and postmodern 

perspectives. This means that we construct and perform our identities. I have analyzed contexts 

of identity construction for these Hopi artists within time, place, and sociality (Clandinin & 

Connelly, 2006). Each of these artists has had a life full of experiences and ideas that have been 

impacted by visual culture within the Hopi community, as well as visual culture influences from 

outside the reservation. These artists, like most of humanity, are constantly being impacted by 

the world around us. Humans do not have fixed boundaries; we are fluidly acting and re-acting to 

ideas and circumstances around us. These variations are what make us unique and yet socially 

connected.  

 Identity can take the form of a racial, an ethnic, or a national image. Archeluta (1994) 

argues that most individuals of indigenous descent (i.e., Native Americans) must battle between 
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the socially constructed and the culturally constructed self. What it means to be Native 

American, Hopi, and American becomes a negotiation between the image created by the other 

and the traditional life ways experienced within a cultural context.  Thus, the image of the native 

becomes a construction created by the native and non-native. The classroom experience also 

contributes to how non-natives learn about native identity and how natives internalize and 

project this sense of self to the non-native.  Inside and outside the classroom stereotyped and 

romanticized images, such as early film depictions of the Native American versus the Cowboy 

and tourist advertisements, perpetuate images of the native as primitive and warrior-like. Visual 

images such as bows and arrows or shields, especially in the Southwest, and de-contextualized 

traditional Hopi images on and off the Hopi reservation bring further conflictions to native 

identity. If we are to assume that Hopi artists readily engage in visual exchanges through global 

technologies, not to mention the influx of Americana influenced images they see on and off the 

reservation, then their sense of “Hopiness” becomes infused and complicated with multiple 

contexts and meanings.   

 

Research Question 4 

Finally, I question how and why art education must include a contemporary discourse of 

Native American art and culture? According to Gergen (1985, 1991) these multidimensional 

contexts for constructing or reconstructing identity are commonplace for students.  Sending text 

and images via cell phones and web-based social sites, such as MySpace, Facebook, and 

YouTube provide a new context for youth-directed exchanges and interpretations of visual 

culture. All of these images, whether local or global, encompass social, cultural, and individual 

meanings that become a part of the students’ daily experiences. Today’s youth must then 
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negotiate meaning making between the socially or culturally constructed and the individually 

interpreted as they construct their sense of identity.    

Identity construction involves discourse between self and other. Duncum (2002) and 

Freedman (2003) argue that visual culture is a part of this discussion as it engages us in the 

deeper questions of the “why” and “how” social constructs contribute to the negotiation of self 

and place. Efland (2002) calls attention to the link between cultural contexts and meaning 

making. Walker and Chaplin (1997) argue that social processes influence and alter 

“representation” of text and image, thus shaping our worldview. Neperud (1995) supports a 

postmodern understanding of art or the visual that acknowledges “intertextuality” or “inter-

contextuality” as meaning making lies within the web of contextual connections constructed by 

the individual. As a fundamental influence on identity construction, visual culture plays a part in 

how we continually reinvent ourselves and should be studied in an art education curriculum.   

 Art making is a means for learning about self sharing self with others. As Mike suggested 

it creates an opportunity for open dialogue. Including a contemporary discourse of Native 

American art and culture that addresses the individual voices of native artists in the context of 

the visual culture surrounding them will contribute to deeper appreciation for the importance of 

art to the preservation of native identity and indigenous culture in general.  The issue of native 

identity continues to resonate today for many native artists who seek to claim the future on their 

own terms. A recent exhibition at the National Museum of the American Indian dealt with 

contemporary identities. This exhibition used art and artist’s stories to detail and deliberate 

“difficult choices indigenous people make in order to survive economically, save their languages 

from extinction, preserve their cultural integrity, and keep their traditional arts alive” 

(http://www.nmai.si.edu/opening/explore/lives.html). Native writer, Scott N. Momaday remarks 

http://www.nmai.si.edu/opening/explore/lives.html
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that natives seek a different image, one that they construct. He states, “We are what we imagine. 

Our very existence consists in our imagination of ourselves” (as cited in Ryan, 1999, p. 13.). 

Additionally, artist Shelley Niro remarked, “[native] people are going to have to start using their 

imaginations… and start creating their own image of themselves to reaffirm what we are” (as 

cited in Ryan, 1999, p. 13). 

 To define art, especially native art, continues to be troubled discourse. Thus, defining 

something as art is not based strictly on the tangible object in question, but involves an artist and 

the artist is tied to culture. As the T-DNIS model states, our context of experiences inform our 

stories, and understanding art as a type of narrative becomes an extension of the stories we 

perform. I believe art has context, sociality, and temporality. Art is created out of our 

relationships and is meant to express how we understand our experience, our identity, and 

communicate our story in a particular place and time.  

 

Full Circle Identity as Past, Present, and Future: The Mythic Archeologist  

 According to Mike the mythic journey of the artist includes healing the unhealed, 

whether it is self or another. Mike continually spoke of his journey, emphasizing his belief that 

the journey of the Hopi people retold through time demonstrated how the art of his ancestors to 

the present was the same eternally. Mike brought the past into his present and by retelling this 

story he made it his own and also sent out prayers for a better future. He called this the for the 

middle place. This Hopi concept of the middle place represents a place of healing that is not for 

Hopis alone, but rather for all humankind. Mike observed, “Art deals with the human spirit, and 

in those areas there are no bounds. When the sun rises it doesn’t discriminate it lights both the 

good and the evil” (Chase, 2002, p. 52). One of his favorite quotes was “In order to be 
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enlightened we must first be endarkened” (M. Kabotie, personnel communication, 2009). Mike 

believed that it is through our experiences of our darkest moments that we can be healed. In the 

kiva mural Mike and Del created for the Museum of Northern Arizona it was their goal to 

communicate the shared spirit of humankind and the journey of the human spirit to seek the 

middle place.  

 After extensive research of the murals at Hopi ancestral contexts, such as Awat’ovi, Mike 

and Del drew upon this ancient visuality to parallel it with a symbolic journey of mankind. In 

this work, they explore key historical events of contradiction in Hopi history and mankind, 

calling it the “Mythic journey mural…a weaving of the shadow side (the unhealed) and the light 

side of our lives.  We can learn quite a bit from this type of exploration” (Kiva Gallery Exhibit 

Catalog, Museum of Northern Arizona).  The mural includes five panels. Mike and Del created 

this mural onsite at the Museum of Northern Arizona. They believed this mural was a significant 

gift to all mankind. During the process of creating the mural, Mike and Del welcomed my art 

appreciation class from Coconino Community College in Flagstaff, Arizona, to view their 

progress and ask questions. The final mural begins with the emergence of the Hopi into this 

world of plants, animals, clouds, lightning, and stars–all life forms. They explained that  

The emergence of humanity is the stating point of Hopi mythology and the kiva is the 
point where people first emerge from darkness to light. The circle motif represents what 
the Hopi call the sipapu; the womb or the place of emergence. When we emerged from 
underworld, the shadow side emerged with us. The figures in gray represent the unhealed 
side of humanity, which must be purified in order to find the middle place. (Kiva Gallery 
Exhibit Catalog, Museum of Northern Arizona) 
 
In panel two they depict the conflicts of Awat’ovi and the early Spanish church of San 

Bernardo that sparked the Pueblo Rebellion of 1680. Pueblo people from even as far as Taos, 

New Mexico, joined in this rebellion “of forced conversions and forced labor imposed by the 

Spanish. Again, gray faces represent the shadow side in this violent conflict” (Kiva Gallery 
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Exhibit Catalog, Museum of Northern Arizona). 

 

Figure 4.7. First panel, Kiva Mural (Courtesy of the Kabotie Family and the Museum of 
Northern Arizona).  
 
 

 

Figure 4.8. Second panel, Kiva mural (Courtesy of the Kabotie Family and the Museum of 
Northern Arizona). 
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The central mural represents the rebirth of Hopi consciousness. Depicted in close 
proximity are images of three women, the Katsina and Buddha. All of who, in the mind 
of the artist, are seeking a common ground or pursuing a middle place of harmony. This 
is the essence of the emergence myth. Modern technology, industry and the desire for 
wealth have, at times, adversely impacted traditional Hopi ways. The results are scaring 
of sacred lands, and the emergence of an array of social, economic, political and health 
related challenges, which have taken a serious toll on the people of the Pueblos. The final 
segment of the mural represents the re-education of the brother and sister twins of Hopi 
Mythology. Below is the serpent symbolizing knowledge, while above, the computer 
motif and www. symbol signifies communication and adaptation in rapidly changing 
world. Central in this image is the apple representing both technology and a common 
mythology of knowledge and power. (Kiva Gallery Exhibit Catalog, Museum of 
Northern Arizona) 
 

 
 

Figure 4.9. Third panel, Kiva Mural (Courtesy of the Kabotie Family and the Museum of 
Northern Arizona). 
 

Modern technology, industry and the desire for wealth have, at times, adversely impacted 
traditional Hopi ways. The results are scaring of sacred lands, and the emergence of an 
array of social, economic, political and health related challenges, which have taken a 
serious toll on the people of the Pueblos. (Kiva Gallery Exhibit Catalog, Museum of 
Northern Arizona)  
 
The final segment of the mural represents the re-education of the brother and sister twins 
of Hopi Mythology. Below is the serpent symbolizing knowledge, while above, the 
computer motif and www. symbol signifies communication and adaptation in rapidly 
changing world. Central in this image is the apple representing both technology and a 
common mythology of knowledge and power. (Kiva Gallery Exhibit Catalog, Museum of 
Northern Arizona) 
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Figure 4.10. Fourth panel, Kiva Mural (Courtesy of the Kabotie Family and the Museum of 
Northern Arizona). 

 

 

Figure 4.11. Fifth panel, Kiva Mural (Courtesy of the Kabotie Family and the Museum of 
Northern Arizona). 
 

To create this grand mural, Mike and Del drew upon their original philosophy of the 

Artist Hopid, to bring spiritual healing to the world through Hopi eyes. Mike and Del used Hopi 
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images and the two-dimensional kiva style of Awat’ovi to create this mural. However, they were 

also influenced by outside sources, the techniques of Western artists, symbols and ideas of 

diverse spiritual practices, and the accoutrements of modern technologies. Mike said that Hopi 

art and images are important to his art; however he also uses images from diverse cultures. He 

incorporated the rhythms and sounds of Buddhist chants, Beethoven, and Hopi chanting in his 

work. Hopi symbols of clouds, corn, and lightning represent the agricultural connection to 

Hopi. He used petroglyph symbols as a connection to ancestors and stories.  He spoke of rap, 

reggae, and country music genres that are popular on the reservation. Mike recalled, 

When I started painting, you know, I started to do rituals because that was one of the 
things I was interested in because it made you feel whole. I started listening to chanting, 
Hopi, Pueblo, Tibetan Buddhist, and tried to capture those sounds.  I remember that one I 
started doing that there was a lot of responses to those images. And people were seeing a 
lot of Kandinsky in them. And so when I was looking at them I said when you get beyond 
a certain point, beyond boundaries, very core level all of these symbols are pretty much 
the same. That is what the serious so-called artists deal with. It comes back to the concept 
of the raw and savage. You come to a realization that at a level we are really parallel at 
our building blocks. Everyone knows what a circle or a square, triangle, or red, or colors, 
or happiness or sadness. These are things I think are employed by artists, and you see 
them in ancient petrogylphs, they use them. Then once you have this realization that 
nothing is new it has all been around. The sun has been around for a long, long time. (M. 
Kabotie, personal communication, 2009) 
 

Mike paralleled his life journey with the story of the Hopi in the mural “The Journey of the 

Human Spirit”. Mike’s recollections of being inspired by stories from among his family and 

community along with his awareness of how storytelling as an aspect of Hopi culture influenced 

his desire to explore his own journey and share his art with the wider world were echoed in the 

narratives of the other artists, each in their unique way. Layered with the interplay of visual 

culture and complexities of processes of self-identity, these artists’ stories stand as powerful 

testimony to the need to incorporate a deeper awareness of the function of the arts in identity 
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construction in multicultural environments, particularly in the development of arts education 

curricula. 

According to these four Hopi artists’ traditional stories, ceremony, family, and cultural 

history played an important part in art making. Mike and Ed drew upon resources outside of 

Hopi culture for inspiration and placed a heavy emphasis on both art as healing through recovery 

and art as a personal journey. Mark acquainted art with a spiritual or godly gift, and he believed 

being an artist came from a higher power outside of himself and it was his duty to give this gift 

away. Mark waxed and waned between his art as traditional and art as contemporary. He 

described tradition as something passed from family to family, emphasizing that his grandmother 

passed pottery making onto him, explaining, 

The methods and everything I use was already revised by the famous potter Nampeyo, 
we all are using her methods and techniques. So I guess I would consider myself a 
contemporary potter living in a contemporary world. (personal communication, 2009) 
 

Despite this statement he referred to his style as Sikyatki Hopi Revival and repeatedly remarked 

that he used Hopi materials, techniques, and styles. Additionally, his art was a tool to tell Hopi-

Tewa stories like the birdseed pots or to remember the ancestors as he adapted designs from 

potshards. Mark said he spent many hours sitting among the shards on First Mesa and he often 

tried to put the puzzle pieces together. Mark recalled that, 

As a young kid I remember going to the ruins of Sikyatki. And Sikyatki is an old Hopi 
ruins inhabited around the 11-14th century. We would go up there as kids and we would 
be walking by all these pots shards and be looking for arrowheads. And I was mostly 
looking at the shards and the designs and wondering where the other piece was ‘cause 
there was so many and none of them seemed to fit together. (M. Tahbo, personal 
communication, 2009) 
 

Mark valued the importance of ancient Hopi designs, as he knew each image had a story. He 

found shards with stylized feathers, birds, butterflies, and frogs all of which found their way into 

his story pots. However, he lamented about wanting to create different ideas and new stories. He 
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did not entirely feel comfortable with creating non-Hopi imagery. Mark described his recent 

exploration of new imagery and ideas: 

I am just playing right now and playing right now and sort of painting pictures on these 
tiles and mostly I take a picture from magazine whether it be a woman or man and cut out 
the silhouettes and trace them onto clay and paint them with the pigments and fire them 
and see what I come up with. That is probably my more what I would call my non-
traditional work and I still, another one is playing with glass, embedding it, pieces of 
broken glass into clay. Sort of been doing, I have been mixing glass with very ancient 
pieces of pottery shards and I make a collaboration of both. I haven’t gotten it enough to 
get one fully intact and maybe a gallery piece out. I am still having problems with 
playing around. That is one of the more contemporary things I am doing now. (M. Tahbo, 
personal communication, 2009) 
 

 The data suggested that for Ed the discovery of cultural identity occurred through art 

making. I asked Ed if art making helped him stay connected to being Hopi? He replied, 

That is a given that is for sure. I think for me and I am just talking about me personally as 
a person on a path of life. I think I suppressed a lot of creative energies in my life. 
Because a lot of my creative energies went toward music when I was younger and it got 
me in a lot of messes. I think that I suppressed a lot of creative energies because I was 
fearful of myself or associated creative energy with negative living. But at the same time 
as I continued on with life I felt really empty, not really empty but an emptiness a void 
somewhere inside me. And by creating artwork I am revisiting my past, revisiting my 
grandparents, revisiting my upbringing, revisiting places, revisiting voices … I think art 
is actually my first memory of my childhood, because I remember my father you know, 
little boy looks up to his dad. One of my first memories is being with my dad. One 
memory I have of him is seeing him watch a football game eating crackers and eating 
sardines. And the other is being at the kitchen table watching him paint. And my own 
work out, my own paper and painting along side with him. I remember saying something 
like that to him, that I was an artist and I was making something for him. (E. Kabotie, 
personal communication, 2009) 
 
I asked further, “Why did you become an artist?” Ed replied thoughtfully,  
 
That is a really tough question to explain I think. I think that there is a calling you know I 
felt in my life. And it is kind of interesting ‘cause I think the calling is a very deep inward 
calling. It is, it is an abstract voice from within that to me all I can do is describe it, and it 
feels very ancient. And very kind of ancestral, I mean we, I paint or do work, I get the 
same feeling of  fulfillment I do when I visit a ruin site. (E. Kabotie, personal 
communication, 2009) 
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           This study highlights the transformative nature of identity and supports the fluidity of 

cultural identity described by Ballengee-Morris and Stuhr (2001). These scholars insist there is 

no one-way to talk about one’s cultural identity that we cannot generate a listing of 

characteristics that we can all agree upon. Through the process of this study the Hopi artists 

stated they felt it was a valuable experience for native artists to clarify for self and others their 

identities as artists. Specifically, this research provides an emic perspective on how visual culture 

impacts the cultural identity of the four Hopi artists that participated in this study. For native 

artists, this study presents the questions of whether they seek to be known as native artists, Hopi 

artists, or just artists, whether these can be separated, and what sorts of roles, in and beyond 

native communities, such identities entail. On being an artist, Mark reflected,  

It took quite some time you know I never figured out really what an artist was. I looked it 
up in a dictionary and it gave me a definition of what an artist was. At times I always, 
you know, gallery shows, someone wrote articles about me and I use to get a little 
defensive in a little way when they would call me a master potter or artist and the reason I 
felt like that was because I had not mastered everything. Maybe I have mastered some 
forms but there are a lot of forms I have not mastered. I guess I have in certain areas, but 
not in a total. We were talking about sculpture figures and I have not gone in that way 
and I see myself changed a little. I am able now to work with different shapes now and 
clay pigments, everything I use is nature from the earth. I am testing new things, the time 
I thought I could call myself an artist, was the time that I thought I could push 
boundaries. I pushed boundaries, I didn’t let for a while traditional beliefs I guess that 
helped me back in what I wanted to paint and depict in my pottery, but I was told that I 
couldn’t do it ‘cause of certain religious beliefs and what might occur or happen to a 
person. I stayed with that a long time, maybe close till three four years ago, I stepped 
across it and pushed the boundaries and I said with good faith you know. I was not 
offending something or someone and I said with good prayer and good faith I pushed the 
boundaries and go beyond it. I prayed about it and I felt humble about it and that is when 
I knew that I was an artist and I could create what I wanted without being told I couldn’t. 
And know it is opening up and I am experimenting a lot with the painting and depicting a 
lot of things that are not traditional designs. Using the traditional pigments still, using the 
ones from the desert itself, or I pick them. Everything I use is natural. I have not gone 
into decorating the pots with acrylic, maybe sometime I will play around with it paint 
something with acrylic, but I am beyond my boundary now. (M. Tahbo, personal 
communication, 2009) 
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 This study sought to open a dialogue about issues of visual culture and identity through 

the discourses presented by these four Hopi artists. Research of this nature is valuable because it 

bridges cultures and generations, asking artists of all backgrounds and ages to reflect critically on 

self as artist in the 21st century, thus addressing the possibilities for artists to create substantive 

societal change through their own journey as artists and the sociocultural connections such 

journeys engender. 

 Our identity is a social and cultural production informed by multiple discourses. The goal 

of this dissertation was to trouble the discourses current within multicultural art education and 

Visual Culture Art Education and provide recommendations for multiple, silenced, and 

underrepresented discourses in art education. Throughout this study, I have described art as a 

negotiation of identity. It is through art that we find passage or initiation into the realms or 

contexts that inform who we are. It is the way we perform our life that we come to represent self 

and others know who we are. These performances are not without limitations and consequences. 

Omi and Winant (2005) call attention to how sociopolitical, global, and historical discourses 

impact our choices and knowing. My critique of multicultural art education is meant to 

deconstruct and demystify the dichotomy of equity and difference (McCarthy & Crichton, 2005). 

For Native American artists this includes calling attention to the sociopolitical, global, and 

historical discourses that inform identity. Issues of race, identity, and representation, including 

the meaning and use of these issues by whom, when, and where, are riddled with contradictions 

on social, historical, and political levels (Hall, 1992; McCarthy & Crichton, 1993; Omi & 

Winant, 1986).  

 Additionally, this study has explored identity, including issues of representation and 

cultural context from a postmodern and critical perspective. According to Hall (1977), who 
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describes identity as a constructed system of belief and representation, we create cultural maps to 

navigate through conceptualized and contextualized performance of self. Art making is one type 

of cultural map making. McCarthy and Crichton (1993, 2005) support multiple lenses via 

multiple disciplines as sources of multiple discourses. This study drew upon the literature within 

critical theory, anthropology, art history, cultural studies, sociology, education, and art education 

to cast a set of wide lenses on the range of issues pertaining to visual culture.   

 Garber (1997) is included in long list of art educators that emphasizes the place of 

cultural context in art education (Ballengee-Morris, 2010; Chanda, 1992, 2010; Freedman 1994; 

McFee, 1966; Wasson, Stuhr, & Perovich-Mwaniki, 1990; Young, 2010). She argues that if we 

are to understand art in our postmodern context then we “cannot conceive of understanding art 

outside of culture” (Garber, 1997, p. 74). She responded to this emphasis through an exploration 

of Chicano/a art as being “understood as cultural narrative of Mexican Americas, and moreover, 

that it can be understood as forming a dialectic with groups both within and outside Mexican-

American culture. Similarly, this study of four Hopi artists speaks of their cultural narratives on 

personal and communal levels. Garber argues that art is a cultural narrative, a piece of the 

cultural fabric. Similar to literature art reveals the everyday, the belief systems and the forces at 

play within this story. Jameson (1981) calls cultural artifacts, including works of art, “socially 

symbolic acts” (p. 18). Artifacts then become a part of the dynamic action of culture. Art as 

cultural action provides us with new ways to see the canon and beyond the canon, ways to study 

the social actions that make art and make us. According to Garber, “art is not a frill, but an 

integral part of culture and cultural change” (Garber, 1997, p. 83). We continually reconstruct 

ourselves as individuals and in relationship to others, culture, and language. Knowing this 

process of social interchange aids in understanding self and others and how visual 
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representations play a role in this process. With this call for more representation of different 

cultures in the curriculum, teachers have responded by creating units on contemporary artists 

combined with visual culture studies. What impact does this type of curriculum have on the 

identity formation of students? Art education research is in need of further exploration in this 

regard.  

 

Stories to Live By  

 As I explored the relationship between identity construction and visual culture for these 

four Hopi artists, I commented on the interdependent connections between identity and social 

relationships, time, and place as recommended by Clandinin and Connelly’s (2006) T-DNIS 

model of narrative analysis. Visual culture and critical theories informed how I examined the 

identity of four Hopi artists. Taking on a post-structural construct of identity that contends our 

identities are salient and socially constructed, this study sought to reveal how these four Hopi 

artists developed discourses of self as informed by visual culture through time, place, and 

relationships. My intent was to represent and trouble the discourses on and off the reservation 

that have informed native identity for artists. 

The stories of these artists are self-reflections on how images and our relationships with 

images and visuality constitute a part of our lives. It is through art making that these four artists 

visualized self and what it means to be Hopi artists in the 21st century. Throughout their lives, 

they constructed discourses of identity that speak to social, personal, commercial, and cultural 

representations of self. Additionally, through their narratives and their art works, these artists 

present for us sites of resistance, continuity, and transformation of identity as they negotiate 

themselves and images. 
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According to Freedman (2003), Visual Culture Art Education (VCAE) allows individuals 

to use images to challenge and contest the representation of self and others, where power and 

oppression play significant roles in the process. Efland (1990) supports mini-narratives or 

situated stories based in real-world experiences and set within specific contexts. My analysis 

makes a determined effort to represent the Hopi by having participants tell their stories and 

thereby connect themselves to others. Connelly and Clandinin (2006) refer to this presentation as 

stories to live by.  

 The Hopi artists who participated in this study have experienced visual culture 

throughout their lives (time), on and off the reservation (context), and within the social 

relationships (sociality). As per the T-DNIS model (Clandinin & Connelly, 2006) time, place, 

and relationships inform the site of research. This study adapts a model of analysis to include the 

understanding of culture as experiences of time, place, and social relationships that ultimately 

inform who were are and how we come to know self. As artists, these individuals use moments 

of visuality to also inform their art making as discourses of identities.  

 In terms of this study, visual culture is understood in a holistic sense and encompasses all 

humanly formed and negotiated images. Thus, I speak of Hopi and non-Hopi images, this 

includes traditional Hopi images, commercial native-made images, images outside of Hopi 

culture that image natives, and images from the dominant culture. These experiences are 

moments of visuality, the relationships we have with images, which also inform culture and are 

thus central to this study (Freedman, 2003, Mirzoeff, 1999). Meaning making on cultural levels 

occurs when we mediate images and are mediated by images. These mediated experiences also 

generate power relationships (Hall, 1999). We come to know self and our relationship with the 
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other through images that inform our ways of knowing. It is our enacting of visuality through 

talking and art making that we come to perform identity.  

 

Visuality and Native Identity 

Clandinin and Connelly’s (2006) T-DNIS model of analysis emphasizes time, place, and 

social relationships as informing the sociocultural contexts relevant to the data analysis process. 

The stories of each of these four Hopi artists reflected the continuum of being and becoming in 

relationship to image, culture, subjectivity, and power. Moreover, in my presentation of the data, 

I chose to integrate the scholarly discourses on native identity issues and art and the scholarship 

related to the artists’ work with the artists’ narratives. This interdependent framework of the data 

analysis is in keeping with the native perspective that one cannot understand something in 

isolation (Eldridge, 2006, 2006a), because it is within the existence of the whole that something 

moves within the world and is understood. Moreover, within the Hopi conception of holistic 

existence, time is seen as a cyclical rather than linear process. 

The ability to walk between two worlds encompasses visual imagery that directs this type 

of self-concept. When discussing identity formation, Freedman and Hernandez (1998) describe 

the process of “selectively adapting or rejecting practices and beliefs” from one’s cultural 

heritage or the surrounding society (p. 64). For example, within the Hopi reservation a native run 

radio station, local newspaper, Hopi pop and rock bands, and tribal website contribute to a new 

era in identity construction for the Hopi. These contexts provide native voices to social, cultural, 

and political discourses; however, as Levo-Henriksson (2007) argues, natives may still feel 

marginalized as these media sources come from non-native constructs. However, to the credit of 

native communities, these media resources include the opportunity for linguistic preservation as 
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many of the programs are conducted in the Hopi language. Since language is fundamentally tied 

to cultural identity, the Hopi language becomes a medium for cultural maintenance especially in 

regards to ceremonies conducted only in Hopi. Conflict again arises because young Hopis speak 

English more fluently and visual media sources, such as the television and the Internet, are seen 

by many Hopis as disturbing to Hopi identity. Some elders say that the media distracts youth 

from the traditional and encourages static and non-communal behaviors (Levo-Henriksson, 

2007). Conversely, however, during the course of this study, Mike (personal communication, 

2009) recalled that outside experiences enriched his understanding of self and welcomed new 

opportunities for Hopi youth to find their own journey of self.  

 Within our daily journey Mirzoeff (1999) argues that the human experience is mediated 

by visual culture.  “It is not just a part of everyday life; it is everyday life” (Mirzoeff, 1999, p.1). 

Freedman (2003) states that through daily exposure to visual culture, social signs, we are  

continually constructed by the meanings these signs contribute to our individual identities. 

Vygotsky (1978) asserts that informal social interactions are fundamental to cognition and 

identity.  For example, our social world includes socially constructed signs and through our 

social relationships we internalize meaning. Therefore, according to Mirzoeff (1999) visual 

culture is a part of the discourse of meaning making that “becomes contested, debated, and 

transformed as a constantly challenging place of social interaction and definition in terms of 

class, gender, sexual, and racialized identities” (Mirzoeff, 1999, p. 4). Postmodern discourses 

include the connection between culture and identity. Mirzoeff (1999) argues that identity is 

bound to culture. He believes that to visualize a culture constructs an understanding of a culture.  

Moreover, the changing and interchanging nature of global cultures has given rise to 

transcultural identities. Therefore, one narrative is not enough. 
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CHAPTER 5 

FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS 

Introduction 

Representation is a crucial location of struggle for any exploited and oppressed people 
asserting subjectivity and decolonization of the mind.(hooks, 1995, p. 3) 
 

 In this study I have opened art education discourse to the cultural complexities and 

contradictions among some Hopi artists of the 21st century. Specifically, I explored how visual 

culture and ultimately social discourses impacted the identity of four Hopi artists. The intent was 

to recognize that visual culture includes issues of visuality, the relationships we have with 

images, and how these images inform culture and social practices (Hall, 1997; Mirzoeff, 1999). 

The study also exposed how particular social discourses inform art making practices. Taking on 

a critical postmodern perspective, visual culture includes all humanly formed images and 

artifacts (Freedman, 2003). This study was motivated by a desire to empower multiple voices in 

speaking about native artistic practices and their relationship to visual culture and identity and to 

bring awareness to art educators by critiquing dominant discourses on teaching multiculturalism, 

especially as it relates to representing native cultures. Analysis included a critical look at 

multiculturalism and visual cultural art education and concurred with the view that “art educators 

must challenge the current Eurocentric biases and extend art curriculum to include not only how 

culture, morals, values, and beliefs impact art making, but also how power relations shape 

culture and how artists' creations represent diverse forms of culture” (Desai, 2010). In this 

chapter, I considered how the details brought forth from the artists’ narratives might influence art 

education. 
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A Critical Look at Art Education 

 Visuality, our relationship with images (Mirzoeff, 1999), within Visual Culture Art 

Education coupled with a critical pedagogical perspective on multicultural education was the 

theoretical framework for this study. While, art education is increasingly recognizing the 

growing realms of visual culture in students’ daily experiences, I argue that one realm of 

visuality often overlooked in curricula is the contextual realm of non-dominant or non-

mainstream cultures and the teacher disposition for a multicultural philosophy. Critics of 

multicultural education argue that minority groups must integrate into dominant social, cultural, 

and religious contexts. In contrast, May and Sleeter (2010) argue that in education this move 

increases the emphasis on standardized curriculum and testing. In regards to ethnic and cultural 

diversity, this also continues a fear based perspective of cultural difference. May and Sleeter 

(2010) ask, “What could be wrong, surely, with recognizing, respecting, and including cultural 

differences as the basis for teaching and learning?” (May & Sleeter, 2010, p. 1).  

Despite all of our resources and technology, many of us remain disconnected from and 

misinformed about cultural diversity. The United States Department of Education (2006) cites 

the fact that 40% of the student population is of an ethnic origin other than Caucasian. This is in 

stark contrast to the teacher populations which remain 94% Caucasian. Smith (2001) argues that 

schools and departments of education are morally and ethically responsible to prepare teachers to 

be culturally responsive and to enable teachers to engage with the diverse educational needs of 

all students. While researchers support the role of the teacher as a multicultural educator, 

research shows that pre-service teachers continue to feel uncomfortable and are ill prepared for 

diversity in the classroom (York, 1997). Attitude or disposition, knowledge, and skill continue to 

be a concern in pre-service training. Dufrene (1995) reminds us that art teachers cannot teach 
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what they do not know. We must include a culturally responsive teaching philosophy in pre-

service training (Knight, 2000). Art teachers must recognize that multiculturalism is not a theme, 

but is a way of knowing. Multiculturalism is a belief system that recognizes difference in 

ethnicities and cultures and acknowledges we are all subject to relationships of power (Foucault, 

1999). We cannot escape the multicultural complexity our world has become and we cannot 

continue to place our students at risk for school failure because they are being culturally 

disavowed. Has not history taught us that the lack of cultural understanding has caused us much 

social distress in the form of racism, genocide, and war? 

Why should art educators be concerned? Many art educators believe art is the means to 

connect students and empower them to interact in social and cultural situations (Efland, 

Freedman, & Stuhr, 1996). Furthermore, art educators specifically are prime facilitators for 

multicultural dialogue as ethnic, racial, tribal, and religious factors influence visuality and art 

making. The arts are a reflection of the human experience and provide the teacher with the basis 

for cultural understanding, connecting, and transforming. It is through art that we express who 

we are and wish to be in terms of specific cultures (Anderson, 2004; McFee, 1961; Stokrocki, 

1995). Therefore, a critical application of multiculturalism in art education supports curriculum 

development that takes into account the impact culture has on teaching and learning. The world 

is increasingly interconnected through our global economy and technology. Thus, a discussion of 

identity politics enriches the art classroom because we are in the midst of trying on identities and 

coming to understand identities (Desai, 1999, 2010). Our students currently address the practice 

of recreating self through social sites such as Facebook. 

 To accomplish a genuine implementation of multicultural dialogue in arts education we 

must develop different art teaching strategies. This necessarily must begin with a process of 
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training culturally responsive educators who have a multicultural philosophy founded on 

concepts of critical pedagogy who can educate students to be culturally responsive global 

citizens seeking needed social change. Change can occur if we address our cultural filters and 

free ourselves from ethnocentric views of art. Such an art education curriculum would include 

critique and socially reconstructive action that engages students in finding solutions to social 

issues (Banks, 2000; Billings, 1995). Many art educators support this approach to curriculum 

development and note that art education can empower us on social and cultural levels to create a 

better society for us all (Efland, Freedman, & Stuhr, 1996). Visual culture discourse in the art 

classroom also provides educators with a platform to discuss these contested boundaries 

(Freedman, 2003), including issues of self, the other, conflicts between power and oppression, 

constructions of knowledge, cultural fragmentation, and representation (Efland, Freedom, & 

Stuhr, 1996). Efland (2002) declares that “the task of the teacher is to raise questions that 

challenge students to examine their presently held assumptions” (p. 73). In addition, Nyman 

(2002) argues that the educator’s role must assume a guiding force in directing student 

understanding of how images project ideas that can foster prejudices and social oppression. 

 Leavy (2009) calls attention to the power of the visual to conceptualize and convey 

meaning in political, social, and cultural realms. She notes that hooks (1995) “makes a 

persuasive case that race, class, and gender shape who makes art, who sells it, and what is sold, 

who values it, how it is valued, who writes about it, and how it is written about” (cited in Leavy, 

2009, p. 219). Leavy further states that “for hooks, visual art also carries a transformative power 

that can resist and dislodge stereotypical ways of thinking” (p. 219), primary goals of critical 

pedagogy, multiculturalism, and visual culture.  
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The Current State of Art Education 

 In Art, Culture, and Ethnicity, Murray Norman Pillars (1990) wrote that 

“multiculturalism is probably the most controversial and least practiced concept in the school 

system. It was and continues to be controversial because the basic roots of America are grounded 

in the soil of class, religious, and racial privileges” (p. 117). Twenty-one years later, with the 

publication of the long awaited second edition to Art, Culture, and Ethnicity (Young, 2010) the 

state of multicultural education in art education has changed little. As an art educator working 

with pre-service educators I continue to see the lack of concern on issues of culture and ethnicity 

addressed in art education. Young (2010) also questions pre-service educators’ lack of 

knowledge and exposure to diverse cultural artists and issue of ethnicity. However, he notes that 

student interest is high, thus we have a place to start.  

 Recent literature in art education focuses on visual culture. One aspect of this study was 

to call attention to the primary use of visual culture by four Hopi artists in identity construction 

in a manner that recognizes how visual culture includes issues of visuality, the relationships we 

have with images and how images and discourses inform culture, social practices, and ultimately 

our identities. Art education is more than the Western canon and more than popular culture and 

includes all humanly formed images and the relationships we associate with them (Freedman, 

2003). The field must engage with the concerns of a variety of artists and cultures. 

 Art educators have increasingly embraced a postmodern context of critical discourse 

within visual culture art education (Duncum, 2001, 2002, 2003; Freedman, 2003; Gude, 2004). 

For example, Bode (2005) stated that the current discourse of visual culture art education is 

informed by multicultural theory. She brought parallels between Duncum’s (2001, 2002, 2003) 

elements of visual culture and Neito’s (2004) theory of multiculturalism with Gude’s (2004) 
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postmodern principles. Furthermore, Bode (2005) cited an increased emphasis on multiple 

identities and cultures. Similarly, this study of identity was informed by visual culture and 

critical pedagogy. According to Bode (2005), “Visual culture art education (VCAE) is 

multicultural education and postmodern curriculum since it vigorously recruits and includes art 

viewers, art criticism, and thinking about art forms to students who may have previously felt 

excluded in traditional pedagogical approaches” (Bode, 2005, p. 250). However, I argue that 

VCAE still fails to recognize cultural or ethnic arts as part of the canon of visual culture, a flaw 

that inhibits the critical pedagogical growth of the methodology. 

 The need to create visual images, possibly as an expression of self or as a form of 

communication, continues today as we create and use images to impart messages with deeper 

meanings. We have relationships with images–visuality. This study has shown that these four 

Hopi artists experience visuality on and off the reservation. Images that impacted their identity 

for the older generation of artists primarily came from the context of the reservation and from the 

artists’ historical roots. More recently, television, music, movies, the Internet, and cell phones 

play a role in art making within the reservation, although the artists who participated in the study 

talked less about these influences on their own visuality. One of the original members of Artists 

Hopid group, artist Neil David, Sr., did, however, create a work that commented on the use of 

cell phones in the kiva. For example, he created a painting that depicted Hopi clowns distracted 

by their cell phones, while prayers and songs were being performed (M. Kabotie, personal 

communication, 2009).  

 Visual cultural education can also be aligned with multicultural education. Ballengee-

Morris and Stuhr (2001) call for multicultural school reform to engage people in critical self-

analysis. They say that gaining an understanding of how we empower ourselves or 
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disenfranchise others is tied to the production of visual culture and meaning making. Having 

students investigate aspects of visual culture could lead toward understanding of personal, 

national, and global cultural identities. Our sociocultural identities are complex and include 

issues of age; gender and sexuality; social and economic class (education, job, family position); 

exceptionality (giftedness, differently-abled, health); geographic location (rural, suburban, urban, 

as well as north, south, east, west, or central); religion; political status; language; ethnicity (the 

aspect most people concentrate on when they think about culture); and racial designation 

(Ballengee-Morris & Stuhr, p. 2001).   

 Art is an outlet for expression and an aesthetic enhancement to our created world.  Art is 

also a visual language that speaks of our experiences, beliefs, identities, and cultures, as seen in 

this study. Without art our world would be void of cultural expressions that visualize the human 

experience. To define art in the Native American context is a difficult venture.  Art within many 

native cultures is an active part of life. One cannot define art as a separate entity as most native 

languages do not have a word for art. Additionally, contemporary Native American art comes out 

of a long history of social, cultural, and political change through a history of colonialism, where 

works are used to heal, recover, and reinvent the past and look toward the future.  Finally, many 

native communities still practice the making of cultural objects now termed art that may or may 

not serve a traditional function (Archeluta, 1994; Berlo & Phillips, 1998; Dilworth, 1991). The 

Hopi artists in this study are a part of such a community.  

 Culture experiences play a role not only in communicating and receiving, but interpreting 

information as well. Cultural contextual experiences shape the thinking process of groups and 

individuals. When art education acknowledges and responds to the complexity of cultural 

contexts, it places culture as central to the learning process (Banks, 2008). “The best art teachers 
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also strive to be culturally competent, knowing who they are teaching and planning curricula 

relevant to their students’ lives and concerns.  They allow students to find meaning and make 

personal connections to the art experience” (Andrus, 1995, p.182).  

 According to McFee (1961) the function of art is three-fold: the maintainer of cultural 

reality through the symbols of ritual and religion, the maintainer of cultural organization and 

roles through visual culture of clothing, architecture, and ornamentation, and the maintainer of 

the cultural aesthetic through enhancing the visual presentation of our material world. Given this, 

it is important to consider the impact of Western ideologies on Hopi, particularly in relationship  

to art making and whose culture is being maintained. In addition, if we accept that culture is not 

static, then why should we question the changes made within this cultural tradition? 

 

The Critical Role of Visuality in Art Education 

 Art educator Nancy Pauly (2001) supports critical inquiry in the art classroom. She 

argues that while teachers emphasize the fact that personal inspiration is a part of art making 

“they rarely interpret images as visual culture” (p. 264). She also notes that school curricula fail 

to acknowledge images as cultural texts and  insists that the proliferation of images we 

experience are culturally mediated, stating “art teachers and students need to examine these 

encounters with images and how meaning is negotiated by viewers through learned lenses, 

sociocultural contexts, and embodied experiences” (Pauly, 2001, p. 264). Images tell social 

stories. Pauly places emphasis on the everyday, multi-mediated images of the dominant culture. 

She calls for an emphasis on images as existing within “networks of culturally learned meanings 

and power relations that surround the production and consumption of images” (Pauly, 2001, p. 

264), and notes that images are cultural narratives. She supports the use of art curricula that help 
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students to “understand the ways cultural knowledge is learned, performed, and may be 

transformed” (Pauly, 2001, p. 264). To extend Pauly’s (2001) discussion of visual culture, I 

argue that we must see images of all cultural and ethnic realms as visual culture, For example in 

relationship to this study, Hopi images such as katsinam, corn, and rain symbols are made by the 

Hopi and non-Hopi and each projects a particular message about culture. Images are mediated 

within the everyday; therefore, the everyday for native populations or traditional communities 

includes images such as traditional cultural arts that may exist outside of popular culture and fine 

art categories. Furthermore, these cultural art forms can be also mediated by dominant visual 

culture, or traditions from the past, including mythologies. Art making includes acts of visuality. 

As culture is not static, indigenous communities do adopt and adapt their visuality. Art educators 

in support of visual culture art education ask that educators provide opportunities to guide 

students through reflective meaning-making, to critique the realms of visuality that impact them 

and their art making (Duncum, 2000; Freedman, 2002; Pauly, 2001; Tavin, 2003). Pauly states, 

“individuals fail to critique their influence or acknowledge their own potential to transform 

negative [or diverse] messages through alternative social acts, such as art making” (2001, p. 

264). Art making becomes a site for sharing and learning. How does this relate to the Hopi? Art 

makes the invisible visible, such as abstract concepts including belief systems, mythic stories, or 

cultural values of diverse cultural contexts like the Hopi.  

 Visual culture and multicultural theories are critical pedagogical approaches that can aid 

students in making decisions about equity and difference, how each plays out in their life and the 

role they play as they engage with cultures. Britzman et al. (1993) cautions against a 

multiculturalism that represents the customs and traditions of cultures as stilled. Educators must 

look at how multicultural knowledge is “constructed, mediated, governed, and implicated in 
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forms of social regulation and normalization.” We cannot present culture as “unencumbered by 

the politics and poetics of representation” (Britzman et al., 1993, p. 189). 

Tavin (2003) said, 

Both critical pedagogy and visual culture can be understood as reactions to and counter 
movements against conservative formations, positivistic theories, and undemocratic 
institutional structures. Critical pedagogy, in all of its variations, challenges technocratic 
methods of education that rely on so-called objective classroom practices and 
depoliticized curricula. In this sense, critical pedagogy attempts to provide an alternative 
to traditional notions of schooling, authority, and knowledge construction. (Tavin, 2003, 
p. 99) 
 
 

Bringing Narratives of Identity to the Art Classroom 

 Art educators cannot lose sight that the lack of a critical discourse of multiculturalism 

means the lack of “recognition of unequal, and often untidy, power relations that underpin 

inequality and limit cultural interaction” (May & Sleeter, 2010, p. 4). By combining critical 

multiculturalism with Visual Culture Art Education (VCAE) art educators can remedy 

ethnocentrism, building understanding and appreciation of difference, diffuse tensions and 

cultural conflicts, and make curricula culturally relevant to our nation’s growing diverse 

population (May & Sleeter, 2010). The dynamic nature of culture must be addressed (Hall, 1999) 

and through a critical application of VCAE art educators can bring awareness and critique to the 

ways that we construct, imagine, and romanticize cultural difference through visuality. Art 

educators must recognize their role in representation of other cultures. Visual culture education 

has a major role in engaging with cultural representation and student identity formation. Through 

my research with native artists, I found that many contemporary Native American artists address 

these issues of identity formation independently as well as collaboratively. For example, Mike 

stated he felt his strength was in collaborations. He believed it was through the process of 

creating art with others of difference, like Jack Dauben, an American artist of Celtic heritage, or 
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Maori elders, that he was able to learn more about his own journey. He was able to connect with 

others on esoteric, parallel levels. He came to an understanding that we all seek a place of 

balance, yet how we define balance and the road we take is different.  

 Art education can be a platform for exploring cultural identity through culturally 

responsive education. Culturally responsive art education is a necessity in our schools (Knight, 

2000). Culturally responsive curricula go beyond secondary sources and include primary cultural 

narratives. This study is an example of native storytelling as cultural experience. Art education 

will benefit from these stories. Recognizing these stories gives ownership to culture and presents 

a humanistic and democratic approach to art education by asserting the voice of participants in a 

culture, in this case those of four Hopi artists. This then models for the student and creates a 

platform for their voice to become a part of an intercultural dialogue, not necessarily based on 

solely on commonalities, but expressing difference within the common experience. 

 This study explored how visual culture played a critical role in the identity construction 

of four Hopi artists. Kiefer-Boyd and Gholdson (2007) support visual culture as the intersection 

between image and context and thus our work as art educators lies in understanding “how images 

are situated in social contexts of power and privilege” (p. xix). Because of our experiences with 

people, places, and things, within specific environments and moments in time we construct a 

sense of self. This study also followed a critical paradigm in which the researcher interacted with 

participants to create a dialectical dialogue. This study emphasized multiple values and voices as 

a way to re-envision art education using multiple perspectives. In this way, the knowledge 

generated by this study can become a source of power for change, one thread in a wider fabric of 

efforts by both academic researchers and native artists like these Hopis to foster positive cultural 

change, balanced by the maintenance of cultural continuity. The artists in this study understood 
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that although they drew from the past, they were engaged in the present and the future. Their 

culture is not static. They borrowed imagery from the past to say something about themselves 

presently and for the future. To be Hopi is a multiple and a negotiated process. 

 

Findings and Recommendations 

My concern for issues of native identity and representation was confirmed during my 

internship at the National Museum of the American Indian in the summer of 2006 where visitors 

continually asked to see bows and arrows, shields, pots, weavings, and buckskin as artifacts of 

native art. Most visitors were not accepting of contemporary media and style as being of native 

visuality. Historically, the majority of museums cater to a mainstream audience. Critics of past 

museum practices claimed that this led to a history of cultural display from a dominant 

perspective. The “other” was staged within an imperialistically Anglo-American or Euro-

American tradition (Chandler, 2007). Over the last few decades the increased inclusion of the 

native voice within exhibition practices of native art in museums across the United States present 

for us greater complexity. The visibility of the National Museum of the American Indian 

(NMAI) has revived the native voice as it drew upon tribal elders and communities, and scholars, 

educators, and artists of native heritage. Among many goals, the NMAI strives to teach the 

diversity of native cultures through the Americas past and present, including all the dynamic and 

adaptive cultural elements (McMaster & Trafzef, 2008). The museum world is embracing the 

necessity of awareness, critique, and transformation of cultural representation, acknowledging 

that who is in control and what is their intent impact how we understand each other. Kevin Gover 

(as cited in McMaster & Trafzef, 2008), the Director of the National Museum of the American 

Indian, stated our “narrative is a work in progress. The story we tell shapes who we are and how 
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we see the world around us…Native people, so long engaged in struggle and survival, have 

emerged as the authors of our own destiny” (McMaster & Trafzef, 2008, p. 11). He emphasizes 

that Native Americans are of living cultures. My study I feel does the same by presenting the 

living stories of four Hopi artists. 

The narratives presented in this study show the power dynamics at play between native 

and non-native images and social / cultural conditions in the construction of artists’ individual 

identities and indicate the value of such identities for preservation of traditional culture, 

advancement of culture in modern contexts, and even social change or awareness. This study’s 

data thus supports the following arguments for deeper levels of multicultural understandings, 

particularly with respect to visual culture, in the development and implementation of arts 

curricula.  

 

Art Tells Stories and Creates Ways of Knowing 

 I recall that throughout my experience as an art educator working with children 

storytelling made a strong impact with my students. Children wish to be validated and 

storytelling is one way they do this. So much of art education can be teacher directed -- draw a 

line here or mix a color this way. I do not believe we should have our students make another Van 

Gogh sunflower painting; he already did that more than once. We need to let our students tell 

their own stories. The most creative and innovative art projects for my students were the ones 

that told their story, where they envisioned themselves within a scenario or shared a personal 

experience. Art as storytelling allows students to take a past story and place it in the present or 

they can envision themselves in the future. We can still teach the fundamentals of technique, 

media, and style within storytelling lessons. In doing this it makes art making more personally 
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meaningful. On a recent road trip home, my fourteen-year-old daughter talked my ear off with 

stories of the past week she spent with her cousins. The amount of vivid details and excitement 

she exhibited indicated the strength storytelling gave her to empower herself. This type of 

storytelling helped her to construct a sense of self. She felt validated that I listened to her stories. 

Art making is storytelling too and a form of validation for students.  

 Art educators can learn from storytelling as an epistemological belief, similar to native 

cultures. In this sense storytelling relives myth, not in a false sense, but mythical realties. Both 

Mike and Ed noted that they saw themselves as mythic archeologists who sought healing through 

art in a process that became one of bringing the past into the present to create healing for the 

future. Mike and Ed both recalled Hopi cultural mythology, such as the hero twins, and Hopi 

history, such as the Pueblo revolt, as formative to their identities. In reference to his father, Ed 

remarked, 

I believe that his greatest legacy is the healing journey that he both walked and 
challenged others to walk. He was very open about his own trip to the “dark side.” In 
time, he chose to walk a higher road and he truly lived up to his Hopi name, 
Lomawywesa, in the later years of his life. His artwork explores the depths of 
dysfunction and despair, the dark unhealed side of humanity, as well as the healing that 
can be achieved through humility and spirituality. 
(www.musnaz.org/exhibits/kabotie/index.shtml) 
 
According to Barthes (1986) myth is a system of communication, a mode of signification 

that helps us to make sense of our experiences within the world.  Myth becomes a meta narrative 

or a metaphor we live by. Myth, whether it is spoken, written, drawn, or imaged, serves as a 

visual discourse that is shared, interpreted, and reinterpreted, but all the while brings connections 

between time, places, and people. Similarly, Gill (1990) states “myth should be thought of as a 

story on which truth is based, rather than thinking of myth as a true story…myths function as a 
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means by which human beings can articulate … [fundamental things about themselves and 

culture] through the revision and recreation of their stories” (p. 138). 

Storytelling allows our humanness to prevail, it engenders empathy, intelligence, and 

understanding. It brings us to a more comprehensive human experience. It presents living stories. 

Art educators must join in this discourse of living cultures and become a part of the future of a 

multi-dimensional America story. As Cheyenne Chief and founding director of the NMAI  

W. Richard West Jr. stated, “Native peoples want to remove themselves from the category of 

cultural relics and, instead, be seen and interpreted as peoples and cultures with a deep past that 

are very much alive today. They want the opportunity to speak directly…in their own voices and 

through their own eyes the meaning of …native art, culture, and history” (as cited in McMaster 

& Trafzef, 2008, p. 17). Therefore, the individual stories of these four Hopi artists provide us 

with narratives of a living culture; however, the teacher does not always have direct access to the 

artist; therefore, we have to do the work and seek out resources such as artist created websites, 

museum and tribal sites, even YouTube, which has recently blossomed into a treasure trove of 

information as artists and tribes actively post selections for public viewing. The National 

Museum of the American Indian is an excellent primary resource and is willing to direct art 

educators toward additional appropriate resources. 

 

Culture is Living Our Experiences 

 I ask art educators to hear the stories of native ancestral knowledge through the voices of 

those directly connected to it and allow native artists to share how ancestral knowledge and 

traditions have directly impacted their lives. Art educators must start with contemporary native 

artists and through their guidance work back to historical resources to make connections between 
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past, present, and future. The interviews with the Hopi artists, as well as the literature on native 

culture and identity, support first-person narratives as effective means for understanding culture, 

identity, and art within indigenous communities. The Hopi artists repeatedly referred to their 

own cultural past as informing their present. But this past was placed within a contemporary 

living context. Meaning that the artists recognized that the past informs who they are, and who 

they want to be but does not mean they are the past. They acknowledged that culture is informed 

by many life aspects and is continually in transition. I recommend that art students be allowed to 

tell their own story in words and visuals. Storytelling empowers us to take ownership of how we 

understand ourselves and assists in directing others toward more authentic understanding of the 

lived experience. 

 Clandinin and Connelly (2006) argue that we recall stories of the past in relationship to 

the present and as we look to the future. As we story our lives we move in and out of temporal 

moments of memory and we contextualize our stories in relationship to people, places, and 

things. Our stories to live by construct our identity. Identity is commonly perceived as a sense of 

self; however, culture precedes identity, where culture cannot be separate from the individual. It 

is within processes of sociality, time, and place that the enacting of culture takes place to inform 

identity. We choose from the tools of our experiences to create who we are.  

Geertz (2001) described culture as a web of significance man has spun. Like a spider 

web, it extends out and has multiple points of connections and has the potential to be continually 

reconstructed. Action is important to culture; it is through the process of communicating that 

meaning is constructed. For native people coming to know self is a social act that is connected 

not only to one’s present, but also to the past and the future. These four Hopi artists drew heavily 

on their cultural past, but also recognized the changing nature of culture. Natives, such as these 
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Hopi artists, are seeking ways to use dominant educational and socioeconomic customs to 

empower themselves and their communities. Rushing (1999) emphasizes that native artists are 

contesting stereotypical and demeaning images of the native in mediated realms, such as mascots 

for sports teams and a new genre of native made films. They have challenged the dominant 

views of native culture and create art works that transcend and challenge stereotypes. Del creates 

sculptures, not katsina dolls, Mike aligns images and concepts cross-culturally, Mark breaks 

image taboos, and Ed finds strength in Hopi history and myths. 

 

Art is Visuality 

 Art as social and cultural facts reflects who we are as individuals within a specific society 

and how others understand us. Thus a critical analysis of the evolution of cultural images via art 

education curricula provides students a means for making connections and gaining understanding 

of self and others. 

Historically, public school curricula, including those in the art classroom, are 

disseminated through a Eurocentric lens. While a multicultural perspective has increased over 

the last several decades, art education curricula continue to identify cultural arts as a unique 

category outside the mainstream and do not readily acknowledge multiple ways of knowing. 

McFee (1961) presents the idea that culture is the driving force that defines who we are as a 

people, what we do, and why. Through art we express our cultural values and beliefs. Various art 

forms within and across cultures express our diversity. Often within a culture there are several 

subcultures that support or augment our primary belief systems.  However, enculturation 

continually occurs. This is the challenge for the art teacher, as diversity within the classroom can 

affect instruction and learning. Children are exposed to cultures visually through the arts. 
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Whether it is through personal, religious, or mass-media or commercial images these images 

give our youth a picture of what a society values and believes.  Youth absorb these images daily 

and internalize them into the subconscious.  This process serves as a continual means for 

socialization.   

Art can move us to believe, act, or react.  Art reinforces social organization through 

depicting gender roles and community status in things such as clothing and other commercial 

products (Efland, Freedman, & Stuhr, 1996; Freedman, 2002). Art educators in support of Visual 

Culture Art Education, ask that educators provide opportunities to guide students through 

reflective meaning-making, to critique the realms of visuality that impact them and their art 

making (Duncum, 2000; Freedman, 2002; Pauly, 2001; Tavin, 2003). Today katsina carving 

depicts many Westernized ideas and images, such as non-indigenous animals like cows, 

donkeys, and chickens, and even visual culture images of Disney characters. Through the 

depiction of katsina in popular culture, how then can we understand Hopi culture? Does it matter 

whether or not a Hopi made the image, or how the message becomes different? How do social 

and cultural contexts influence what individuals perceive as art? How do we value the Hopi 

katsina doll or other art forms bearing its image? The market has seen an influx of Western 

visual taste that the Hopi have adapted or adopted. Are these dolls then art? Are traditional dolls 

art? Are traditional dolls given in ceremony then sold on the art market art? Who decides and 

what does this mean for the Hopi?   

 Aesthetic questions like these are ones art educators can ask their students and connect 

back to visual culture, expanding their ways of seeing. This becomes a source of exploring 

deeper issues of power, meaning, image, and context within both the native and the mainstream 

environments. It provides us with a bridge to engage students with how images impacts art, 
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culture, and identity. Freedman (2003) asserts that art education must take the lead and be 

socially responsible for assisting students in understanding how images, even within visual 

culture, affect student understanding of the world.  

 

Everyone Lives Cultures of Appropriation and Hybridity  

 Globalized technologies have collapsed our cultural borders. Today’s artists engage in 

multiple realms of visual culture. Border crossing is not new for native artists. Ballengee-Morris 

and Stuhr (2001) and Freedman, Stuhr, and Weinberg (1989) emphasize today’s blurred cultural 

distinctions and insists that art educators must “rethink past theoretical stands and conceptions of 

culture in the contemporary world” (Freedman et al, 1989, p. 38). They remind us that cultural 

identity is no longer a singular concept.  

 Among these four Hopi artists their cultural identity as Hopi was paramount to making 

art. They maintained above all else that they were contemporary Hopis; however, defining Hopi 

was a difficult task. While Mike experienced the world outside of Hopi on a regular basis, he 

stated that he saw things through Hopi eyes, but he also acknowledged diversity among Hopis. 

Mike regularly sought out research and writings by non-Hopi scholars, and communed with 

artists of diverse cultural backgrounds, indicating that he took all of these experiences and 

filtered them back through his Hopi experience to come to an understanding. Mike said that it is 

through “all of these different cultures and learning from them that really we have all these basic 

commonalities. And then I sort of filtered it through my Hopi ritual knowledge and said well jeez 

this is what my Hopi rituals and teachings were teaching me” (M. Kabotie, personal 

communication, 2009). Ultimately, his experiences outside of Hopi helped him to understand 

himself as Hopi—art making become a way to understand his cultural identity as Hopi.  
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 Drawing upon a rich artistic resource of other artists, Mike also regularly exchanged 

cultural ideas and images with other non-Hopi artists. Through accessing the Internet, museum 

resources, books, newspapers, and other media Mike often reflected on new knowledge. He 

wrote and drew in his journal almost daily. While he claimed the artwork that he created was 

often spiritual and culturally inspired by his Hopi background, Mike also drew upon other 

cultures. He created works with images of cars, planes, oil fields, computers, and other religious 

icons. At the time of his death he was working on a triptych called the Three Ladies of the 

Americas. His intent was to honor the feminine spirit through three female icons: The Statue of 

Liberty, Spider Woman17, and The Virgin of Guadalupe. He described the power of the lady 

liberty as metaphorical, charged by her phallic like stature. Spider Woman became an iconic 

mother figure. The Virgin’s power exploding from the vulva. Coming from a matrilineal society, 

Mike believed in the power and respect for the feminine spirit. Envisioning such a mural, Mike 

utilized a collision of cultural hybridization. His sketches for this mural further suggested a 

hybridity of cultures and the retelling of the mythic past as he combined popular images of 

Americana, Mexican culture, and Hopi mythology. Planes, cars, corn, snakes, rain, spider webs, 

metal, rocks, and earth came together on the page. This data suggests that cultural hybridity, 

similar to the mingling of ideas one would find on the Internet, is emerging in the Hopi context. 

It can be suggested that Mike’s culture jamming emerged as a result of his father’s influences. 

                                                 
17 Most Hopi accounts of creation center around Tawa, the Sun Spirit. Tawa is the Creator, and it was he who 
formed the First World out of Tokpella, or Endless Space, as well as its original inhabitants. It is still traditional for 
Hopi mothers to seek a blessing from the Sun for their newborn children. However, other accounts have it that Tawa, 
or Taiowa, first created Sotuknang, whom he called his nephew. Taiowa then sent Sotuknang to create the nine 
universes according to his plan, and it was Sotuknang who created Spider Woman, or Spider Woman. Spider 
Woman served as a messenger for the Creator and was an intercessor between deity and the people. In some 
versions of the Hopi creation myth, it is she who creates all life under the direction of Sotuknang. Yet other stories 
tell that life was created by Hard Being Woman of the West and Hard Being Woman of the East, while the Sun 
merely observed the process. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hopi_mythology) 
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However, while Fred Kabotie’s experiences extended beyond the Hopi reservation, his image 

making almost entirely remained Hopi in style and content. Conversely, Mike not only 

incorporated non-Hopi images, but also his style ranged in techniques from the ancestral Hopi to 

modern Western masters of art. Mike was not only cross-cultural in his art, but he also saw the 

value in other disciplines. For Mike, life was not made of separate components, but was a 

holistic incorporation of music, images, lifeways, and discourses. He connected to the past 

through the petroglyph symbols and stories of his ancestors and drew upon the rhythms and 

sounds of Buddhist chants, Beethoven, and Hopi chanting in his art work. 

 “The best art teachers also strive to be culturally competent, knowing who they are 

teaching and planning curricula relevant to their students’ lives and concerns. They allow 

students to find meaning and make personal connections to the art experience” (Andrus, 1995, p. 

182). If we understand that culture informs ways of knowing, then we must address the cultural 

gap between teacher and student that continues to disenfranchise teachers from their students. 

This may even presents itself in terms of covert discrimination or stereotyping. Studies continue 

to note the fact that pre-service teachers are continually unprepared to address issues of 

multiculturalism and teach to a multicultural student body (Knight, 2005; York, 1997).  For 

teachers it is critical that a multicultural perspective become a part of their philosophy. Dufrene 

(1995) calls for the need of building teachers’ “multicultural aesthetic literacy,” the need for 

educators to be sensitive to our changing and growing multicultural society including reaching 

beyond our borders (Hadaway et al., 1993). 

This research addressed the continuing necessity to address long-held misconceptions and 

stereotypes of native cultures and identity that persist through mass-disseminated images and 

stories. Mediated images, such as chief and squaw icons, continue to impact how we understand 
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natives (Strickland, 1997). Non-natives are quite familiar with the noble savage who accepts 

defeat as his destiny. In contrast, the equally familiar ruthless warrior image presents the native 

as bloodthirsty and ready to take scalps at all costs (Bird, 1998). Seemingly innocent images 

such as the Land ‘o Lakes Indian Princess promote a distorted notion of native royalty based on a 

romanticized idea of a beautiful and dutiful maiden. I cannot count the number of times I have 

been in a conversation in which the topic of native heritage comes up, and an individual proudly 

tells me that a great-great-grandmother was a Cherokee princess. Cherokees and other North 

American tribes do not have forms of family royalty comparable to European cultures. I wonder 

if such an identification of a native heritage makes us more empathic and attuned to the cultural 

situation of natives today. Is it possible that this reinvention of identity is similar to how we 

identify with cultural heroes. Native artists are now addressing stories like these and the use of 

such images in a repatriation of appropriated cultural images, forging new genres of native art 

that re-story the past, for a meaningful present, and hopeful future.  

 I encourage art educators to seek out and engage students in the awareness and critique of 

contrasting cultural discourses. As educators we must engage in the hard work of self-critique on 

personal levels and beyond. Bell hooks (1995) comments on misunderstanding of authenticity 

and the cultural appropriation, stating that appropriating is not necessarily exploitation, but that 

we must look at what is done with the appropriation. Bell hooks (1995) argues that there are 

“many everyday encounters with cultural difference, with racial identity, that remind me of how 

constructed this all can be, that there is really nothing inherent or essential that allow us to claim 

in an absolute way any heritage” (hooks, 1995, p. 10). She called attention to the hybridity of 

identity African American artists face that make dominant venues question are they black 

enough? Similarly, native artists such as these four Hopi artists experience identity critique 
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within the dominant culture and the art world. To be a native artist you must first have a BIA 

card and then you must make art according to “traditional guidelines.” Mark remarked about his 

frustration of entering the traditional category at the Santa Fe annual market. He was interested 

in creating innovative imagery and styles, some that even incorporated appropriated images and 

ideas outside of Hopi tradition. Each year he entered such a piece in the traditional competition 

and it was disqualified for not being traditional. He did not give up and by the fourth or fifth year 

he said, he won. Educators must recognize that they participate in the process of authenticating 

culture. When we choose to explore art works by indigenous artists in our classroom, students 

must be made aware of the diversity of choices out there.   

 As there are multiple images, there are multiple ways of knowing that impact all of us. 

Visual culture is not only about mass-mediated images via modern technologies. While the 

expansion of technology increases the impact of visual discourses among diverse cultures, the 

ways that art shapes conceptions of native identity become increasingly important for natives and 

non-natives. Recognizing that conceptions of native art are socially constructed amid dialogues 

among cultures, this study seeks to provide educators with additional insight into native identity 

from the native perspective, especially by examining the implications of the construction of 

native art as traditional or modern. Furthermore, the overall significance of this study will be its 

impact on the future development of multicultural and visual culture art education. Being aware 

of the process of social interchange aids in understanding self and others, and visual 

representation plays an essential role in this process. By exploring the phenomenon of identity 

construction as a process of visuality, I hope to bring insights that begin to reevaluate the ways 

we develop culturally-based art curricula and pre-service training in order to integrate the notions 

of hybridity and critical dialogue.  
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Expanding the Research 

 Finally, I ask that art educators replicate similar studies with diverse indigenous 

communities and subcultures within the United States. First-person scholarship is essential to 

providing specific understanding of culture and art and the impact of visuality on identity. 

Artist’s narratives are needed to provide contrasting scholarship to interpretations by those 

outside of the cultural context. I recommend that further studies also incorporate art as a holistic 

expression. Creative outlets such as music, dance, songs, writing, and performing are a part of 

the human cultural experience. Within indigenous communities each of these art forms are often 

included within visual arts production, presentation, and interpretation. During my meetings with 

Mike he did suggest that we bring in singers and musicians to the discussion; however, at the 

time I felt it was beyond the scope of this research project. 

 I call for the development of a curriculum model that uses artist’s narratives and 

collaborative experiences with these artists when possible. Artists can be invited physically to the 

classroom or through technology to participate with art students on aesthetic discussions and 

studio practices. Direct experiences with artists provide students the chance to see how art 

impacts someone’s life on a daily basis and how art can become a part of the solution for cultural 

connections and recovery. This study supports the inclusion of contemporary native artists in art 

education discourses. Seeing art as a product of culture and a reflection of identity is a recent 

development in art curricula (Anderson & Milbrandt, 2002, Freedman, 2003). As such, only little 

inroads have been made in addressing contemporary issues of conflict and identity within 

indigenous communities. In response, this research facilitates the native voice as a source for 

teacher education and curriculum development, allowing the native artist voice to provide a 
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contemporary perspective that reaches beyond art education curricula focused on token heroes 

and holiday lessons.  

 

Conclusion 

 Our “stories to live by” (Clandinin and Connelly, 2006) are lived experiences linked to 

conditions and circumstances of time, place, and interaction. Art education can find value in such 

an application of storytelling. Our students can use art making as visual storytelling, thus making 

personal meaning of life center issues and questions, and real world connections to people and 

cultural ways of knowing. As we dialogue about self through making images they become, 

“stories to live by,” and are eternally linked to past experiences, the present moment, or future 

possibilities. Mike speaks to the pervasive role of art in cultural awareness and processes of self-

identity when he muses, 

I think that is life; and evolvement of life. You know some of those modern things that 
are happening. You know out at Hopi I remember I use to be in a little rock band at one 
time. We called ourselves the Blue Diamonds. [Laughing] And now they have several rap 
singers that are involved in rap, we have filmmakers, and poets and all these disciplines 
what they call the arts in the Western world. We have them all out in Hopi, and they are 
all making their contributions, questioning and challenging, and making their 
contributions. You know, accepting the challenge. So it is an involving culture, but parts 
of it has to crash before it is re-identified. I look at things like that, like my alcoholism 
and my crashing in that area and I survived and I think I came out a much better person 
on the other side. I didn’t die. And a lot of the teachings I sort of reformed and 
appreciated them a lot more, I think that is what happens. So that is sort of how I see it, 
you know, things don’t die, things reemerge and reform in a different way. (M. Kabotie, 
2009, personal communication)  
 

And in this way the stories of our journeys can continue through bridging the past, present, and  
 
future.   
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Figure 5.1. Protest, acrylic on mat board by Michael Kabotie, no date (before 1999), 
SAR.1999-8-1.  (Courtesy of the School of American Research, Santa Fe, New Mexico). 
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Figure 5.2. Line Impressions Kachina # 2, 1968, Acrylic on canvas by Michael Kabotie. 
Cat. No. IAF.P295. Photograph by Lynn Lown.  (Courtesy of the School of American Research, 
Santa Fe, New Mexico). 
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APPENDIX 
 

A STORY OF THE HOPI HERO TWINS 
 

Translated by Voth, (1905). 
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 Alíksai! At Shongópavi they were living; at the place where Shongópavi used to be and 

where there are still the ruins of the old village, they were living. North of the village, but close 

by, lived Pö'okong and his brother. They lived there with their grandmother. Often they would 

play with their ball, and one time they were also playing with their ball, striking it, and playing 

with it towards Toríva. When they arrived here they were thirsty, and went into the spring to 

drink water. When they had satisfied their thirst they were going to continue their playing, when 

they saw a lot of báhos at the place where the water comes out. "Let us take these along," the 

younger brother said, and taking one of the báhos, he swallowed it. "You swallow one too," he 

then said to his elder brother; but by this time the latter discovered in the recess in the rocks 

somewhat high up, some potsherds, or bowls, with different kinds of paints which the Flute 

priests had deposited there. "Let us take some of this," he said to his younger brother, whereupon 

he put into his ball, through little holes and openings that had been made in the buckskin 

covering through long usage, some of each kind of paint. After having put the paints into the ball 

he sewed up the holes. Hereupon he replaced the ball again and then said to his brother: "Now let 

us go, and before we will get home it will rain if we continue to beat our ball now in this way." 

So they started, beating the ball towards the Corn-Ear Bluffs that are still standing at the place 

where the old village of Mishóngnovi used to be. One of the brothers was beating the ball 

forward and the other one backward, and in this way they proceeded to the village. Before they 

had reached the village, the people of Mishóngnovi had discovered them. They were beating 

their ball around north of the village for a little While, the children of the village looking on and 

shouting at them. Hereupon they entered the village and kept beating their ball through the 

village. All at once they entered one of the kivas and found that the Flute priests were assembled 

in this kiva for their ceremony. In one of the trays that were standing on the floor was lying a 
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lightning frame, thunder board, netted water jug, etc. This tray they grabbed and went out. None 

of the priests said anything. 

 Hereupon they went into another kiva where the Snake priests were assembled for their 

ceremony. They were just washing the snakes in a bowl. The Pöokónghoyas grabbed a bull-

snake (lölö'okong), put it into a snake-sack and left the kiva, the younger brother holding this bag 

under one arm, the elder brother carrying the tray with the objects. In this manner they proceeded 

towards the Corn-Ear bluffs,, constantly beating their ball. When they arrived at the Corn-Ear 

Bluffs they found a great many báhos, little artificial melons, watermelons, and peaches which 

the Hopi had made and deposited in the different niches, cracks, etc. They had been deposited 

here by the different societies in their different ceremonies as prayer-offerings, that they might 

have an abundance of these things. On top of the rocks they saw the Watcher (Tû'walahka), who 

owns this rock. It was Cótukvnangwuu, who was sitting there in the form of an old man. "Oh 

my!" the younger brother said, "How many prayer-offerings there are here! Let us steal some of 

them and take them home;" but the elder brother refused to do so, so the younger brother 

ascended the rock along a crack and took from one of the places where the prayer-offerings had 

been deposited a corn báho, a watermelon, and a melon, and brought them down. 

Hereupon they started homeward again, beating their ball. They again went by the spring Toríva 

where they drank, this time, however, not stealing anything. They then started towards 

Shongópavi along the trail. After they had gone a little distance they shot the lightning frame, 

and twirled the bullroarer several times. By the time they had reached the canyon, or gulch, right 

east of Shongópavi, and as they were beginning to ascend to the village, clouds had gathered in 

the sky and it began to thunder and rays of lightning began shooting through the sky. Soon it 

began to rain. 
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 They began to run towards their house, and just as they arrived there they once more shot 

the lightning frame and twirled the thunder board. By this time it thundered very hard and loud, 

and lightning was flashing. One of the Hopi houses in the village was struck and shattered. By 

this time they had arrived at their house. "Who are those little mischief makers that are coming 

there?" their grand Mother said. "You are bad." But the two brothers rushed into the house and 

put the lightning frame, thunder board, the snake, the little artificial melons, báhos and the paint, 

which they had brought with them, quickly but secretly into two pots which they covered up. 

And because the Pöokónghoyas afterwards had these things they were the cause that it always 

rained and the Hopi had good crops.  
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